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(l book is one of those things that starts as an inkling 
and grows according to how much nurturing 
that idea receives. This particular project has 

had the benefit of my family and friends to provide 
much - needed encouragement along the way. 

Over the years I've known lots of metal workers 
who have gone out of their way to make sure I was 
doing things right. Two of them became friends and 
mentors whom I admire and deeply respect: Anne 
Choi, for always steering me straight and encouraging 
me to go just a little bit farther than I thought I could 
go, and Bob Burkett, for teaching me wax work, even 
though I was sure I'd never get it. Thank you both 
for never giving up on me. 

Without my family, this book would still be an idea. 
I couldn't have managed without my husband. Greg, 
my hero, who saved countless days with his cookie
baking skills. My daughter, Azalea. who helped me 
condition loads of polymer. The biggest thank-you of 
all goes to my brother Andrew, because without him, 

I'd probably still be working on this book. Thanks, 
Brother, for being a taskmaster, wire wrapper, and 
resin - pouring mad scientist! 









introduction 
As a child, I knew that objects, especially ones made by hand, held magic. I once owned an 
amulet. a little silver bird in flight strung on a fine chain. The originator, an elderly Native Ameri
can man, assured me of its power to grant the wearer fleetness of foot. and I believed him. 
Wearing it. I could run faster than my brother or sister, and I could beat every kid on the block 
in a race, tearing past cacti and tumbleweeds. 

Growing up under the shade of folktales and superstitions, my view of the world has always 
been tinted with magic. Tales from my mother's father, who was a medicine man of the Pacific 
Islands, drifted down and blanketed us grandchildren in a fine web of stories. Sea monsters can 
swallow you whole. Mermaids do indeed drag foolish folks under. Pearls protect a swimmer 
from sharks. These odd remnants from forgotten times settled deep within my soul. and this 
idea that objects can hold wishes, blessings, or hope will continue to be passed on to my own 
children. 

I have always made things. As a child, everything was a viable material. from collected bits 
from the road and broken pieces of jewelry to seashells and pretty rocks. The love of creating 
continues to follow me, and although I now use different materials, the desire to make objects 
that hold a little magic has never waned. I have collected my favorite materials and formulas to 
share, hoping and wishing with all my heart that they inspire others in the world. 

~OW ,0 U6~ ,~16 BOOK 
Creating your own magical objects is easy. This book, divided into four parts, will show you 
how. It uniquely combines my love of storytelling with a wide variety of innovative jewelry 
techniques meant to teach unexpected ways to create one-of-a-kind pieces infused with per
sonal meaning. Presented like an artist's sketchbook. it is full of my own drawings, paintings, an 
original short story, and photographs to inspire and guide you on your journey. 

There are a couple of ways to utilize the information within these pages. The first is to find 
a project you like and dig in, referring back to the first two chapters for tips to complete the 
piece. The second, and most useful. is to start from the beginning, read through the Basics and 
Essentials chapters and then dive into the projects chapter. Once there, read the diary entry 
that precedes the project so that you can understand the inspiration for the design of the 
jewelry. This part of the book is designed to illustrate the conceptual aspects of the Inspiration 
chapter, mainly dissecting an idea and turning it into a piece of art. Through the entries and 
then sketches, one can see how a kernel of inspiration is transformed into jewelry, with echoes 
of the original idea. The entries also illuminate the process of designing for an individual and 
deciphering vague clues to create a piece that suits them perfectly. 
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agic cannot be created without 

inspiration. There needs to be a spark 
to ignite the process and intention of 

creating objects that hypnotize and captivate. 
Objects that aren't inspired are dull and generic. 

They won't evoke the interest of others, nor will 
they help bring magic into your everyday life. 
Some people are blessed with the innate ability 

to recognize and harness inspiration. Others 
have to create a practice out of it. The pages 
that follow will give you the necessary tools and 

methods so that you can summon inspiration 
and use it to propel your imagination into the 
act of creation. 
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lmtlon 
~ ~ Every creative endeavor requires 
some type of inspiration to fuel the process, 
and it can arrive in any form-a person, 
music, nature, a favorite place-pretty 
much anything can ignite an idea. The road 
between an idea and a finished piece is a 
winding one that starts and stops, changes 
directions, and may not resemble the 
original thought in the end. ~ ~ 

the sketchbook 
The sketchbook is the all-important tool for capturing fleeting inspira
tion. It is quite versatile : You can store ideas, phone numbers, bits of 
overheard conversation, little maps to favorite places, and you can tape 
in flowers and ephemera. Soon your sketchbook is not only a palette of 
ideas but also documentation of your existence. Carry it everywhere, 
along with some type of colorant, such as a set of colored pencils or 
mini watercolor paints, which will be useful for capturing interesting 
palette combinations. A fine-tip Sakura Micron pen will last a long time, 
and it won't bleed or change color. A roll of clear matte tape is a fun 
addition, good for adhering small things to pages and sealing flowers to 
preserve their color and form. 

*note qEO'I II\JIO 1HE' I-1ABII ~ 
.5IUPYII\J6 YoUR .5URRoUI\JPII\J6.5. 

11-11.5 POEO'.5I\J'1 MEO'AI\J .5loPPII\J6 + 

MPII\J6 AI EO'VEO'RY L£A!=, BUI ,RYII\J6 
10 PiCk OUI 1I\JIEO'REO'.5111\J6 COLoR-5, 

BEO'AUII!=UL .5I-1APEO'.5 + 1I\JIRI6UII\J6 
PAIIEO'RI\J.5 A.5 You 60 eY. 



dra",ing 
Drawing is a wonderful activity for 
encouraging creativity. 

~During the design phase, it is essential for 
idea conceptualization. 

~ It can be meditative, freeing your mind of 
stress and opening it to inspiration. 

look books 
& inspiration 
boards 
Look books and inspiration boards are the 
perfect places to collect inspired ideas. 

-cAPTURE colors or images that move you 
inside a blank book or on a board . 

.... INCLUDE sketches, color palettes, 
and images. 

-SEARCH the Internet, catalogs, magazines, 
fabrics, etc., for images and ideas. 

-SEE a story emerge in the form of color, 
pattern, line quality, and mood. 

~REATE + ORGANIZE by category
nature, jewelry, architecture, etc. 

~ If just beginning to draw, deconstruct objects 
into outlines, large shapes, and basic forms. 

~Once satisfied with your drawing 
of basic shapes, begin working 
on the details . 

~note cR~kn: AI\J II\J.5PIRA'TIOI\J 

PACk. PRoCUR': oR MAk': A 1\J1i='TY 

.5A'TCHi':'L ... i=ILL I'T WI'Tf-j A .5k':'TCf-j-

1300'1.., i=AVoRI'T': P':I\J, AR'TI.5'T 'TAP':, 
cOLoRf'V P':I\JCIL.5 ... Wf-jA'T':V':R 

O'THi':'R cRf' A'TIV': ACCoU'TR':

M':I\J'T.5 You'v Uk': OI\J f-jAI\JV Wf-j':1\J 

II\J.5PIRA'TIOI\J .5'TRlk':.5. k':':P I'T 

WI'Tf-j You ALWAY.5. 
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deconstruction 
A simple method to harness inspiration into 
usable fuel is deconstruction: Break down the 
individual elements that comprise the whole 
and examine them. The resulting piece will 
materialize from the elements you choose. Let's 
use the ocean as the inspiration for a necklace 
and break it down into its basic parts, which are 
color, texture, and shape. 

00l.DR The pale green of sea 
foam, darkest teal of deep water, 
orangey red of coral, and tawny 
beige of sand 

-n:X~ Fluid, grainy, 
pebbled, wavy 

jI ~ Long strips for the shore 
line, curves for waves, circles 
for bubbly froth 

An object can be deconstructed on a very basic 
level, such as the example above, or you can 
intensely deconstruct until the results are only a 
murmur of the whole. 

*note TO REVIEW COLOR 6ELEClIOI\J, 
160LA,E II\JPIVIPUAL COLoR6 ~ROM IHE RE6, 

II\J IHE PRo:fECI. CREA,E A VIEW~II\JPER ~ROM 

A 6CRAP ~ BLACK oR 6RAY CARP 6,oCK i3Y 
CU,1I1\J6 AlIi' 0,7 CM) 6qUARE II\J IHE cEl\JlEK 

CEI\JIER IHE COLOR 10 BE REVIEWEP II\J IHE HOLE 
+ You WILL 6EE II WIIHOU, IHE 6URRoUI\JPI1\J6 

COLOR6 CLOUPI1\J6 116 IRUE 6HApE, 

Use the same method to analyze inspiration that 
isn't visual, such as a song or personal experi
ence. The results will be much more unique 
because you are pulling from your individual 
memories and moods. The basic elements of a 
song might be mood (how it makes you feel), 
memories (what you think of when you hear 
it), and time period (present, past, or future, and 
what season it evokes), 

When designing for an individual, deconstruc
tion is very useful. Think of the colors that this 
person wears; in what type of setting will the 
piece be worn (casual, formal); what shape 
would flatter his or her body and personal-
ity, The more information you can deduce will 
make it more likely that you will capture the 
essence of this person and therefore what this 
person would like. 



SY111bo lis111 
Symbolism is a language that transcends words and 
sounds. It transmits its meaning through images. 
Symbols can convey any emotion or meaning, and 
as artists, it is wise to understand the symbols used 
in our work. Symbols can change meaning over time, 
but some are eternal, such as that of a tree, always 
standing for strength, shelter, and growth. The image 
of a bird is freedom and a lion, power. There are 

A L16, 01== UN IVE"R6AL 5Y MBoL6 
~ ACORN V potential, life 

APPLE 
love, temptation, Eve 

BEES 
productivity 

EGG 
universe, creation 

EYE 
protection 

FEATHER 
truth 

hundreds of meanings for objects. Study what you are 
drawn to or consistently create-what do they say? 
Choose your symbols wisely because they represent 
you. Dive deep into who you are and what you love. 
Follow this thread, and it will weave its way into your 
work and gradually infuse it with layers of meaning. 
This will take time, but your work will strike a chord 
and resonate. 

MERMAID 
the sea, duality 

OCTOPUS 
cleverness, spirals 

OWL 
wisdom, night 

BIRDS 
freedom, the soul 

BOTTLE 

FLOWERS ~ 
the feminine , 
growth 

PEARL 
power of water 

RABBIT ~ 
trickster W womb, enclosure 

BUTTERFLY 
immortality, 
metamorphosis 

CAT ~ stealth, liberty 

n>. CIRCLE 
'f<!5} totality, eternity 

CROW 
bad luck, death 

DEER 
speed, gentleness 

DOG 
loyalty 

DOOR 
opportunity, passage 

DRAGONFLY 
summer, speed 

GOLD 
the sun 

HAND 
tool, friends, 
protection 

• 
HEART 
center of being, love, 
life blood 

HORNS 
power of the soul 

HORSE 
noble, power of the sea 

KEY 
opening, closing, 
knowledge 

LEAF ~ renewal, 
growth 

LINES 
division, boundaries 

MASK 
concealment, 
transformation 

ROCK 
permanence 

SNAIL .J..~ 
birth, eternity, ~ 
labyrinth 

SNAKE ~ 
resurrection, 
underworld 

~ SKULL 
W mortality, transition 

* 
SPIRAL 
continuity, water 

STAR 
constancy, hope 

TURTLE ~ 
time, longevity C?§% 
WINGS 
transcendence, 
the supernatural 

;f'-note AVO/V U.511\j6 IMMERY 
BECAU.5E " 1.5 POPULAR'" You wAI\j, 
" ,0 MAkE YoUR AR, MARkE'ABLE. 
Look f=UR,~R ,0 f=II\jD IMAI:£.5 ,~A, 

ARE pOWERf=UL ,0 You. 





o imbue jewelry with magic. all that -is necessary 
is an understanding of a few key materials. Here, 
you will learn the basic principles for working 

with wire. polymer clay, Precious Metal Clay, and 
resin as well as a brief tutorial on mold making. 

Make sure you are working in a well-ventilated area 
with windows-have fans and a dust mask around, 
too. Good task lighting will help prevent eyestrain, and 
long, deep work tables will ensure you have plenty of 
room (by the way, aluminum rimmed cookie sheets 
are excellent for storing unfinished projects). You'll 
want to find a comfortable chair that supports your 
lumbar area-armrests will ease shoulder stress. 

Organize your tools so that they are within easy 
reach and have rubber mats and ceramic tiles on 
hand for cutting and working with heat, respectively. 
When working with a torch, be mindful to keep 
the torch away from curtains and anything else 
flammable. When you are engrossed in your work, 
it's hard to be cognizant of such potential disasters; 
therefore. a fire extinguisher is a necessity} Finally, 
create ambience so that your space invites your 
creativity. Keep inspiration everywhere you can see. 

-
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• .. USE WIRE for creating chains. earrings. wrapping stones 
without holes. making bails. and as a beautiful design element. It 
comes in a wide variety of metals. including fine silver. sterling 
silver. gold - filled, gold, brass. copper. bronze. and steel. There are 
colored varieties and an assortment of sizes. called gauges. the thin
nest having the highest number (30) and the thickest (10) being the 
heaviest. Malleability is the temper of the wire (from least to most 
flexible) and is described as full- hard, half - hard, and dead 50ft. 
Bending the wire repeatedly will work harden the metaL but too 
much bending will cause it to break. • .. 

c 

Wireworking requires several 
types of pliers for wrapping and 
bending wire as desired. Flush 
cutters are also essential for 

cutting wire. See below for the 
description of the tools shown. 

WIRE TOOLBOX 
Wire Have wires in a variety of finishes 
and gauges at your disposal 

Chain- and flat-nose pliers Use these 
types of pliers to manipulate wire and open and 
close jump rings. The inside jaws are flat and 
smooth on both types of pliers, but the outsides 
are different-chain-nose pliers are round and 
flat-nose pliers taper toward the tip (A and B). 

Flush cutters These sharp cutters create 
clean cuts when trimming wire to size or 
cutting off excess (e and E). 

Round-nose pliers Use these to 
make loops and curls in wire (0). 

Dowel rod Small dowel rods are used 
when creating jump rings or simple chains. 

Butane torch Use to create a head pin 
from wire. 



siD1ple wireW'orking 
Wire, beads, and pliers are essentially all you need 
to create a piece of jewelry. The following tech
niques are fundamental wire working techniques 
used throughout this book. 

wRAPPED 
LooP6 

1. Cut the wire 11/4" 
(3 cm) above the 
bead. Using chain
nose pliers, grasp 
the wire directly 
above the bead and 
bend the wire into 
a hook shape. 

* note R~cYcLI: .1 
5CRAP CURVes 
i=RoM ,I-l~ CU, 

COIL CAN B~ MAp~ 

IN'O BU"OI\J 
.5I-lANK.5. 

1. Hold the hori
zontal part of the 
wire with the pliers, 
close to the bend. 
Bend the wire over 
the top of the pliers, 
so the wire is hori
zontal in the other 
direction, forming 
the top of the loop. 

~.Grab the 
top of the loop 
with the pliers 
and wrap the tail 
around the stem, 
covering it with 
wraps until it 
touches the bead. 

-1. For a tighter 
wrap, trim the 
excess and, using 
the pliers, flatten 
the trimmed wire 
to the stem. For a 
more decorative 
look, continue 
wrapping the 
tail around the 
stem, which will 
give it a knotted 
appearance. 

-It note ,0 MAK~ pAN6U:.5, U.5~ ~1I1-l~R A BALL OR ~6ULAR ~AP PIN. 5U.5, 
APP B~AP.5 ,0 I-l~AP PIN.5 ANP COMPL~,~ U.5IN6 WRAPP~P-LOOP 'N.5,RUCIIOI\J.5. 

1UMP RIN66 

1. Wrap wire around a 
dowel rod until a tight 
coil is formed. 

1. Remove the coil by 
sliding it off of the dowel 
rod. 

~ • Separate the coils by 
snipping down the 
center with flush cutters 
or a jump ringer. 

-1. If desired, fuse the open 
ends of the links with a 
butane torch. 

The width 
of the dowel 
will determine 
the circumfer
ence of the jump 
rings. Wrap tight 
enough so that 
the coil stays snug 
on the dowel 
but not so tight 
that it cannot be 
removed. 



wire 
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F-IN~ 5ILV~R 
F-US~D CHAIN 

1. Wrap the wire uniformly and 
snuggly around a dowel rod to 
determine the size of the links. 
Remove the coil from the rod and 
use flush cutters to trim off the 
. . 
Jump nngs. 

1. Using a butane torch, fuse the 
opening of half of the rings by ap
plying even heat to the area until 
it glows slightly and flows together 
(caution: too much heat and the 
piece will slump). Also, the ends 
must fit flush together or the metal 
won't fuse closed. 

? Form a chain by interlocking the 
fused links and those that are still 
open. Then make sure the rings 
are closed firmly and fuse the rest. 

~. The fine silver chain is very 
malleable at this stage and can 
be altered by using round-nose 
pliers to gently open the link and 
shape it into an oval. or it can be 
hammered to add texture. 

* note 5-rAII\JL£66 
6-rEO EOL WI\<.EO 16 AL \<.EO AvY 

I-lARVEOI\JEOV + WOI\J'-r BREOAK 
APART II 16 A I-lARV WI\<.EO 

-ro WORK WIII-l + REOQUIRE06 
I-lEOAvy'-VU-rY -rooL6. 

H~AD PINS 
1. Cut wire to desired length, leaving about 1f4" (6.35 mm) extra 

to create the tip of the head pin (more if you wish to have a 
larger tip) . 

1. Hold the wire vertically with a set of pliers and heat the tip 
with a torch. Adjust the flame to medium until it forms a 
tight brush shape. 

? Place the tip into the flame so that it is about 1/4" (6.35 mm) 
away from the hot blue part of the flame . The wire will go 
dull, then reddish. Move the flame around the tip until the 
end draws up into a ball. Once it draws up, quickly remove 
the heat (be mindful that. as it heats, the end can become 
too heavy and fall off of the wire). 



----
1. Use a 5" (13 em) 
length of wire to 
form a loop about 
2" (5 em) from the 

end of the wire. 
You will have a 1112" 
(4 em) tail. Wrap the 
tail around the stem 
three times. 

t. Add the bead. 

? Form another loop, 
starting 'Ia" (3 mm) away 
from the bead. 

5. Repeat Steps 2 
through 4 and con
tinue wrapping the tails 
around the loops and 
tuck in the ends. 

~. Wrap the tail 
around the stem 

three times. 



• .. An amazingly versatile material. polymer clay is a 
modeling compound made from polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
mixed with plasticizers to increase smoothness and workability. 
It is highly malleable in its uncured state and can be sculpted, 
extruded, and impressed with detailed textures. In its cured 
state, polymer clay is very durable and can be sanded, carved, 
and polished Polymer clay is also available in many rich colors 
and textures, from pearlescent to stonelike. It comes in varying 
consistencies, such as lightweight or flexible. The best advantage 
to this material is how easy it is to use and the wide availability 
of polymer clays and equipment. All polymer clays must be 
cured in an oven, in a toaster oven, or with a heat gun.. .. 

POLYMER CLAY TOOLBOX 

Pasta machine This is available at any 
craft store and are used to roll out sheets or 
to condition the polymer clay. Do not use for 
food after running polymer clay through it. 

Heat gun Regular heat guns are available 
at craft stores, but a paint stripper from the 

hardware store is a better choice. Opt for a 
model with two settings. 

Toaster oven or oven An easy 
method to cure raw polymer, a toaster oven 

or an oven will provide more even heating 
during this stage than a heat gun will. 

Ceramic tiles Purchase these in small 
sizes for making texture stamps on (see 

page 41); they are also a good work 
surface for polymer because the 

surface will grip the polymer. Plus, 

the ceramic is heat resistant. 

Oven thermometer 
To get accurate tempera

ture readings from your 
oven, use an oven thermom

eter for properly fired pieces. 

Wooden tools These are used 
for shaping and sculpting, and the wood 

grain will grip the clay. 

Polymer clay should be 
stored so that it is protected 
from dust and lint. Lidded 
boxes will also protect it from 
direct sunlight, which will 
cause it to harden. 

Spray bottles Fill one with water and 

another with rubbing alcohol. The water is 
a good resist for stamps and the alcohol is 

great for smoothing the surface of polymer 
clay by gently dissolving it. 

Craft knife A knife and stash of sharp 

blades are useful to have on hand for 
trimming off excess pieces of clay. 
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o~m.er 
cay 

Tissue blade A long, thin blade is good 

for slicing cane or trimming edges. 

Sandpaper You should have wet and 
dry in various grits-350, 500, 600, and 
2000. The lower the number, the coarser 
the grit. Use the rougher grits to remove 

excess material. Use the higher numbers 
to polish and buff. Work your way up from 
the rougher to finer, as this will take care of 
scratches to create a smooth surface. 

Buffing cloth Twill or denim work well 
to shine the surface of cured polymer clay. 

Buffing wheel If you have one, use 
it with a muslin wheel. It will polish cured 

polymer clay faster than hand polishing, 
leaving pieces incredibly shiny. 

Metal dowels Use them when creating 
beads from polymer clay because the metal 
is heat resistant, and the smooth surface 
prevents the polymer clay from sticking to it. 

Inclusions Glitter, pigment powders, 
bits of baked polymer clay, sand, foils, 
and any other heat-resistant item can be 
blended into polymer clay for wonderful 
custom pieces, interesting patterns, and 

great textures. 

Storage containers Plastic or metal, 
lidded, and partitioned storage boxes keep 
polymer clay colors separate and free of 

dust and lint. Keep the polymer clay out of 
direct sunlight, otherwise it will harden and 
become difficult to condition. 



types of 
polYITler clay 
SUPER SCUlPEY A perfect clay for mold making and 
making masters (see pages 42-43), this clay is widely used 
throughout many fields as the choice for model makers. It 
has a pinkish tan color and is slightly stiff. This clay must be 
thoroughly conditioned to prevent brittleness after curing. 
Super Sculpey should be cured in a preheated oven at 275°F 
(135°C) for fifteen minutes per 1/4" (6 mm) of thickness. 

SCUIPEY m The most common clay, it is available in 
several colors and finishes. It has a very soft texture, almost 
stretchy. Sculpey III should be cured in a preheated oven at 
275°F (135°C) for fifteen minutes per 1/4" (6 mm) of thickness. 

PREMO I SCULPEY Harder to find, this clay is very richly 
pigmented and slightly firmer in texture. Premo! Sculpey 
should be cured in a preheated oven at 275°F (135°C) for 
thirty minutes per 1/4" (6 mm) of thickness. 

STUDIO BY SCULPEY This newer version of Sculpey is 
available in larger blocks, and the colors are more natu
ral, almost muted. The texture is softer and lighter than 
Premo!. Some colors, such as reds, cure a little less hard. 
Studio by Sculpey should be cured in a preheated oven at 
275°F (135°C) for thirty minutes. 

CERNIT This polymer clay is more difficult to find in the 
United States. Doll makers use it because the flesh color 
has the appearance of porcelain. The colors are very rich 
and the polymer clay hardens perfectly. Cernit should be 
cured in a preheated oven at 265°F (129°C) for fifteen to 
thirty minutes. 

UQum POLYMER There are a few brands, but it is more 
or less the same product. This useful goop can be tinted 
with pigments or used in its natural cloudy white state as 
glue for unbaked polymer clay. It can also be used as a 
transfer medium: apply to a printed image on paper, attach 
to the desired piece of polymer clay with another drop 
of liquid polymer, bake, then remove the excess paper by 
wetting and gently rubbing. The paper will come off, but 
the image will remain. 

*note HAI\JDLE 
WIIH CAR~I ALL RAw 
pOLY M~R CLAY CAI\J 

.5, AII\J .5URF=AC~.5, .5UCH 
A.5 PLA.5"T1c.5 oR 

VARI\JI.5H~D F=URI\JI"TUR~. 
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preparation 
When properly cured, polymer clay is du
rable, waterproof. colorfast and lightweight. 
Before working with it read through the 
following tips for best results. 

,., Keep area and hands clean; dust and oil 
will contaminate clay, giving it a grayish 
cast. Clean your hands with cleansing 
wipes between working with differ-
ent colors of polymer clay to keep 
the clays clean. 

,., Avoid wearing dark clothes because the 
fibers will adhere to the polymer clay 
and give it a linty quality that must be 
painted over or used as bead cores. 

,., Always condition polymer clay before 
you use it either by hand mixing or running 
it through the pasta machine. If it is too soft to 
work with, let it rest for a moment or throw it in 
the fridge. The cold temperature will stiffen the 
polymer clay. 

,., To attach a core bead to a mandrel. make the 
bead/shape about half the size of the desired 
finished bead. Push through the mandrel. main
taining the shape, and press around the mandrel. 
securing it. Fire with the heat gun on the medium 
setting until the bead has a matte finish. 

,., Color mixing is easy: just run polymer clay 
through the pasta machine or hand blend. To add 
powders, simply dent the clay, sprinkle a pinch of 
pigment into the depression, and fold over, blend
ing it in. The color recipes that accompany each 
project in the next chapter are measured in ratios 
or parts and therefore can be mixed to create ob
jects of any size. 

A pasta machine 
can be used both 
to condition and to 
mix colors of clay. 

*note 1"0 CRE:krE 
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baking 
It is best to dedicate a small toaster oven for 
polymer clay. If using an oven used also for food, 
tent aluminum foil over the pieces to prevent 
fumes from adhering to the interior of the 
oven. When baking, follow the manufacturer's 
instructions for specific temperatures and times. 
Purchase an oven thermometer to ensure the most 
accurate temperature. Keep an eye on the pieces 
to prevent them from burning, which releases 
toxic fumes. A heat gun can be used to bake small 

finishing 
Polymer clay can be 
finished in numerous ways: 
buffed and sanded to a high 
shine, varnished with lacquer, 
or left in its natural matte. To 
enhance the texture of cured 
polymer clay, buff with a cloth. 
Denim and heavy twill work well. 
To hand polish, use wet and dry 
sandpaper, 500 grit and 2000 

pieces or to cure liquid polymer. Keep the heat gun 
on a low setting and move in a circular motion 
to prevent scorching or bubbling. Underbaking 
polymer clay can cause cracks, due to the layers of 
raw clay expanding against the cured outer shell. 
Pieces 114" (6 mm) thick should be baked in an oven. 
Polyester fiberfill is useful for baking polymer clay, 
because the cushioning minimizes impressions 
from glass or metal surfaces. 

grit, respectively, for a nice shine. 
Make sure you dip the piece in 
water frequently to prevent dust. 
Coincidentally, the water and 
dust will mix to form its own 
buffing compound to prevent 
further scratches and to achieve 
an even brighter shin. To sand 
small, flat pieces, press a piece 
of rolled-up duct tape onto the 
back of the piece. This will give 
your fingers extra traction while 
sliding the piece across the sand
paper. If finishing with lacquer, 
spray in quick, even coats and set 
somewhere undisturbed to dry. 

PAINTE:"D WITI1 
ACRYLIC PAINT 
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polymer 
techniques 
Polymer clay is unique in that it can be made to 
look like wood, stone, metal. ceramic, and glass, 
as well as custom appearances. The following 
technique shows how to create faux ivory. 

F-AUX IVORY 
Color recipe: cream (one part). tan (one part). 
white (one part). and translucent (two parts) . 

1. Mix the cream, tan, and white clays. 

1. Use a pasta machine to create a sheet with 
the mixed clay and the translucent clay. 

~. Trim the sheets into rectangles. 

~. Create a stack with the sheets, 
alternating the colors. 

5. Slice the block in half and stack again. 

h. Gently reduce with your hands or a clay roller 
until you are satisfied with the grain. 

1. Slice pieces from the edge of the stacks and 
fire. Once cool. coat with a wash of burnt 
amber acrylic, if desired. 
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• .. A revolutionary material, Precioll5 
Metal Clay (PMC) is as if ceramic stoneware 
clay married metalsmithing. It has many ad
vantages: it can be sculpted rolled into sheets, 
extruded and made into a paste. It also can be 
erected to a hollow form and U5ed to construct 
intricate shapes. But perhaps its best attribute is 
that it is easy to master with satisfying, not to 
mention fast, results. It dries out quickly, 50 it 
mll5t be covered to maintain its plasticity. It is 
packaged in airtight bags, which should only be 
opened when ready to use. To retain moisture 
between ll5e5, store clay wrapped in plastic in 
an airtight container with a moist paper towel 
in the refrigerator until the next use. Make sure 

The tools necessary 
for metal clay look as 
if they come from an 
apothecary's work
shop. The specimen 
jar with wet sponge 
is used to keep metal 
clay from drying out 
during use. 

the paper towel and clay do not touch! • .. 

METAL CLAY TOOLBOX 
Plastic flexible cutting boards Lay 
these over your work surface to provide a 

nonstick work area, protect your table, and 
allow easy mobility of metal clay pieces. They 
are also good to scrape down and funnel dry 
clay into a slip jar. 

Tissue blades Long, slim blades are good 
for cutting sheets of metal clay. 

Olive oil Cover your hands, cutting board, 
and stamps (sparingly) with olive oil to prevent 

the metal clay from sticking to them. Too 
much olive oil will break down the clay. 

Beeswax and shielding lotion These 
prevent the metal clay from sticking to your 

hands. They also keep the clay from drying out 
and irritating your skin. 

Bowl with sponge Metal clay must be 
moist; therefore, moisten tools with a sponge 

and water for best results. 

Spray bottle with water Use to mist 
clay and keep it moist. 

Slip jar Slip is metal clay and water mixed 
into a paste and is essential for attaching 
clay parts. 

Paintbrushes (size 2 or 4) Utilize these 
for blending or adding water to dry areas and 
attaching pieces together. 

Straws in various sizes Coffee stirrers 
cut down to 1" (2.5 cm) are perfect for 
making holes. 

Variety of cutters Small cookie!candy cut
ters are perfect for cutting shapes from sheets 

of clay. 

Heating plate or coffee warmer 
This heat source will quickly dry metal clay 
prior to firing. 

Cork clay Imported from Japan, this type of 
clay (made from a mixture of cork and cellu
lose) is necessary to create hollow forms. It will 

bum away when the metal clay is fired in a kiln. 

Playing cards or matte board 
You can use these to measure the rolling 

thicknesses of clay. 

Roller This tool is excellent for making sheets 
of metal clay. 

Nail files Have these handy in various grits 
for sanding small areas of bone-dry pieces. 

Ring mandrel You will need this tool for 
shaping ring shanks. 

Liver of sulfur This is needed to create a 
patina finish (see pages 35-37 for more details) 

Container for clay Use a plastic cup, 
cloche, or small ceramic pot or bowl to cover 

clay and keep it fresh. 

Kiln To properly fire metal clay, it will be neces
sary to have a kiln that can reach t650°F (899°C) 
and hold this temperature for two hours. 

Brass brush or tumbler with steel 
shot pellets These items are necessary to 
properly work harden metal. 



types of ITletal clay 
Standard PMC shrinks about 30 percent. and 
thinner items may shrink more. It is more porous 
and therefore not as strong as the denser formulas . 
Standard PMC is perfect for making detailed masters, 
which are used to create a mold (see pages 42-43), 
because you can work larger and the detail will 
tighten up as it shrinks. 

PMC Plus has a 12 to 15 percent shrinkage rate and 
a lower firing time (but it may not fully sinter at the 
lower temperature, so fire at t650°F [899°C]) . 

PMC 3 seems to shrink the least. at 10 percent. and 
is the strongest formula due to its density. It also 
has the shortest firing temperature; 
small, thin pieces can be fired with a 
butane torch. This clay is perfect for 
making rings and bails, or any
where extra strength is desired. All 
the projects in this book are made 
with PMC 3. 
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sintering 
Metal clay is metal (silver, gold, bronze, or copper) particles mixed 
in an organic binder, which burns away in a kiln, leaving only the 
sintered metal behind. Sintering is the process of creating solid 
objects by heating particles or powders until they adhere to one 
another. Therefore, to achieve ideal results, it is important to re
member that pieces must be fired in a kiln to fully sinter the metal 
and that the metal must be work hardened (by tumbling with steel 
shot. by burnishing with a brass brush, or by hammering) . This 
lessens the inherent porosity. 

These charms are all 
made from metal clay. 
Small balls of clay were 
pressed into handmade 
stamps, fired, and then 
finished in a tumbler. 
The various colors 
were produced with 
liver of sulfur. 



'Working 'With Il1etal clay 
Fresh clay is easiest to work with and is very mold
able. This moist clay will be slightly cool to the touch 
(temperature is a good way of telling how fresh and 
moist your clay is). Use fresh clay for making sheets 
(roll a piece between two strips of matte board or craft 
sticks for consistent thickness throughout the sheets)' 
pressing into stamps, rolling into logs, rolling into balls, 
sculpting, texturing, cutting with cutters, or poking 
holes in with straws. To maintain working time, the clay 
must be periodically hydrated. Do not overwet the clay 
or it will break down and tum into a slurry. 

Bone-dry clay is completely devoid of all moisture and 
therefore maintains its shape. Bone-dry clay will be at 
room temperature. Use this for building forms, such as 
a box. You can sand it with various grits of sandpaper, 
carve it with a knife or engraving tools, burnish it, or 
wet it with a brush to make a slurry and attach other 
dry pieces. It is much easier to attach two dry compo-

Metal clay should be tumbled 
after firing to work harden the 
metal. The top chain has been 
tumbled and patinaed (see 
pages 35-37 for more details). 
The middle chain was tumbled 
and the bottom chain is 
straight out of the kiln without 
any finishing. 

nents rather than trying to apply a wet bail to a pen
dant. It is also much easier to make repairs and apply 
finishing techniques in this stage, rather than after firing 
when the clay has sintered. Use the warming plate to 
speed drying time and get the clay bone dry. Clean 
up the piece by sanding all of the edges or use a wet 
paintbrush to smooth around the perimeter of holes so 
they aren't jagged. The more finishing that is completed 
in this stage, the less work later. 

If the clay hardens into an undesirable shape, don't 
throw it awayl Grind it with a mortar and pestle or 
chop it into a powder and add it to the slip jar (wear a 
dust mask to prevent inhalation) . It can also be ground 
with a small amount of water to create a thick paste, 
which should then sit out until it is malleable. Dried and 
rehydrated clay is never as easy to work with as fresh 
clay, due to the grainy texture, but it should never be 
thrown away. 
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firing 
Without proper attention to the firing 
process, brittle and subpar pieces will re
sult. Start with a cold kiln (adding pieces 
to a preheated kiln can cause bubbling 
or odd surface defects). Ramping the kiln 
to temperature also allows any unknown 
moisture to evaporate. 

No pieces should be touching-lay pieces 
in a single layer on a firebrick, vermicu-
lite, or investment powder. These provide 
cushioning or support for more intricate 
shapes, and in the case of firebrick. will im
prove mobility of the fired pieces. For most 
metal clay firing, you'll use the firebrick. 
Vermiculite and investment should only be 
used when necessary, as they're difficult 
to clean up. The vermiculite in particular is 
tricky because if the metal pieces you are 
firing "super heat" it can cause a dimpled 
surface on the clay it is touching. This is 

rare, but it sometimes happens, especially 
on older, non-digital kilns. 

The firebricks are also good to keep 
the pieces from direct contact with the 
interior of the kiln, which could have 
fluctuations in firing temperatures. 
Firebricks can also be used to keep 
pieces standing upright. This is 
particularly helpful when making fused 
fine silver chain. 

Investment powder is normally used in 
casting. For the purposes in this book, 
it provides a pillowy cushion for hollow 
forms to rest in (see Magpie Pendant on 
pages 134-135). This prevents the metal 
from flattening on one side and keeps the 
shape of the metal clay piece. The same 
theory applies for vermiculite. It won't 
burn off in the kiln. 

Fire the kiln outside, protected from the 
elements, or in a well-ventilated area so 
you don't inhale fumes. Once the kiln 
reaches temperature, fire completely 
for two hours. Many claim that you can 
fire small items made out of the "quick 
fire" clays for ten minutes with a torch, 
but this can result in brittle, half-sintered 
pieces. They can break, revealing the 
chalky interior. Fire for two hours for fully 
sintered metal. There is no reason not 
to-if you spent time making your piece, 
fire it properly so it lasts. 

""note AVVIN6 ME,AL CLAY PIEcE.5 
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repairing sintered ITletal 
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After firing, if there are flaws in the piece, 
such as cracks, you can fix them with slip or 
patch them with clay. If you are going to make 
repairs, don't polish the piece. Leave it rough 
so the slip can bond properly. If it looks thin, or 
if the crack is still visible, apply another layer. 
Allow the slip to dry and fire fully again. Or use 
a small butane torch and a heatproof surface 
(such as a firebrick or soldering plate) to heat 

the piece if it's a minute repair or a very thin, 
small piece. At first a little smoke will come off 
the piece; this is the organic binder burning 
off. Continue to heat in a circular motion until 
it's cherry red and hold for about a minute, 
then let it cool. This works for pieces that aren't 
designed for lots of wear and tear, such as 
decorative embellishments, but it is not recom
mended for hinges or a toggle bar. 



siD1ple D1etal 
clay findings 

Create your own custom metallic jewelry findings 
so that your finished piece will be unique, from 
the foundation to the centerpiece. 

2. 

To66LE CLA6P 
1. Roll out a sheet of metal clay to the desired thickness 

(thinner is more difficult to handle, so start with the 
thickness of matte board) on a texture stamp or card 
(see page 40 for instructions) . 

2.. Remove the center of the clasp with a clay cutter. Cut 
out the middle with a smaller cutter. 

~. Poke a hole with a stir stick or needle tool for the 
beading wire to pass through. 

Lj. Cut out a bar from the sheet of clay, making sure the 
width is small enough to fit through the hole in the 

clasp and the length is longer than the width of the 
hole-too short of a bar and the clasp will not hold; 
too long and it will be difficult to clasp. Then poke a 
hole in the center of the bar for the beading wire to 
pass through. 

5. Place both pieces on the warming plate. Once dry, 
test to see whether the pieces fit together. If not alter 
to fit properly, or make another set with the new 
pieces designed to fit with the first set. 

b. Finish the dry clay by sanding or using a wet brush 
and finger to smooth the edges. Fire, cool. and finish . 



1 
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CHAIN 

1. Roll out a sheet of metal clay to 
medium thickness between two 
texture cards or stamps (see pages 
40-41 for instructions)' so both 
sides are textured. Use a clay cut
ter to cut out the link shapes and 
remove the centers. 

1. Place the links on a warming 
plate. When leather-hard, remove. 
(Leather-hard is a term that de
scribes the state of the clay in pro
portion to the amount of moisture 
left in the clay. It means specifically 
that the clay is cool to the touch, 
holds its shape, and feels flexible 
like leather.) Cut a slit through 
every other link. 

? To create the chain, carefully open 
a link and insert another link. 
Close using slip to conceal the cut. 
Continue until all of the links are 
used. Check all links and repair any 
cracks before firing. 

~. Fire and cool. Links will probably 
be stuck together; simply twist the 
chain to loosen. If some links look 
misshapen, use pliers to straighten 
them out before tumbling. 



BU-r-rON 

1. Roll out a ball of metal clay 
and press into the middle of a 
texture stamp (see page 41 for 
instructions). Pull the clay away 
to check the quality. If the de
sired definition is achieved, lay 
it on the warming plate. 

1. Roll out a small ball of clay 
about the size of a small pea. 
Flatten and then poke a hole 
through the center with a 
coffee stirrer. Cut the resulting 
ring in half and allow to dry. 

~. Use slip to attach the half circle 
to the back of the button, 
moving the half circle until it 
grabs. Brush a little slip around 
the seam and allow to dry. 

1. Fire, cool, and finish. 

1 
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setting stones 

Prong setting is perfect 
for mounting delicate 
stones and specimens 
that wouldn't survive 
in the kiln. This piece 
uses a prong set with a 
hollow form (see pages 
134-135 for complete 
project). 

There are many ways to set stones in metal clay. You can 
set vintage glass cabochons (bezel wire). opal cabochons 
(prong set). or even delicate pearls (bezel cups). Synthetic 
stones are amazing with metal clay because they can 
be fired with it (they are designed to withstand high 
temperatures). These are easily set in any of the listed 
methods, but are especially useful in ball settings. Stones 
not designed for high temperatures will crack or melt. 

PRONG SET 
This is an unusual setting for large natural stones or 
specimens. Use thick. fine silver wire, ball the ends (see 
page 18). and trim so that it is long enough to hold the 
stone and also to set into the metal clay base. Rough up 
the cut ends of wire with coarse sandpaper to help them 
grab the clay and remain secure. Press the wire, cut side 
first. into the clay base, until it reaches the other side 
(don't worry if the wire pops through the other side-after 
firing, the tips sticking out can be cut with flush cutters 
and burnished down). Arrange the prongs so that the 
stone fits loosely to accommodate for shrinkage. It is 
better for the prongs to be a touch large than too small. 
Allow the base to dry. Apply a coat of slip to the bases of 
the wire for stability. Add another coat if it looks weak or 
if there are cracks. The slip will fuse to the wire and the 
metal clay base. Make sure the prongs are set well into the 
clay and reinforced with slip. Dry and fire . Place the stone 
between the prongs and close them snuggly, so the stone 
doesn't wiggle. Burnish the prongs with a burnishing tool 
to harden them. Finish the rest of the piece. 



BEZELS 
Bezels are used to set stones. They are essentially 
cups that stones are placed inside. There are 
several techniques for creating bezels. The two 
shown here each have a similar appearance. The 
type of stone you wish to set in metal clay will 
determine the best technique to use. 

CLAY BALL + BEZEL CUP6 
These two techniques are essentially the same-the difference 
again lies in the type of stone you are setting. The clay ball 
technique is great when you are using synthetic stones that can 
withstand the heat of the kiln. Bezel cups are good for stones 
that are not able to go into the kiln. Use fine silver cups that fit 
the stones. Press the cups into the surface of the metal clay, us
ing a tool or brush to blend slip into the seam. Allow the piece 
to dry. Fire, then drop the stone in, press the edge down with 
a tool. and smooth down. Polish to the desired finish. See the 
steps below for an idea of how to accomplish both. 

1 CLAY BALL 

1. Roll out a ball of metal clay. Use either 
a straw or tool to make a hole a little 
larger than the stone. 

1. Using tweezers, drop the stone into 
the ball, and close the sides of the ball 
around the stone. 

1 



This technique is perfect for setting resin or fragile stones. Es
sentially, you are creating a cup from a length of bezel wire and 
a base of metal clay. Once you fire the cup, you can simply drop 
in the stone, gently bending the top edge of the bezel wire to 
hold the stone in place. 

1. Measure the circumference of the stone by 
wrapping a strip of paper around it. 

1. Use the paper to measure a length of fine 
silver bezel wire and cut to size. 

~. Shape around a ring mandrel to get a per
fect circle. Make sure that the ends meet 
flush and then use slip to coat the seam. 

1. Roll out a sheet of metal clay to create the 
base of the cup. Texture as desired. 

5. Press the bezel wire into the base of the 
metal clay and then apply a coat of slip 
around the bezel, both inside and out. Allow 
to dry, then fire. Drop the stone in and press 
down the bezel edges with a burnishing 
tool or wooden tool to hold the stone. Fin
ish the piece by hand (if the stone is fragile) 
or by tumbling. 
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finishing 
Metal clay can be tumbled, brushed with 
a brass brush, or polished with polishing 
pads on a Dremel. Foredoom, or other 
flexible-shaft rotary power tool. Tumbling 
is the easiest. and it also work hardens 
the metal so it isn't brittle. Any run-of
the-mill rock tumbler will work. Add a 
drop of dish soap to the water and 1 
pound (455 g) of reusable stainless steel 
shot. The water should just barely cover 
the steel shot. Thread the pieces loosely 
onto a wire (if there are many) and 
twist closed. This step reduces the time 
spent digging through the shot. Allow 
pieces to tumble for about an hour and 

adding color to 
Dletal clay pieces 
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check the surface (differences in shot, 
the quantity of items in the tumbler, the 
soap, etc., can affect tumbling times). The 
pieces should be slightly shiny, but not 
completely bright. Remove and apply 
patina and then return to the tumbler. It 
can take anywhere from another hour 
to two or more, so check periodically 
until you achieve the desired finish . For 
a satin finish, briskly scrub tumbled or 
nontumbled pieces with a brass brush 
and soap. If using polishing heads on a 
Dremel. be careful not to apply too much 
pressure, which can mark up the surface. 

There are many ways to add color to metal. 
including patinas, enamels, colored epoxy resin, 
acrylic paint. and colored pencils. These are 
methods to embellish the surface of metal clay 
when stones are not used as focal points. This 
section will address patinas, acrylic paints, and 
colored pencils. 

PATINA 
Patina is the oxidation of the metal's surface, a 
way of coloring that is ephemeral and changing. 
Liver of sulfur is the most common and easiest 
way to color silver but is also the most unpre
dictable. Experiment with variations of finished 
silver, from white and unprepared to brushed and 
tumbled. The effects here are achieved on slightly 
tumbled pieces, so that the patina adheres to the 
remaining silver oxide and the maximum detail is 
brought out. 



PA-rINA F-INI6H 

1. To prepare the solution, dissolve a pea-size 
chunk of liver of sulfur in warm to hot water 
contained in glass or plastic (do not use con
tainers made from reactive metals, such as 
copper or aluminum). The hotter the water, 
the faster the color change. Also, make sure 
that the chunks completely dissolve. Other
wise, the small bits will stick to your piece, 
and your patina will be uneven and spotted. 
The solution should be bright yellow-green. 
Have a jar of clean, cold water ready to rinse 
and stop the reaction of the chemical. 

2. Rinse the piece in warm water and soap to 
remove oil and residue. 

~. Dip the piece (using nonreactive tongs, a 
tea ball, or wire) into the solution and swirl 

Depending on how long you dip pieces in liver 
of sulfur, you can achieve a patina in a range of 
colors, from gold to black. The colors will go from 
gold to rose, violet, blue, brown, and finally black. 
Examine the color-if you want more color, repeat 
dipping and rinsing. For a deeper rose/violet, add 
one drop of ammonia; for a deeper blue, add 
two drops of ammonia; for a deeper brown, add 
1/4 teaspoon of baking soda. 

,. 

for a few seconds. Remove. The oxygen in 
the air will react with the liver of sulfur, and 
the piece will start changing color. Repeat 
as necessary to achieve the desired color. 

~ • Quickly dip the piece into cold water to 
stop the process. When you reach the 
desired effect. wash with dish soap to stop 
the reaction completely. 

5. As it is worn, the surface will alter, 
mellowing over time or darkening. To pre
serve a patina on the surface of the metal. 
spray with a light coat of varnish or clear 
aerosol polyurethane. Make sure the spray 
can tip is at least 12" (30.5 cm) away from 
the piece and that you make even passes 
with the can. 



ACRYLICS & COLORED PENCILS 
Acrylics can be used in small amounts and in places 
where the color won't see a lot of rubbing, such as 
inside crevices or within a bezel. The paint will resist 
on a polished surface; therefore, polished metal will 
need to be roughed up with sandpaper so the paint 
will have a toothy surface on which to adhere. This 
surface can also be primed with white absorbent 
acrylic gesso, for richer color. The same method for 
prepping can be used for colored pencils as well, just 
seal finished work thoroughly with a varnish spray. 
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• .. The tools and textures described on the next few pages 
can be used on either polymer clay or Precious Metal Clay; 
the only difference is the resist used to keep tools and clays t ... A . ~ 
from sticking (use water for polymer and olive oil for Pre- eA, (, Ul1~ 
and will set your work apart because they are completely 
unique. These useful items will replace generic rubber stamps 
and ceramic tools, 50 get ready to fill your toolbox! • .. 

simple carving 
& sculpting tools 
Tools for sculpting and carving are easy to come by. You can 
pick up tools from hobby and craft shops, ceramic supply stores, 
and dentist supply stores (implements fashioned to get into 
the nooks and crannies of your teeth are perfect for sculpting 
little masterpieces) . Hobby and craft shops and ceramic 
supply stores will offer generic spoon tools in the ever-present 
boxwood variety. But tools that are perfect. that do exactly 
the job you want. can be made with little effort. For working 
with polymer clay, customized cuticle sticks and hardwood 
toothpicks are great because the wood has just enough texture 
to grab the clay. They are easy to customize for different needs 
(for example, creating those specific tools for carving text or 
scooping clay out of reverse texture stamps). African porcupine 
quills (naturally shed, of course) are perfect for metal clay 
because of their smoother, water-resistant surface. 

African porcupine 
quills are perfect 
for adding perfect 
detail to metal 
clay and polymer 
clay. 

1 2 

5CULP,If\J6 TOOL.S 
1. Begin by gently shaving off 

the stick until you have a 
useful shape (for example, 
squared off point. rounded 
wedge, sharp point. and varia
tions of the wedge in different 
widths) . 

2. Use the sandpaper to further 
enhance the shape. 

? Use a buffing block, coarsest 
to high shine, polishing until 
the tool tip is perfectly smooth, 
no splinters or bumps. 

~. Brand them with a permanent 
marker (because your artist 
buddies will steal them) . 



simple 
texture tools 
Textures are a fine addition to any project. Use 
them to highlight a focal point as an interest
ing accent or on their own. Unique textures 
will keep your work exciting and completely 
your own. Shown above is an ivory tool used 
for texturing and handmade texture pads creat
ed from silicone rubber. You can use two-part 
silicone putty (available from jewelry supply 
shops) to make all sorts of useful and flexible 
texture pads. Mix the two parts right before you 

RUBBER TEX-rURE PAV.5 
1. Roll the putty into a ball after mixing thoroughly 

(color is uniform when mixed) and press into the 
center of the texture, pressing into a thin layer to 
prevent air pockets. 

1. Wait until it hardens, then remove slowly. If it 
sticks, let it sit longer. Silicones can set anywhere 
from five minutes to an hour, so check the label. 

This ivory texture 
tool is designed 
to texture dimen
sional surfaces, flat 
areas, and recessed 
spaces that would 
be impossible to 
reach with a rubber 
stamp. 

are ready to make the texture pad because it 
sets up quickly. These are fun to make, so go 
on a texture expedition I Look for rocks, fruit 
(citrus fruits and melons work well). leaves, 
bark, fabric, cement sidewalks, the bottom of 
your foot-basically, anything with an interest
ing texture. Usually, silicone putties have mold 
releases built in so you don't have to worry 
about them sticking, but if not use a release 
recommended by the manufacturer. 



text.p.n~ 
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texture cards 
This technique is great for rolling out sheets of textured 
metal clay to use to build boxes, bezels, ring shanks, and 
pendants. These sheets can also be reversed by running 
through a pasta machine with a sheet of polymer clay and 
then baked to create a reverse texture card. 

TE'X,URE' CARP + 5,AMP 
1. Begin by mixing two batches of liquid polymer with 

pigment powders in small bowls (about a tablespoon 
of liquid polymer and one scoop of pigment powder 
from the end of a cuticle stick per bowl). Mix until 
smooth. Coat one side of the index card with a thick 
layer of liquid polymer and cure with a heat gun set 
on medium. The polymer goes translucent when it is 
cured, allowing the pigment powder to shine. Allow 
the sheet to cool. Using a wooden tool. apply the alter
nate color of polymer to the card in a pattern. 

2. Working in segments to prevent smudging the pattern, 
cure the polymer with a heat gun. If you use an oven, 
the heat from the oven will cause the pattern to spread. 
Therefore, use the heat gun to quickly cure a skin over 
the drops, allowing them to maintain their shape and 
not flatten out. as they would in the oven. 

? . Continue layering the pattern onto the card, even 
building on top of cured patterns. This technique can 
be as richly detailed as desired. 

"1. Use the texture to press into a ball of polymer, creating 
a texture stamp. 

5. To make a reverse of the pattern, run the card through 
a pasta machine with a sheet of polymer clay on a 
thick setting using water or powder on the liquid 
polymer patterned sheet as a resist. Trim the polymer 
clay sheet to size and cure in the oven according to the 
manufacturer's instructions. 



reverse texture stall1ps 
Remember: Deeper marks will be raised and come to This is a texture technique that is so useful, addictive, and 

gratifying that making one stamp simply won't be enough. 
These little gems can be used on any clay medium 
(stoneware, porcelain, paper clay, springerle dough, butter, 
metal clay, and polymer clay). although using them on 
marzipan (yes, marzipan is considered a clay) after having 
stamped out goods in metal clay or any other nonedible 
material is inadvisable. Make several because they will 
come in handy. 

the forefront. and shallower marks will be background tex
tures. This method is good for text because it allows tight 
detail. To press goods from polymer clay, brush the stamp 
with water or dust with cornstarch, which will act as a re
sist. keeping the polymer clay from sticking to the stamp. 
To press goods from metal clay, brush the stamp with a 
light coat of olive oil, being sure to get into the details. 

1 

CR~A-rIN6 R~V~R6~ 
T~X-rUR~ 5-rAMP6 
1. Draw or trace an image with graphite to use to create the stamp. 

t. Roll out a ball of conditioned polymer clay, as large as you wish 
the stamp to be, but if you are working with metal clay, make it 
larger because metal clay shrinks. Press the ball of polymer clay 
onto a ceramic tile to flatten it to 3/ 8" (1 cm) thickness. 

? . Position your image on the flattened clay and transfer by apply
ing light pressure. Remove the paper and let the polymer rest in 
the fridge if it is too soft. The cold temperature will stiffen up the 
polymer clay. 

~. Using a wooden cuticle tool, scrape around the contours of the 
design, working from the perimeter to the middle. Scoop more 
polymer clay from the areas that are raised, less from where the 
design is recessed. 

5. Cure with a heat gun set on medium, constantly moving the 
heat around to keep from burning the polymer clay. Once cool, 
flip the polymer clay disc and carve the other side-waste not. 
want not i 

b. Cure completely according to the manufacturer's instructions 
(most clay needs fifteen minutes for every 1/4" [6.4 mml at 275°F 
[135°C]) . If you use the oven for food, tent a piece of foil over the 
stamp (the fumes will adhere to the foil and not the oven) and 
tum on the vent. Use the stamp to press into clay. 
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• ... This skill is incredibly useful. The 
ability to make multiple copies of a single 
piece is not just gratifying but also lucra
tive and time-saving. The materials are 
easy to use but require patience and time. 
Do not begin a mold if you don't have time 
to finish it. An experienced mold maker 
will spend about two hours from start to 
finish. This includes time to set up, mix, 
pour, clean up, and watch that the mold 
doesn't leak before it sets. • .. 

prep the l11aster 
Begin by examining the master, which is the item to be 
molded. Look for a spot or an area with the largest mass. 
This is where you want your pour spout to go. This is so 
the weight of the resin can use gravity and force resin 
into little nooks and crannies. Also, if it is in a larger area, 
the pour hole can be larger. If you pour resin from a 
small, narrow tube, the resin will back up from the air 
pocket formed by the larger space inside and possibly 
even set up before the mold cavity is filled. Check for 
undercuts and set the piece on the table, resting on the 
pour spout. Look for pieces that jut out or point toward 
the table, forming the equivalent of a U-bend in plumb
ing; these spots are hard to fill in. If you have spots like 
this, try to adjust the pour spout accordingly. 

Place the block of plastilene clay in the center of the 
piece of plywood. The piece of plywood will protect 
your work surface from drips or accidental leaks and 
allow more mobility of the mold. Press the block of 
plastilene clay down. Using your hands, smooth down 
the plastilene clay so that it is even and level. Make sure 
the surface area of the plastilene clay is larger than the 
largest circumference of the master and that the plas
tilene clay is at least 1fz" (1.3 cm) thick. To check if the 
plastilene clay is level, rake the edge of the tissue blade 
or a ruler across the surface, skimming off any bumps 
or irregularities. Gently press the master into the center 
of the plastilene clay where your pour hole is intended. 
It's important that the master be securely anchored to 
the plastilene clay, or your master could dislodge during 
pouring. Take care not to press too hard, though; the 

MOLD-MAKING 
TOOLBOX 

Plastilene clay (nonhardening 
clay found at craft stores) 

Piece of plywood 

Tissue blade or ruler 

Wooden tools 

Cardboard tube or plastic cup 

Silicone rubber 

Stir sticks 

Clean plastic cups with ridges 

Mold release 

more of the master that is embedded in the plastilene 
clay, the larger the pour hole will be and the more the 
copies will need to be repaired. 

Using your wooden tool, carefully seal the seam 
between the master and the plastilene clay. The goal is 
to seal any cracks where air bubbles might form. The 
master should meet the surface of the plastilene clay 
perpendicularly. If it doesn't and the seam was overly 
filled in and slopes, a lip will form on the copies and will 
need to be cleaned off later. 

Place the cardboard tube over the master. Make sure the 
master does not touch the sides of the cardboard tube. 
If you use a cup, trim the bottom off and turn it over the 
master. Press firmly until the cardboard tube or bot
tomless cup is embedded in the plastilene clay at least 
halfway. Clean up and smooth over the seams along the 
bottom of the cardboard tube or cup where it meets the 
plastilene clay. 

Alternatively, the sides can be built up using plastilene 
clay to create a box without a top. This is harder, though, 
because there are more seams to consider where there 
might be possible leaks. Also, depending on the size of 
the mold, the plastilene walls will need to be shored up 
so that they don't shift or collapse. 

Once the master is created, it is time to create the mold. 
The mold will be created from silicone rubber, which 
must be precisely measured and poured to ensure a flaw
less mold that will be able to be used again and again. 



pour tips 
Creating a perfect mold starts with proper 
pouring. Silicone rubber is created from two 
solutions. Pour each into its own clean, dry cup. 
Measure EXACTLY. This is important. Read all the 
directions on the label. Rubber can have different 
ratios and has to be exact to set up properly. 
If you don't have a scale, don't get rubber that 
needs to be weighed because the catalyst 
solution probably weighs more or less than the 
base side. If you eyeball it, it will be a nightmare 
to clean liquid rubber off your piece to be molded, 
not to mention a waste of the rubber! Use rubber 
that measures by volume, then you can mark the 
sides of the cups to fill accurately. 

Pour the catalyst into the base, stirring gently as 
you pour. Mix thoroughly but do not whip the 
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1. Roll a ball of conditioned clay. 

1. Use your fingers to taper one 
end into an egg and continue 
pulling one end to form a 
point. Smooth out with your 
fingers and fire . 

? Once cool. use a progression 
of 200- to 2000-grit sandpaper 
to smooth and polish. The 
master shown here sits atop a 
block of plastilene clay. 

rubber into a bubbly froth . Mix it as if it were cake 
batter, gently and thoroughly, so it is smooth. 
Look to see whether there are any streaks of 
unmixed rubber in the mix. If so, keep mixing. 
Frequently tap the bowl on the table to dislodge 
any bubbles. 

Pour the rubber in a high and steady thin stream 
into a corner of the mold away from the master 
(this eliminates bubbles). allowing it to fill around 
the bottom of the master first and work its way 
to the top. If you pour right on top of the master, 
you risk trapping air bubbles on the surface inside 
crevices. Fill the mold box until the rubber reaches 
1f4" (6.4 mm) above the master and tap lightly to 
dislodge any bubbles. 
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51L1CON~ MOLt' 

1. Cut a block of plastilene clay in half and 
smooth out lines with your fingers . Place 
the master in the middle of the clay block. 
Make sure the master is secure by gently 
pushing it into place. Cut a cardboard tube 
(a paper towel roll works great) so that 
it fits over the master with a 1" (2.5 cm) 
clearance. 

1. Gently push the cardboard tube into the 
clay block to form a tight seal around the 
master. Dust the cavity with talc powder. 
Mix the silicone catalyst and base and pour 
into the cardboard tube. To reduce the oc
currence of air bubbles, pour from a high 
angle so that the cavity fills slowly. Allow 
the silicone to set up (about seventeen 
hours) . If it is tacky on top, it still needs time 
to set up. 

? Peel away the cardboard to reveal the mold. 
To release the master, carefully cut the sili
cone in a zigzag fashion. A straight cut will 
not allow the mold to line up perfectly for 
successIve pours. 

curing 
Allow the rubber to cure on a level and undis
turbed surface . It should stiffen in about an hour, 
but won't be ready to de-mold for about sev
enteen hours. Watch the mold and examine for 
leaks. If you see a tiny bit of rubber emerging 
from a crack. use clay to close it. That tiny stream 
can leak the whole mold, leaving a mess behind 
and an empty mold. To remove the master from 
the cured silicone rubber, first lift the mold off 
the plastilene clay base and then peel away the 
walls of cardboard tube, bottomless plastic cup, 
or plastilene clay walls, exposing the pour spout. 

1 

1 

Use a craft knife to cut the rubber in a tight sawing 
fashion, cutting carefully along a side of the mold 
that is relatively detail free. Don't cut a seam right 
across a face or other hard-to-fix area. The cut 
should be jagged, which will serve as registration 
marks so the cut mold will line up exactly when 
you fill it with resin. If you make too straight and 
slick a cut it is more likely the sides will move, 
resulting in resin leaks. Remove the master and 
spray with mold release. Allow to dry and then use 
a heavy rubber band to hold the mold closed. It is 
now ready to fill with resin l 



• ... Resin is a magical material with three finished forms-clear 
as glass. translucent like frosted glass. and opaque. Resin can be 
molded, used as a coating. or carved like stone. It can also encapsulate 
objects, preserving them forever. like amber. The concept is akin to 
reliquaries. objects that hold and preserve the sacred remains of saints 
for eternity. The material is also easy to use, readily available, and 
inexpensive. Any brand is fine. but EnviroTex Light is a good option 
for its clarity. nonyellowing agents. and smaller bottles. which makes 
it easier to pour accurate measurements. • .... 

RESIN TOOLBOX 
Resin solutions 

preparation 
Working with resin requires a dust-free area with good 
ventilation. Turn off fans while pouring so that they 

Adjustable task lamp 

Deep plastic lid 

Butane torch 

Clear packing tape 

Craft sticks do not kick up dust. Cover your work area with wax 
paper or newspaper to protect from spills and wear 
well-fitting gloves. Do not attempt to pour resin in poor 
lighting or if you are tired-you won't see imperfections. 
If molds have been sitting out for a long time, clean 
them with rubbing alcohol. 

Plastic cups with ridges 

Resin dyes 

Inclusions (pigment powders, 
glitter, leaves, sand, any dry 
particles) 

pour tips 
Some resins are measured by weight and require a 
scale. Don't guess-unset resin is difficult to remove. 
When using a bezel, if resin is still tacky or doesn't 
set up at all, Attackl will chemically dissolve the resin 
overnight (place elements in a glass jar with a tight
fitting lid). If the resin doesn't set up in a mold, scoop 
it out and use alcohol to remove the residue. 

Identical cups can be used to measure volume. 
Plastic cups with ridges make measuring easier
the ridges can serve as markers. Pour the contents 
from both cups into a third cup. Mix carefully and 
avoid whipping the mixture into a froth, scraping 
the sides and bottom. Mix properly or it won't cure; 
this usually takes two minutes or longer. Continue 
to mix if the resin looks streaky or cloudy. Carefully 
pour the mixture into a mold (see page 43 for more 
information) or bezel, allowing the resin to gradually 
fill the space from the lowest point to the top. Do 
not hastily dump it in right on top of the item you 
are encapsulating in a thick lump. This traps air and 

Sandpaper for finishing 

Rubber gloves 

forms bubbles. Let the gravity of the resin force the 
bubbles up to the surface. 

After the cavity is filled, inspect for bubbles. Surface 
bubbles can be removed with a light graze from a 
butane torch. A quick pass will force the bubbles to 
pop. Be careful not to let your torch linger or you 
could burn the resin and cause it to bubble up and 
blacken. Your breath works in a pinch, but do not in
hale the resin fumes. A heat gun works, but the resin 
gets blown around, and it stirs up dust. Deep bubbles 
can be removed by gingerly popping with a pin, but 
don't try this if the resin has begun to set up because 
it will ruin the surface and possibly damage inclu
sions. If drips form, clean them off before the resin 
cures because it is much more difficult to scrape 
them off once they have hardened. 

Cover the uncured resin with a deep lid or an 
overturned plastic container and set under a light. 
The heat will help it set faster. Allow the resin to set 
up overnight. 
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INCLUSIONS 
If you wish to encapsulate 
items in resin, they should 
be dry and nonporous; 
otherwise, bubbles may 
form. Seal the pieces with 
gel medium to ensure 
this. To float an item in the 
middle, a base layer of resin 
must first be poured and al
lowed to harden somewhat 
before adding the item. 
Things tend to settle at 
the bottom-pour the first 
layer to ensure a centered 
piece. When the first layer 
is almost set. introduce the 
piece with a little pressure. 
Top off with more resin. 

DYES 
Resin dyes and powdered pigments can be added 
to the "8" solution prior to mixing. Use sparingly
too much dye can result in uncured resin. Tint a 
drop at time. Powders are less prone to reacting 
with the catalyst. and they can be added liberally. 
The dyes and powders can also be added before 
pouring if a swirl effect is desired, but remember 
not to add too much dye. 
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1. Set up your workspace-protect your work 
surface by taping wax paper to it and gather the 
following : three plastic cups, three stir sticks, 
inclusions, blazer torch, and a cover to protect 
the resin. Clean molds with rubbing alcohol to 
remove dust and allow to dry completely. 

1. Pour resin parts A and B into two identical clean, 
dry plastic cups to ensure equal volumes. Using a 
scraping motion, mix the solutions together into 
a third cup. Be sure to mix slowly and steadily 
to avoid froth . Mix completely to reach an even 
color and consistency. 

? . Slowly pour the solution into the form using a 
steady stream. 

Lj. Use a butane torch or match to lightly and quickly 
graze the top of the resin to release any air 
bubbles. For troublesome bubbles, you can gently 
push a needle through the resin to pop them. 

5. Cover the form with a lid to protect from dust. 
Allow the resin to set up for about eight hours 
under a lamp. For the first thirty minutes of 
setup, check for any air bubbles that may have 
surfaced. 

10. Release the resin from the mold and finish, if 
desired. To finish, submerge the resin in a bowl 
of water, sand with 600-grit sandpaper, polish 
with 2000-grit sandpaper, and buff with a clean, 
dry cloth. 

finishing 
Cured resin has a glossy finish with 
a waterlike effect, slightly distorting, 
magnifying, and flattening the images 
beneath. A satin finish is achieved by 
using wet and dry sandpapers (600 
grit and 2000 grit. respectively, then 
buff with a cloth to remove any dust 
or tiny scratches). This effect has a 

more aged look, and if left unbuffed, 
will slightly obscure the image beneath 
with a mistlike, matte quality. The 
satin technique removes the watery 
distortion that the glossy surface 
has and allows light to be dispersed, 
revealing an undistorted image. 
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ometimes inspiration is so exquisite, the only explanation 
for it is magic. This chapter is the home to jewelry projects, 
each filled with illustrious magic. The chapter begins with a 

story. A jewelry maker is summoned to create twenty distinct 
pieces for a group of mysterious friends. With little backstory, 
the jewelry maker trusts in her client and sets out, traveling 
to surreal lands and meeting otherworldly creatures. For each 
piece of jewelry, our traveler enters a portal to other worlds 
to meet her subjects. While there, she picks up clues to their 
personalities, sketches patterns and ideas, and notices colors, all 
of which come into play to create the resulting pieces via easy 
and unexpected methods. 

She documents each of her visits in a sketchbook. which she shares 
in this chapter, with a diary entry, illustrations, and project notes. 
Complete materials lists and instructions follow for each entry, 
many even including a variation on the technique. The result is 
twenty unique projects and project variations that are utterly 
personal to the subjects who inspired them. Join this seeker of 
curiosities. As her story unfolds, so does the magic, and with it, 
her techniques, materials, tools, and instructions-all of which are 
of earthly persuasion. 
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BEAD MATERIALS 
Polymer clay 

24 brass 1" (2 .5 cm) 
finishing nails 

CLAY COLOR 
FORMULAS 
Deep blue 1 part teal. 
1 part navy, 2 parts 
pearlescent blue, 1 part 
pearlescent bronze, 
1 pinch foil 

Crimson 1 part dark red, 
1 part pearlescent red, 
1 part dark brown, 
1 pinch foil 

TOOLS 
Polymer clay toolbox 
(page 20) 

Mandrel 

Flush cutters 

Polishing cloth 

FINISHED SIZE 
7" (18 cm ) 

:;tudded :;ton.e:; 
BRACELET 

~ ..., Polymer beads studded with nail heads are 
reminiscent of stones and old gold These earthy baubles 
could have been worn by those from ancient civiliza
tions long fallen. The polymer beads are given character 
by their wood - grain texture and sparkly inclusions of 
foil. Use as many or as few nail heads as you like to stud 
your polymer clay beads. The nail heads will reflect 
light, creating points of interest. ~ ..., 

5-rUVV~V POLY M~R 
B~AV:5 
1- Condition the polymer clay before mixing the 

clay color formulas (for more details on faux 
wood texture, see page 24). Mix enough to create 
4 crimson beads and 1 deep blue. 

2- Roll balls into the desired size of bead (these 
are between 3/4 " [1.9cm] and 1" [2.5cm]). 

~- Pierce the polymer clay balls with a mandrel. 
adjust the shape, and place in the freezer for 15 
minutes to harden the clay. 

4- Cut the finishing nail heads with flush cutters 
to 1/4" (6 mm). 

J5- Press the trimmed nails into the beads, being 
careful not to distort the shape. 

G- Bake. Finish as desired (these are polished 
with a cloth) . 



BRACELET 
MATERIALS 
11 mocha 4mm Swarovski 
crystal bicones 

12 Caribbean blue 4mm 
Swarovski crystal bicones 

12 satin peach 4mm 
Swarovski crystal bicones 

24 golden shadow 4mm 
Swarovski crystal sequins 

2 raku 6mm rounds 

5 agate 13xlOmm irregular 
drilled pebbles 

4 crim son 3/4 " (19cm ) studded 
polymer clay rounds 

1 deep blue 1" (2.5cm ) studded 
polym er clay round 

3" (7.6 cm ) of oxidized silver 
24-gauge wire 

1 oxidized silver 13x9mm 
lobster clasp 

6" (15 cm ) of gold-tone 
4x6mm chain 

46 fine silver drawn 1'/2 " 
(3.8 cm ) head pins 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

BRACELE-r 
It\l6-rRUC-rlot\l6 
1~ Using 3" (7.6 cm) of the 24-gauge wire, fancy wrap the 

lobster clasp to the 6" (15 cm) piece of 4x6mm cable 
chain. 

2~ Use 3 balled head pins to create 3 wire-wrapped dangles 
(see page 17), each strung with three 4mm bicones (in 
this pattern: mocha, blue, peach) onto the chain. 

~~ Stack a golden shadow 4mm crystal sequin, 1 raku 6mm 
round, and a 4mm crystal sequin onto a head pin and 
attach to the chain. Repeat Step 2. 

4~ Stack a golden shadow 4mm crystal sequin, an agate 
pebble, and a 4mm crystal sequin onto a head pin and 
attach to the chain, following the three crystals. Wire 
wrap 3 crystal dangles in the same pattern. Then stack a 
golden shadow 4mm crystal sequin, a crimson polymer 
clay bead, and a 4mm crystal sequin onto a head pin, and 
then attach to the chain. 

~~ Repeat this pattern four times, placing the large 1" (2.5cm) 
blue polymer bead in the middle. Repeat Step 2. 

G~ Stack 1 golden shadow 4mm crystal sequin, 1 raku 6mm 
round, and one 4mm crystal sequin onto a head pin and 
attach to the chain. 

The same bead technique 
was used to create this 
matching necklace. 
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antonla'~ PENDANT 
,. .., Luminous polymer eggs decorated with vintage 
glass gems and crystal flat backs are reminiscent of 
sunlit domes and Faberge eggs. These simple pendants 
are fast to make and easy to alter. For a more rustic 
look, try using pieces of sea glass, bits of mirror, or 
tumbled stones to embed in the pendants. ,. .." 

PENDANT 
MATERIALS 
Polymer clay 

5 clear crystal 8x12mm foiled 
teardrop flat-back rhinestones 

5 ruby ABx2 ss16 Swarovski 
foiled Xilion Rose flat-back 
rhinestones 

10 Indian pink ss8 Swarovski 
foiled Xilion Rose flat-back 
rhinestones 

Two-part epoxy adhesive 

CLAY COLOR 
FORMULA 
1 part copper, 112 part red 
sparkle, 1f4 part bronze 
sparkle, 1 pinch foil 

TOOLS 
Polymer clay toolbox 
(page 20) 

Mandrel 

Wooden tool 

Sandpaper (500 , 700 , 
1000 , 2000 grits) 

Polishing cloth 

FINISHED SIZE 
161fi' (42 cm) 

l~ Condition the polymer clay before mixing the clay color 
formula . 

2~ Roll the polymer clay into 1 egg shape. 

:0~ Pierce with a mandrel. Refrigerate. 

4~ Press crystal flat backs into the surface, maintaining the 
shape. Bake according to the manufacturer 's instructions. 

~~ Remove the crystals with a wooden tool by gently pry
ing up after baking and then polish. To polish, lightly wet 
sand with a piece of SOO-grit sandpaper, 700-grit sandpa
per, lOOO-grit sandpaper, and then 2000-grit sandpaper. 
Do not oversand. If you sand too much, your rhinestone 
indentations will be lost. Buff lightly with a polishing cloth. 

G~ Glue the crystals back into place with a two-part epoxy 
adhesive. Do not use Super Glue, it will create a foggy 
residue on the crystal surfaces. 

* note -n<.Y II\JCORPO'i<kTI1\J6 ,HE I\JAIL-HEAV
.5'UvvE:'v POLY ME:'R CLAY ,E:'CHI\JIQUE:' I=ROM ,HE:' 

PRE:'VloU.5 PRO:fE:'c, WIIH VARYI1\J6 .512£.5, .5HAPE:'.5, 
+ COLoR.5 01= CRY.5'AL !=LA,-I3AcK RHII\JE:'.5'OI\JE:'.5 

II\J UI\JIQUE:' PA"E:'RI\J.5 ,0 CRE:'A,E:' PE:'R.5oI\JALlZE:'V 
E:'MI3E:'LLI.5HE:'V E:'66 PE:'I\J VAI\J ,.5. 



NECKLACE MATERIALS 
1 topaz 4x7mm cubic zirconia drop 

1 polymer clay egg pendant 

30 Thai silver 2mm cornerless cubes 

6 golden shadow 4mrn Swarovski 
crystal bicones 

10 satin padparadscha 4mm 
Swarovski crystal bicones 

6 copper crystal 4mm 
Swarovski crystal bicones 

6 golden shadow 6mm 
Swarovski crystal bicones 

14 golden shadow 5mm Swarovski 
crystal-encrusted rondelles 

4 golden shadow 12xSmm Swarovski 
crystal polygons 

40 sunstone 5mm ronde lies 

2 golden shadow 12xlOmm Swarovski 
crystal cosmic cut beads 

12" (30 cm) of gold-filled 
22-gauge wire 

is'' (46 cm) of bronze .019 flexible 
beading wire 

2 gold-filled 2x2mm crimp tubes 

1 shibuichi bird toggle clasp 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

I\lECKLACE 11\l6,RUC,IOI\l6 
1- Using 4" (10 cm) of the 22-gauge gold-filled wire and 1 

faceted CZ drop, form a fancy-wrapped wire dangle. 
Using 8" (20 cm) of the 22-gauge gold-filled wire, 
form a fancy-wrapped link. Form a wire-wrapped 
loop (see page 17). String 1 embellished 
polymer clay egg. Attach the wire-wrapped 
dangle to the bottom loop. Set aside. 

2- Cut 18" (46 cm) of bronze .019 flexible 
beading wire. String 1 crimp tube. 
Attach to half of the toggle clasp. 

~- String 1 cornerless cube, 1 golden 
shadow 4mm bicone, 1 cornerless 
cube, 1 padparadscha 4mm bicone, 
1 cornerless cube, 1 copper crystal 
4mm bicone, 1 cornerless cube, 1 
padparadscha 4mm bicone, 1 cor
nerless cube, 1 golden shadow 4mm 
bicone, 1 cornerless cube, 1 padparad
scha 4mm bicone, 1 cornerless cube, 
1 copper crystal 4mm bicone, 1 corner
less cube, 1 padparadscha 4mm bicone, 1 
golden shadow 4mm bicone, 1 cornerless 
cube, 1 copper crystal 4mm bicone, 1 cor
nerless cube, 1 golden shadow 6mm bicone, 
1 cornerless cube, 1 golden shadow 6mm 
bicone, 1 cornerless cube, 1 golden shadow 
6mm bicone, 1 golden shadow 5mm crystal
encrusted rondelle, 5 sunstone 5mm rondelles, 1 
golden shadow 5mm crystal-encrusted rondelle, 
1 golden shadow 12x8 crystal polygon, 1 golden 
shadow 5mm crystal-encrusted rondelle, 5 sunstone 
5mm rondelles, 1 golden shadow 12x8 crystal poly-
gon, 1 golden shadow 5mm crystal encrusted rondelle, 
5 sunstone 5mm rondelles, 1 golden shadow 5mm 
crystal-encrusted rondelle, 1 golden shadow 12mm crystal 
cosmic bead, 1 golden shadow 5mm crystal encrusted 
rondelle, 4 sunstone 5mm rondelles, 1 cornerless cube, 1 
padparadscha 4mm bicone, and 1 cornerless cube. 

4- String the embellished polymer clay egg pendant from 
Step 1. Repeat the sequence from Step 3 in reverse to 
complete the other half. String 1 crimp tube. Attach to the 
remaining half of the toggle. 
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eta! ca~cade 
-_ ..... A geisha's hairpin and earrings made from 
polished polymer, shrink film, silver, and sparkling 
crystals jingle soothingly with movement. Charms 
made from shrink-plastic film are easy to create 
and decorate. Their light weight also makes them 
perfect for clustering in large, dahlia -like shapes. 
Some shrink - plastic film can be run through a 
home printer. Use this option to create uniform 
multiples or to incorporate your favorite design 
without having to freehand draw it. • .. 

CHARM 
MATERIALS 
Plastic shrink film 

TOOLS 
Sandpaper (300 to 400 grit) 

Scissors 
Comer-rounder tool (optional) 

Hole punch 
Permanent markers or colored 
pencils 
Metal pan 
Parchment paper 
Spatula 

FINISHED SIZES 
8'/4" (21 cm) total-6" (15 cm) 
hair-stick, 2'/4" (6 cm) dangle 

PLA.5'IC 5HRIf\JK P~'AL.5 
l~ Prepare the plastic shrink film by sanding the entire sheet 

in one direction and then in the other with 300- to 400-grit 
sandpaper (this is easier than sanding small pieces, one at a 
time). Sanding allows the ink to grab the surface. 

2~ Cut out three petal shapes three times larger than desired 
with sturdy scissors (shrink film can shrink anywhere from 
50 to 70 percent of the original size) . Round any sharp 
corners (or use a corner-rounder too\) and use a hole punch 
to create holes. 

;;])~ Using permanent markers or colored pencils, draw designs 
on the sanded plastic shrink film. Test permanence by 
wetting slightly and touching the surface. If it smears, use 
another marker. 

4~ Bake according to the manufacturer 's instructions (line metal 
pans with a sheet of parchment to prevent the plastic from 
sticking) . If you are having trouble getting the petals perfectly 
flat, try pressing them gently with a flexible spatula while the 
plastic shrink film is still hot, pulled straight out of the oven. 



HAIRPIN 
MATERIALS 
Metal clay 
Slip 
Polymer clay (1 part each 
navy, dark blue pearl, teal) 

3 shrink-plastic 27xllmm 
petals 
3 labradorite 3x7mm drops 

3 silver 8x14mm petal-shaped 
sequins 
1" (2.5 cm) of silver 4mm 
round cable chain 
4 silver 6mm jump rings 

3 silver 4mm jump rings 
5'/2" (14 cm) of silver 
24-gauge wire 

TOOLS 
Wire too box (page 16) 

Metal clay toolbox (page 25) 

Polymer clay toolbox (page 20) 

Craft knife 

Dowel 

Pencil 

Straw 

Wooden cuticle stick 

Sandpaper (400 to 2000 grit) 

J.1AIRPIf\J 1f\J.5-rRUC-rIOf\J.5 
l~ Roll out a thin sheet of metal clay and cut out a 

strip about Sfs" wide x 1" high (1.6 x 2.5 cm). 

2~ Wrap the strip around a dowel and smooth the 
seam. Allow the metal clay tube to dry. 

~~ Roll out a thin sheet of metal clay and use a pen
cil to trace around the bottom edge of the metal 
clay tube to make a cap of metal clay. Attach with 
slip and let dry. 

4~ Use the bottom edge of the tube and a craft knife 
to measure out another circle. Remove the center 
of the circle by punching it with a straw. Slice the 
ring in half and let it dry. Attach the loop to the 
top of the cap with slip. 

~~ Fire and finish the cap. 

G~ Condition three 3/4 " (10 cm) balls of polymer 
clay in navy, dark blue pearl, and teal. Mix all the 
colors. 

7 ~ Trim a wooden cuticle stick to 51/2 " (14 cm) and 
cover the stick with the polymer clay. Roll the 
polymer clay into a log and push the stick into 
it, to avoid trapping air. Smooth out the polymer 
clay, gently rolling it into shape, not too vigor
ously or it will peel away from the stick. Using 
a straw, press small holes in the surface of the 
polymer clay and fill in later. 

B~ Insert the raw polymer clay-covered cuticle stick 
into the finished metal clay cap, adjusting the fit. 

9~ Bake and fill in the depressions left with the straw 
with a lighter colored polymer clay. Press firmly 
and smooth the polymer clay evenly into the 
depressions. Bake again. 

lO~ Sand to reveal the design and polish the surface 
with a progression of sandpapers, from 400 to 
2000 grit, for a glossy look. Be careful not to 
scratch the metal clay cap. 

ll~ Attach the 1" (2.5 cm) silver round cable chain to 
the hairpin with 1 silver 6mm jump ring. 

12~ Equally space the shrink film petals along the 
chain and attach with 4mm jump rings . 

Q~ Wire wrap 1 labradorite 3x7 drop above each 
petal on the chain. 

l4-~ Using a silver 6mm jump ring, add 1 silver 8x14 
petal-shaped sequin on the cap's loop. Then add 
another on the second and fourth link of the chain. 



~NECKLACE 
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owl oj 1 m.e NECKLACE 

PENDANT 
MATERIALS 
Polymer clay 

2 carnelian ss12 
cabochons 

.. .. This sweet owl was created in the 
style of antique Japanese ojime beads 
(decorative pieces used to closed lidded 
boxes that hung from kimono belts). The 
owl bead was sculpted from polymer 
clay. Various colors of polymer were 
layered to create the look of faux ivory 
and faux wood .. .. 

Burnt umber acrylic paint 

CLAY COLOR 
FORMULA 
1 part cream, 1 part tan, 2 parts 
translucent, 1 part white (see 
page 24 for more details on 
creating faux ivory) 

TOOLS 
Polymer clay toolbox 
(page 20) 

Mandrel 

Paintbrush 

FINISHED SIZE 
21" (53 cm) 

1 

F-AUX IVORY OWL P~NVAN-r 
l~ Form faux ivory polymer clay into a flattened 

egg shape and pierce it with a mandrel. Build the 
owl with two flat teardrops for wings and a heart 
shape for the face . Press the cabochons into the 
heart shape for the eyes. 

2~ Shape a small teardrop of clay for the beak. Using 
a wooden tool with a flat edge, inscribe feather 
details around eyes and on wings and belly. 

~~ Fire according to the manufacturer 's instruc
tions and finish as desired. Once cool, coat with 
a wash of burnt umber acrylic paint to enhance 
details and create an aged-ivory effect. 



NECKLACE 
MATERIALS 
36 vermeil 3mm 
cornerless cubes 

13 faceted 6mm 
carnelian rounds 

1 sterling silver 4mm 
Thai eye bead 

4 vermeil lOmm 
Thai flat rounds 

3 faceted 9mm sleeping beauty 
turquoise rounds 

1 owl pendant 

2 gold 5x10mm paddles 

1 ruby 6x8mm cubic zirconia 

16'12" (42 em) of sterling 
silver 20-gauge wire 

1 sterling silver bird 
toggle clasp 

3'/2" (9 em) of sterling silver 
4x6mm cable chain 

3 silver 5mm jump rings 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

t.JE:' CKLAcE:' IN 6-rRuc-nON 6 
l~ Using 2" (5 cm) of wire, form a simple loop. Attach to half of the toggle 

clasp. String 1 vermeil 3mm cornerless cube, 1 faceted 6mm carnelian 
round, and 1 vermeil 3mm cornerless cube. Form another simple loop. 
Repeat twelve times. Attach each link to the previous loop to create a 
wire-wrapped link chain. Set aside. 

2~ Using l1f2" (4 cm) of wire, form a simple loop. Attach to the remaining 
half of the toggle clasp. String 1 vermeil 3mm cornerless cube, 
1 sterling silver 4mm Thai eye bead, and 1 vermeil 3mm cornerless 
cube. Form another simple loop. Attach to the end of a Pis" (4 cm) 
length of chain. 

~~ Using 2" (5 cm) of wire, form a simple loop. Attach to the last link of 
the chain. String 1 vermeil 10mm Thai flat round. Form a simple loop. 
Attach to a 1/2" (2 cm) length of chain. Using 21f2" (7 cm) of wire, form 
a simple loop. Attach to the last link of the chain. String 1 vermeil 
3mm cornerless cube, 1 faceted 9mm turquoise round, and 1 vermeil 
3mm cornerless cube. Form a simple loop. Attach to a 1f2" (2 cm) 
length of chain. 

4~ Repeat Step 3 twice. Connect to the previous lengths. Using 11/2" 
(4 cm) of wire, form a simple loop. Attach to the last link of the chain. 
String 1 vermeill0mm Thai flat round. Close with a simple loop. 

&~ Using 3" (8 cm) of wire, form a simple loop. Attach the ends of both 
halves of the necklace. String the ivory owl ojime bead. Form a 
simple loop. 

G~ Open 1 silver 5mm jump ring. String 1 vermeil 3mm cornerless cube 
and 1 gold 5xl0 paddle. Close the jump ring. Attach the loop from the 
previous step and a 1f2" (2 cm) length of chain. Open 1 silver 5mm jump 
ring and string 1 gold 5xlO paddle. Close the jump ring. Attach to the 
first link of the chain. Open 1 silver 5mm jump ring. Add 1 vermeil 3mm 
cornerless cube and 1 ruby CZ. Close the ring on the last link of chain. 
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~C«~ aw 
COLLAR 

,. .., Derived from a sailors' technique 
of engraving whale bone and rubbing 
ink into the lines, this method of carving 
out designs and filling with clay echoes 
the older tradition. This method is quite 
addictive, as sanding and polishing the 
surface reveals the pattern crisply, which 
grows more luminous as it's polished. Try 
using this technique with beads as well as 
flat pendants. ,.--...,.." 

PENDANT 
MATERIALS 
Polymer clay 

CLAY COLOR 
FORMULA 
1 part tea\' 1 part navy, 1 part 
blue sparkle, liz part bronze, 
1 pinch foil. Each part is 
lfi' (1.3 em) 

TOOLS 
Polymer clay toolbox (page 20) 

Wooden tool 

Pencil and tracing paper 
(optional) 

Straw 

Sandpaper (320 to 2000 grit) 

Polishing cloth 

. 

1~ Condition the polymer clay and shape into a 
crescent 114" (6 mm) thick. 

2~ Using a wooden tool, press a design into the clay, 
or transfer an image first with pencil and tracing 
paper (see instructions on page 41) . Poke holes at 
each end with a straw. Include holes for dangles. 

:J~ Bake according to the manufacturer 's instructions 
and allow to cool. 

4~ For a gradated effect. use two or three colors of clay 
to press into the depressions, blending them well. 

5 

J5~ Bake. Wet sand (320 to 2000 grit) to reveal the 
design and then polish to a high shine. 

1 



NECKLACE 
MATERIALS 
106 silver 2mm seed beads 

2 silver 2mm cornerless cubes 

2 kyanite 13x18mm ovals 

2 kyanite 14xlOmm ovals 

60 labradorite 4mm rounds 

7 labradorite lOx7mm 
teardrops 

1 polymer clay pendant 

4 silver 2x2mm crimp tubes 

17" (43 cm) of silver .014 fine flex
ible beading wire 

6 silver 5mm irregular spacers 

1 metal clay toggle clasp 
(see page 29 for instructions) 

10'12" (27 cm ) of silver 
24-gauge wire 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
18" (46 cm) 

N~CKLAC~ IN.5'RUc-noN.5 
l~ String 1 silver 2x2mm crimp tube and 19 

silver 2mm seed beads onto an 81J2" (22 cm) 
length of beading wire. Carefully pass the 
silver-beaded end of the wire through the first 
hanging hole at the top of the pendant and 
back through the crimp tube. Crimp the tube, 
forming a beaded loop. 

2~ String 1 silver cornerless cube, 1 silver 5mm 
irregular spacer, 1 kyanite 13x18mm oval, 
1 silver 5mm irregular spacer, 1 kyanite 
14xl0mm oval, 1 silver 5mm irregular spacer. 

~~ String 1 labradorite 4mm round and 1 silver 
2mm seed bead. Repeat the pattern twenty
nine times. 

4~ String 4 silver 2mm seed beads and use 1 
silver 2x2mm crimp tube to attach one half 
of the metal clay toggle. 

l1>~ Repeat Steps 1 through 4 for the other side. 

G~ Use 11/Z" (3.8 cm) of silver 24-gauge wire to 
create a wire-wrapped dangle (see page 17). 
strung with 1 labradorite 10x7mm teardrop, 
attaching to the first hole on the bottom edge 
of the polymer clay pendant. Repeat six times 
for the remaining holes. 

This pendant features 
foil inclusions and 
powders to give the clay 
a luminous quality. The 
translucent ivory pattern 
contrasts against the deep 
background. 
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W:HE:" I\J -r~ ME:" 55ME:" PRoPPE:"P ~ROM A 
BLUE:"BIRP, I CoUL pl\J' -r HE:"LP BU-r ~E:" E:"L E:" X

CIIE:"P. TOM ARRIVE:"P, LOOKI1\J6 VE:"RY pOLl5HE:"P II\J 
A WHilE:" BU-r-rol\J-POWI\J 5HIR-r + 6RAY 5LACK5. 
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PRE:"-r-rY PRE:"55 WIIH A 5HOCKI1\J6 I\JE:"CKLlI\JE:". I 
cALLE:"P ~ROM MY ROOM, '''~HE:"RE:" -ro -roPAYt 
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A coBBLE:"5-r01\JE:" ALLEY, -rALL BUILPI1\J65 RAI\JKI1\J6 
E:"IIHE:"R 51PE:" o~ U5. wE:" wALKE:"P ARoUI\JP -rHE:" 
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W In.d OW of the heart 
BEZEL PENDANT 

,. .., A lovely polymer heart, with a window carved in 
the middle. is filled with tiny things. These feature watch 
crystals and a pretty little bird sculpted from black poly
mer clay and dry-brushed with metallic gold paint. This 
piece can also be made by filling the window with resin 
and adding pieces of wet-media acetate (clear plastic film 
once used by designers to paint text over pictures without 
painting on the actual picture; it is available at most 
art supply stores) to paint decorative images that 
appear to float within." .." 

PENDANT MATERIALS 
Polymer clay 

Brass or silver 20-gauge wire 

Resin or watch crystal and liquid 
polymer 

Tiny objects 

CLAY COLOR 
FORMULA 
1 part crimson, '/4 part 
red sparkle, '14 part bronze, 
1 pinch foil 

TOOLS 
Polymer clay toolbox (page 20) 

Resin toolbox (page 45) 

Wooden tool 

Tile 

Circle cutter 

Sandpaper (300 to 2000 grit) 

Buffing cloth 

Tape 

Soap and warm water 

PENVAN-r 
l~ Condition the polymer clay, 

mixing it together with the color 
and shaping it into a heart. 

2~ Create a wire-wrapped loop of brass or 
silver 20-gauge wire, spreading the ends out to hold the clay bet
ter. Press into the top of the heart until only the loop shows. Use a 
wooden tool to clean up around loop. 

:0~ Place the heart on a tile and cut out a shape with a circle cutter, 
avoiding the loop ends. To make the window frame, roll out a thin 
sheet of clay and use the circle cutter to cut out a circle border for 
the window. Press to the heart around the window, and decorate 
with wooden tools and glass stones if desired. 

4~ Bake. Wet sand (300 to 2000 grit) and polish the heart with a soft 
buffing cloth. 

&~ Fill the cavity. 

:; 

To r:=ILL WI-rH RE :SIN 
Use clear tape to seal the back of the 
heart. Press firmly so that no resin will 
leak out. Turn over and fill with objects, 
painted wet-media acetate, or other 
items. Pour the resin according to the 
manufacturer's instructions into the 
empty cavity. Once set remove the 
tape and scrub with warm water and 
soap to remove any residue left from 
the sticky tape. Pour multiple layers of 
resin to add depth between embedded 
objects. Allow the previous layer to cure 
before pouring the next. 

I 



To Us~ A 
wA-rc~ CRYS-rAL 

NECKLACE 
MATERIALS 
1 erinite llx7mm Swarovski 
crystal polygon bead 

8 labradorite 3x9mm teardrops 

7 garnet diamond-cut briolettes 

1 rutilated 8xSmm simple-cut 
quartz bead 

2 clear 7x9mm simple-cut 
quartz beads 

1 polymer clay heart bezel 
pendant 

Roll out a sheet of polymer clay. Cut out a frame 
from the polymer clay sheet that is the same diame
ter as the shape that was cut into the heart. Place the 
crystal over the opening on the heart. Apply a thin 
coat of liquid polymer to the back of the frame and 
gently place the frame on top of the heart to secure 
the crystal in place. Bake. Fill with objects and repeat 
the window steps for the other side. 

1 pyrite Sx6mm chunk 

15" (38 cm) of gold-tone 
4x6mm brass cable chain 

1 sterling silver 13x8mm 
lobster clasp 

71fi' (19 cm) of brass 
22-gauge wire 

29" (74 cm) of gold-filled 
24-gauge wire 

- VARIATION 

The bezel can be 
filled with resin or 
small objects. Tiny 
objects are lightly 
contained by a watch 
crystal and float 
around inside this 
hollow-heart bezel. 

81/2" (22 cm) of sterling silver 
lxlmm fine cable chain 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
19" (48 cm) 

l~ Cut 21f2" (6.4 cm) of 4x6mm brass cable chain. Open the last 
link and add the silver 13x8mm lobster claw. Close the link. 

2~ Use 11/z" (3.8 cm) of brass 22-gauge wire to form a simple 
loop and attach it to the last link in the previous chain. 
String 1 erinite llx7mm crystal polygon bead, form a 
simple loop, and attach it to 11fz" (3.8 cm) of 4x6mm brass 
cable chain. 

:J~ Using 11/Z" (3.8 cm) of gold-filled 24-gauge wire, create a 
wire-wrapped dangle, strung with 1 labradorite teardrop, 
and attach it to the bottom simple loop in the wire-wrapped 
link from the previous step. Use another 11f2" (3.8 cm) length 
of gold-filled 24-gauge wire to create another wire-wrapped 
dangle, strung with 1 garnet diamond-cut briolette, and 
attach it to the first link in the chain. 

4~ Create another wire-wrapped link. using 11f2" (3.8 cm) of 
brass 22-gauge wire, and attach it to the last link in the 
chain from Step 2 with a simple loop. String 1 rutilated 
8x5mm quartz bead, form a simple loop, and attach to 1" 
(2.5 cm) of 4x6mm brass cable chain. 

J5~ Using 11/Z" (3.8 cm) of gold-filled 24-gauge wire, create a 
wire-wrapped dangle, strung with 1 labradorite teardrop, 

7~ 
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and attach it to the bottom simple loop in the wire
wrapped link from the previous step. Use another 
11f2" (3.8 cm) length of gold-filled 24-gauge wire to 
create another wire-wrapped dangle, strung with 1 
gamet diamond-cut briolette, and attach it to the 
first link in the chain. 

G~ Attach PIz" (3.8 cm) of 4x6mm brass cable chain 
with a wire-wrapped link to the last length of 
chain. To create the link, use 11f2" (3.8 cm) of brass 
22-gauge wire and 1 quartz 7x9mm simple-cut 
bead. Open the last link in the chain and add the 
polymer clay heart bezel pendant and close the link 

7 ~ Using PIz" (3.8 cm) of gold-filled 24-gauge wire, 
create a wire-wrapped dangle, strung with 1 
labradorite teardrop, and attach it to the bottom 
simple loop in the wire-wrapped link from the 
previous step. Use another P/2" (3.8 cm) length of 
gold-filled 24-gauge wire to create another wire
wrapped dangle, strung with 1 garnet diamond-cut 
briolette, and attach it to the third link down on the 
4x6mm brass cable chain. 

B~ Cut a 3" (7.6 cm) length of sterling silver 1x1mm 
cable chain. Measure down liz" (1.3 cm) on the 
1x1mm cable chain and using 1" (2.5 cm) of gold
filled 24-gauge wire create a wire-wrapped link, at
taching the first simple loop. Create another simple 
loop, attaching to the top loop in the wire-wrapped 
link from Step 4 (the liz" [2.5 cm) of chain will dan
gle freely). Measure up liz" (1.3 cm) on the remain
ing 2 liz " (6.4 cm) of 1x1mm cable chain and use 
1" (2.5 cm) of gold-filled 24-gauge wire to create 
a wire-wrapped link, attaching the 1x1mm cable 
chain to the bottom loop on the wire-wrapped link 
from Step 5. 

9~ Cut a PIz" (3.8 cm) length of sterling silver 1x1mm 
cable chain. Measure down liz" (1.3 cm) on the 
1x1mm cable chain and use 1" (2.5 cm) of gold
filled 24-gauge wire to create a wire-wrapped link, 
attaching the first simple loop. Create another 

simple loop, attaching to the bottom loop in the 
wire-wrapped link from Step 5. Measure up 1f2" 
(1.3 cm) on the remaining r (2.5 cm) of 1x1mm 
cable chain and use 1" (2.5 cm) of gold-filled 
24-gauge wire to create a wire-wrapped link, 
attaching the 1x1mm cable chain to the fifth link up 
on the 4x6mm brass cable chain from the polymer 
clay heart bezel pendant. 

10~ Using 1112" (3.8 cm) of gold-filled 24-gauge wire, 
create a wire-wrapped dangle, strung with 1 lab
radorite teardrop, and attach it to the fifth link up 
on the 4x6mm brass cable chain from the polymer 
clay heart bezel pendant. 

11~ Use a 1112" (3.8 cm) length of gold-filled 24-gauge 
wire to create a wire-wrapped dangle, strung with 
1 garnet diamond-cut briolette, and attach it to 
the first link of a 6" (15 cm) length of 4x6mm brass 
cable chain (make the simple loop slightly larger to 
accommodate the lobster clasp). 

12~ Attach P/2" (3.8 cm) of 4x6mm brass cable chain 
with a wire-wrapped link to the last length 
of chain. To create the link, use 11f2" (3.8 cm) 
of brass 22-gauge wire and 1 quartz 7x9mm 
simple-cut bead. 

Q~ Using PIz" (3.8 cm) of gold-filled 24-gauge wire, 
create a wire-wrapped dangle, strung with 1 
labradorite teardrop, and attach it to the bottom 
simple loop in the wire-wrapped link from the 
previous step. 

14~ Count up 5 links from the top simple loop from 
the wire-wrapped link from the previous step. 
Using PIz" (3.8 cm) of gold-filled 24-gauge wire, 
create a wire-wrapped dangle, strung with 1 
labradorite teardrop. 

1~~ Count up 1 link from the wire-wrapped dangle 
in the previous step. Use a PIz" (3.8 cm) length of 
gold-filled 24-gauge wire to create a wire-wrapped 
dangle, strung with 1 garnet diamond-cut briolette. 



1G- Count up 4 links from the garnet wire-wrapped 
dangle. Use a 1112" (3.8 cm) length of gold-filled 
24-gauge wire to create a wire-wrapped dangle, 
strung with 1 labradorite teardrop. 

17- Cut a 2" (5 cm) length of sterling silver 1x1mm 
cable chain. Measure down 1f2" (1.3 cm) on the 
1x1mm cable chain and, using r (2.5 cm) of 
gold-filled 24-gauge wire, create a wire-wrapped 
link, attaching to the first simple loop. Create 
another simple loop, attaching to the third link 
up from the wire-wrapped link from Step 12. Use 
1112" (3.8 cm) of brass 22-gauge wire to form a 
simple loop and attach it to the last link in the 
chain from Step 12. String 1 pyrite 5x6rnm chunk, 
form a simple loop, and attach it to 1" (2.5 cm) 
of 4x6mm brass cable chain. Use a 1112" (3.8 cm) 
length of gold-filled 24-gauge wire to create 
another wire-wrapped dangle, strung with 1 
garnet diamond-cut briolette, and attach it to 
the bottom simple loop in the wire-wrapped 
link. Measure up 1f2" (1.3 cm) on the remaining 
11/2" (3.8 cm) of 1x1mm cable chain and use 1" 
(2.5 cm) of gold-filled 24-gauge wire to create a 
wire-wrapped link, attaching the 1x1mm cable 
chain to the second link down on the 4x6mm 
brass cable chain from the wire-wrapped link 
from Step 12. 

15- Count down 1 link from the wire-wrapped loop, 
attaching the 1x1mm cable chain in the previ
ous step. Use a 11f2" (3.8 cm) length of gold-filled 
24-gauge wire to create a wire-wrapped dangle, 
strung with 1 garnet diamond-cut briolette. 

19- Count down 4 links from the wire-wrapped link 
from the previous step. Using 11f2" (3.8 cm) of 
gold-filled 24-gauge wire, create a wire-wrapped 
dangle, strung with 1 labradorite teardrop. 

20- Cut a 2" (5 cm) length of sterling silver 1x1mm 
cable chain. Measure down 1f2" (1.3 cm) on 
the 1x1mm cable chain and, using 1" (2.5 cm) 
of gold-filled 24-gauge wire, create a wire-

wrapped link, 
attaching the 
first simple loop. 
Create another 
simple loop and 
attach it to the 
fifth link up from 
the wire-wrapped 
link from the previ
ous step. Measure 
up 1f2" (1.3 cm) on 
the remaining 11f2" 
(3.8 cm) of 1x1mm 
cable chain and use 
1" (2.5 cm) of gold
filled 24-gauge wire to 
create a wire-wrapped 
link, attaching the 
1x1mm cable chain to 
the second link down 
on the 4x6mm brass 
cable chain from the 
wire-wrapped link 
from Step 20. 

} 
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woodland w~~ 
NECKLACE . ... Delicate wire-wrapped wings protected with 

paper and resin are reminiscent of butterfly wings. 
These can be time-consuming to create, so the most 
efficient way to make them is to create as many wire 
wing shapes as you will need for a few projects, be
cause the resin coating step goes fast. Try using them for 
earrings-they are almost weightless and catch the light 
nicely. Using waterproof drawing inks, create patterns 
on the tissue paper before coating with resin. The tissue 

WIRE WING 
MATERIALS 
56" (142 cm) of black stainless 
steel 20-gauge wire 

42" (107 cm) of brass 
22-gauge wire 

Glue 

Tissue paper 

Resin 

Pearlescent powders 
(optional) 

Gold or iridescent paint 

TOOLS 
Resin toolbox (page 45 ) 

Wire cutters 

Needle-nose pliers 

Round-nose pliers 

Craft stick 

'14 " (6 mm) dowel rod 

Craft knife 

Paintbrush 

will vanish, but the drawings will remain. • .. 

WIRE wlf\J6:5 
1~ For each wing (the project calls for 8)' cut a T (18 cm) 

piece of stainless steel wire. About 5" (13 cm) down, bend 
the wire around. 

2~ Curl the wire down and, holding the end of the wire with 
needle-nose pliers, bend the wire into a spiral. 

:0~ Wrap the top piece of wire around round-nose pliers, 
forming a loop. Wrap the tail into another spiral and bend 
to lie on top of the previous spiral. 

4~ Cut a 6" (15 cm) piece of brass 22-gauge wire. Wrap one 
end around the spiral, then wrap to the top of the wing, 
forming a vein. Continue wrapping the brass wire around 
the base wire, then form the second vein by stretching it 
and wrapping around the spiral. Tuck the end in. 

~~ Glue down tissue paper and allow to dry, then gently tear 
away excess paper from the edge. Coat with resin using 
a craft stick. Pearlescent powders can be stirred into the 
resin before coating the tissue. Hang the wings onto a 
114" (6 mm) dowel rod so the resin will drip off. If there is a 
drip after the wing has cured, trim with a craft knife. 

G~ Once the resin is set apply gold or iridescent paint. 
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NECKLACE 
MATERIALS 
8 rosewater opal ABx2 4mm 
Swarovski crystal bicones 

8 wire-wrapped resin wings 

36 jade 3mm rounds 

25 peacock 5mm 
freshwater pearls 

9 green 5mm faceted 
quartz chunks 

3 green 8x21mm faceted 
quartz chunks 

8 fine silver 11/2" (3.8 cm) 
balled head pins 

58" (147 cm) of sterling silver 
24-gauge wire 

17'/2" (44 cm) of sterling silver 
4x18mm elongated oval chain 

25 silver 11/2" (38 cm) flat-head 
head pins 

4" (10 cm) of sterling silver 
4x5mm chain 

1 sterling silver 7x18mm 
lobster clasp 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
24'12' (62 cm) 



NECKLACE 
IN6-rRUC-rION6 
1~ Use 1 balled head pin to create a wire-wrapped 

dangle, strung with 1 rosewater opal 4mm bicone. 
Attach to the bail of one wing. Repeat 7 times for 
all wings and set aside. 

2~ Use 1112 " (3.8 cm) of wire to create a wrapped 
loop. String 1 jade 3mm round and create another 
simple wire-wrapped loop. Repeat twenty-seven 
times, attaching the first loop to the previous, 
creating a wire-wrapped link chain. Set aside. 

~~ Cut 12" (30 cm) of sterling silver 4x18mm elongat
ed oval chain. Use 1 silver 1112 " (3.8 cm) flat-head 
head pin to create a wire-wrapped dangle, strung 
with 1 peacock 5mm pearl, attaching to the sec
ond link in the chain. Repeat, continuing down 
each link of chain, sixteen times. Set aside. 

4~ Repeat the above process with two additional 
lengths of oval chain, adding a total of 8 peacock 
5mm pearls on head pins to each link. The first 
length of chain is 3 links long and the second is 
5 links long. Use 1112" (3.8 cm) of wire to create 
a wrapped loop and attach it to the end of the 
first length of chain. String 1 green 5mm faceted 
quartz chunk. Create another wrapped loop, at
taching to 3 resin wings. Repeat with the second 
length of chain, using 2 wings. Set aside. 

&~ Use 1112" (3 .8 cm) of wire to form a wrapped 
loop, attaching to 3/4 " (2 cm) of 4x5mm chain 
(5 links). String 1 jade 3mm round and form a 
wrapped loop. Use 11112" (3 .8 cm) of wire to cre
ate a wrapped loop. String 1 green 5mm faceted 

quartz and make a wrapped loop. Creating a 
wire-wrapped chain, use 2" (5 cm) of wire to cre
ate a loop, attaching to the previous loop. String 1 
green 8x21mm faceted quartz chunk and create 
a wrapped loop, attaching to the previous loop. 
Use 11fz" (3.8 cm) of wire to create a wrapped loop, 
attaching to the previous loop. String 1 green 
5mm faceted quartz and make a wrapped loop. 
Use 1112 " (3.8 cm) of wire to form a wrapped loop, 
attaching the previous loop and attaching to 314" 
(2 cm) of 4x5mm chain (5 links), strung with 1 
jade 3mm round. Repeat this sequence twice. Add 
1112" (3.8 cm) of wire to create a wrapped loop, at
taching to the previous loop. String 1 green 5mm 
faceted quartz and make a wrapped loop. Use 1112 " 
(3 .8 cm) of wire to form a wrapped loop, attaching 
the previous loop and attaching to 3/4 " (2 cm) of 
4x5mm chain (5 links). 

G~ Cut 11fz" (3 .8 cm) of wire. Use it to create a 
wrapped loop, attaching to the ends of the lengths 
of wire-wrapped link chain from Step 2 and Step 5. 
String 1 jade 3mm round and create another 
wrapped loop, attaching to half of the sterling 
silver lobster clasp. 

7 ~ Use 2" (5 cm) of wire to form a loop, attaching the 
ends of the lengths of wire-wrapped link chains 
from Step 2 and Step 5, and the chain from Step 
3. String 1 green 5mm faceted quartz and form a 
loop, adding 1 resin wing, the first length of chain 
from Step 4 (3 links), 1 wing, the second length of 
chain from Step 4 (5 links), and 1 resin wing. 
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~ -# Cast pods filled with foil and resin 
with a wire shank set in the top are 
the perfect complement to sun - kissed 
skin, covered with water droplets that 
catch the sun. This method is useful 
for encasing all manner of beautiful 
ephemeral things, such as dried flowers 
and bits of parchment. Experiment with 
carving different shapes or even faceting 
the surface with planes rather than an 
organic form. ~ ___ -#"f/ 

PEf\JVAf\J-r.5 
1~ Prepare a pod-shaped master from polymer clay and silicone 

rubber mold according to the instructions on pages 42-44. 

2~ Spray the mold with mold release and allow to dry. Fill the mold 
with resin, mixed with inclusions, such as foil or glitter. 

:J~ Cut a 2" (5 cm) length of brass 22-gauge wire. Using pliers, curl 
one end into a spiral or zigzag; this will prevent the wire from 
easily pulling out of the cured resin. While the resin is setting, 
embed the 2" (5 cm) piece of wire into the thickening resin. To 
keep it upright. hold it in place with a clothespin or wire and tape. 

4~ Once set and completely cured, de-mold, scrape away the 
seams, and prep the mold for the next pendant, repeating Steps 2 
and 3 twice to create 3 pendants. 

~~ Add a bead cap over the wire. Glue in place with two-part epoxy 
adhesive. Wrap the wire protruding from the bead cap into a 
fancy-wrapped loop, tucking in the end. 

PENDANT 
MATERIALS 
Polymer clay 

Resin 

Gold-leaf foil 

Glitter 

6" (15 em ) of brass 
22-gauge wire 

3 bead caps (see page 
102 for instructions) 

Two-part epoxy adhesive 

TOOLS 
Polymer clay toolbox (page 20) 

Resin toolbox (page 45) 

Pliers 

Clothespin or wire and tape 



t-JECKLAcE 
IN .5-rRUC-noN.5 
1- Cut 18" (43 cm) of beading wire. String 1 sil

ver 2x2 crimp tube and attach to the lobster 
clasp. String 1 golden shadow twist-cut 4mm 
crystal, iT (43 cm) of champagne lmm seed 
beads, 1 resin pendant. 1 golden shadow 
4mm crystal, and 1 silver 2x2 crimp tube and 
attach to the metal clay 10x8 oval. Close the 
crimp tube and trim the ends. 

2- Cut T (18 cm) of beading wire. String 1 crimp 
tube and measure 5" (13 cm) down from the 
clasp from the previous step. Close the crimp 
tube, attaching between the seed beads. 

~- String 5" (13 cm) of iridescent seed beads and 
a crimp tube. Loop around the champagne 
seed beads,S" (13 cm) down from the silver 
oval. Tighten the loop so that the loop lies 
between the seed beads. Close the crimp. 

4- Use 6" (15 cm) of silver 24-gauge wire to 
make a flower shape by wire wrapping 1 
citrine 10x12 briolette. Add a peach 5x6 CZ 
drop and wire wrap. Add a sunstone 4mm 
rondelle and wire wrap. Use the rest of the 
wire to attach the resin drop pendant to the 
joint between the strands of seed beads. 

liJ- Repeat Step 4 for the 2 remaining resin 
drop pendants. 

G- Use 2" (5 cm) of gold-filled 26-gauge wire 
to create a wire-wrapped dangle attached 
to the inner strand, strung with 1 garnet 3x6 
diamond-cut briolette. Repeat twice. 

NECKLACE MATERIALS 
2 golden shadow 4mm 
Swarovski twist -cut crystals 

17" (43 cm) strand of champagne 
lmm seed beads 

3 resin baubles with fired and 
finished metal clay caps (see 
page 102 for cap instructions) 

1 metal clay 10xSmm oval ring 

5" (13 cm) strand iridescent pale 
gold 2mm seed beads 

3 citrine 10x12mm briolettes 

3 peach 5x6mm cubic 
zirconia drops 

3 sunstone 4mm rondelles 

3 garnet 3x6mm diamond-cut 
briolettes 

25" (64 cm) of bronze .0014-
gauge flexible beading wire 

4 silver 2x2mm crimp tubes 

1 silver 6x12mm lobster clasp 

is'' (46 cm) of silver 
24-gauge wire 

6" (15 cm) of gold-filled 
26-gauge wire 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
17" (43 cm) 

* note t-JEVER APP AI\1Y-n-l11\16 WE, ,0 RE.5II\1; 

O'HERWI.5E, You WILL HAVE I.5.5UE.5 WIIH r:-OAM. 

1'l-lE OI\JLY EXCEPIIOI\J 1.5 RE.511\1 PYE.5, WHICH 

ARE .5PECIALLY r:-oRMULA,EP r:-oR 'HI.5 PUR

po.5E. DYE.5 ARE 6REA, r:-OR ALiERI1\16 ,HE 

COLoR or:- ,HE RE.5II\1. WHILE MIXI1\16 ,HE RE.5II\1, 

poUR EqUAL HALVE.5 11\1,0 ,wo PIr:-r:-EREI\1, 

COI\J,AII\1ER.5. MIX 11\1 ,HE RE.511\1 PYE.5 oR P16-

MEI\1'.5. CREA,E A .5WIRL Er:-r:-EC, BY r:-ILLlI\16 

,HE MoLP WIIH ,HE ,wo PIr:-r:-EREI\1, COLoREP 

RE.5II\1.5 ... MIXI1\16 Ll6H,LY WIIH A 'OO'HPICK. 

B7 





June 2 
OM ARRIVE:"V LA,E:" 1t\J ,HE:" Ai==,E:"Rt\JOOt\J , 
HUMMIt\J6 ,0 HIM.5E:"Li== A.5 HE:" LE:"V ME:" 
,HRoU6H ,HE:" VOOK wE:" .5,E:"PPE:"v 0t\J,0 

A ROOr::iOP 6ARDE:'t\J, .5URRoUt\JVE:"V 6'( 
It\JVU.5'RIAL-LOOKIt\J6 wARE:"HOU.5E:".5 + Af3At\J
VONE:"V APAR,ME:"t\J, f3UILVIt\J6.5. ~E:" 6ARVE:"t\J, A 
f3RI6H' pA,CH 0,:: 6RE:"E:"t\J, COt\J'RA.5,E:"v WIIH 
,HE:" 6RAY o~ -n-~E:' BUILt:>11\16.5. A YoUt\J6 
wOMAt\J .5A, A, A PAIt\J,E:"V WICKE:"R ,Af3LE:" + 

CHAIR.5, WA,CHIt\J6 U.5 APPRoAcH. 5HE:" MAvE:" A 
WE:"AK A"E:"MP, A, A .5MILE:" + A.5KE:"V U.5 ,0 
.511. I t\JOIICE:"V HE:"R VRE:".5.5 wA.5 At\J AMAZ-
11\16 pA-rCHwoRK o~ ~ABRIC.5, .5E:'WI\1 
WIIH BE:'AD.5 + E:'MBROIDE:'RY, ,HE:" COL
oR.5 i==AvE:"v. HE:"R PIt\JK HAIR, ,HE:" f3LU.5H COLoR 
oi== COLUMf3It\JE:".5, 6AVE:" HE:"R A PUt-J1( VIf3E:", 
AL ,HoU6H ,HE:" COLOR wA.5 PRof3Af3LY t\JA,URAL. 
~E:" WoRV i==AE:"RY CAME:" ,0 MIt\JV + I CoULV 
.5E:"E:" WIt\J6.5 LIKE:" 'HO.5E:" oi== A DAM.5E:'LRY 
i==oLVE:"V A, HE:"R f3ACK. 

"( M LUE:'LLE:', You MU.5, f3E:" ,HE:" ,WO 
MIRAf3E:"LLE:" ME:" t\J liON E:"v ; . .5HE:" .5AIV POLl,E:"LY, 
.5E:"E:"MIt\J6 Ut\JIt\J,E:"RE:".5,E:"V. wE:" ,OLV HE:"R OUR 
t\JAME:".5 + LooKE:"V ARoUt\JV ,HE:" 6ARVE:"t\J, 
i==E:"E:"Llt\J6 .5L16H'LY AWKWARV. I COMPLlME:"t\J,E:"V 
HE:"R RowE:"R.5 + .5HE:" .5E:"E:"ME:"V ,0 WAKE:" UP. 

" , 
IVE:" HAv 'HI.5 6ARVE:"t\J .51t\JCE:" ,HE:" f3UILVIt\J6 

oPE:"t\JE:"V, MAt\JY YE:"AR.5 Mo. MY HU.5f3At\JV 
f3RoU6H, ME:" HE:"RE:", WHE:"t\J I LE:"i==, MY PE:"OPLE:". 
wE:" LlVE:"V VOWt\J.5,AIR.5;· .5HE:" .5AIV, LOOKIt\J6 

WI.5'i==UL. 

"WHE:"RE:" 1.5 HE:" t\Jowt TOM A.5KE:"V. 
I ,HoU6H, I CoULV 6UE:".5.5 + LI.5,E:" t\JE:"v. 

"MY 5AME:".5 HA.5 f3E:"E:"t\J 60t\JE:" A Lot\J6 liME:". 
I .5,AYE:"v WIIH HIM Ut\JIIL HE:" wA.5 t\JE:"ARLY 
t\J1t\JE:'iY YE:"AR.5 OLV:· I RE:"ALlZE:"V .5HE:" wA.5 
MUCH OLVE:"R 'HAt\J I ,HoU6HT 

"50 You LIVE:" HE:"~ ALOt\JE:"t I A.5KE:"V, f3E:"i==oRE:" 
I COULV .5,oP MY.5E:"Li==. 

"y'E:".5. I MI.5.5 HIM;· I i==E:"LI ,E:"AR.5 PRICK 
MY dE:".5, ,HE:"t\J f3L1t\JKE:"V ,HE:"M f3ACK, t\J0, 
wAt\JIlt\J6 HE:"R ,0 .5E:"E:" MY .5ANE:".5.5. 

wE:" ,ALKE:"V Af3oU, HE:"R RO.5E:'.5 + DAHL
IA.5, RE:"MARKIt\J6 HOW Rof3U.5, E:"VE:"RY,HIt\J6 
LooKE:"V. 5HE:" MOVE:"V LIKE:" A VRA60t\JRY VAR,-
1t\J6 Af3oU" .5HOWIt\J6 U.5 VARIOU.5 f3LOOM.5. ~E:" 
PLAt\J'.5 wE:"RE:" of3VloU.5LY HE:"R HAVE:"t\J + .5HE:" 
cARE:"V i==oR ,HE:"M LIKE:" CHILVRE:"t\J. I VRE:"w HE:"R, 
,HE:"t\J ,HE:" RoWE:"R.5, cOLLE:"c-r1t\J6 1t\Ji==ORMA-
1I0t\J 0t\J MY .5Uf3:rE:"c-r. 5HE:" VIVt\J', .5E:"E:"M 
,0 MIt\JV. 5HOWIt\J6 HE:"R 6ARVE:"t\J HE:"LPE:"V HE:"R 
VRoP HE:"R 6UARV + I i==oUt\JV ,HA, .5HE:" wA.5 
i==Ut\Jt\JY + .5MART I HOPE:"V ,HE:" f3RAcE:"LE:", 
I IMMIt\JE:"V i==oR HE:"R WoULV HE:"LP Lli==, HE:"R 
.5PIRII.5. I WOt\JVE:"RE:"V ALOUV wl-fY' .5HE:" VIN', 
60 HOME:" ,0 HE:"R i==AMILY + .5HE:" At\J.5wE:"RE:"V, "I 
-T\<.IE:""D 10 AF=leR 1AtI\E:"":5 DIE:""D I BUI IHE:"" 
F=ORE:"":51 W~RE:"" wE:"" LlVE:""D 1:5 NOW A 60U::: , 
COUR:5E:"". 1 DON I KNOW WHAI HAPPE:""NE:""D 
10 IHE:"" tI\." 

wE:" CONIlt\JUE:"V LOOKIt\J6 A, HE:"R RoWE:"R.5, 
f3U, A .5AVt\JE:".5.5 HUt\J6 ARoUt\JV HE:"R + II wA.5 
HARV t\J0, ,0 i==E:"E:"L i==oR HE:"K wE:" LE:"i==, + I 
,URt\JE:"V ,0 .5E:"E:" HE:"R LOOKIt\J6 oU, oVE:"R ,HE:" 
Af3At\Jvot\JE:"V f3UILVIt\J6.5, 5f ARCHINq. 



luelle' ~ cor3~e 
CUFF 

... ~A supple leather cuff is embellished with 
vintage sequins. metal clay stampings. silk flowers. and 
crystal beads. Leather is embroidered with ribbon. and lovely 
layered silk flowers are reminiscent of sacred gardens. tended 
with love. These comfortable cuffs can be sewn on the ma-
chine or by hand Try cutting shapes out of the leather and 
backing the hole with a contrasting fabric. ... ~ 

FLOWER 
MATERIALS 
Metal clay 

Sewing thread 

1 silver 3mm com erless cube 

1 silver 5mm daisy spacer 

1 metallic 6mm round sequin 

4 silk flowers 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox (page 25) 

Texturing medium (see pages 
38-43 for ideas) 

Flower cutter 

Drink stirrer 

Sewing needle 

M~IAL CLAY F-Low~R6 
1- Roll out a thin sheet of metal clay and press it into 

a texture. Use a cutter to remove a variety of floral 
shapes from the sheet (two shapes per silk flower and/ 
or metal clay flower). Pierce a hole with a drink stirrer 
in the center of each shape. Fire, tumble, and patina to 
achieve the desired finish. 

2- Stack the metal clay discs according to size, largest to 
smallest. Using needle and thread, secure 1 silver 3mm 
cornerless cube, 1 silver 5mm daisy spacer, 1 metallic 
6mm round sequin, the stacked metal clay discs, and 
the silk flowers to the leather or cloth cuff. Pass the 
needle and thread through multiple times to firmly 
attach the centerpieces. 



cur:=r:= 1t\J6-rRUC-rIOt\J6 
1~ Measure two 81f4" (21 cm) lengths of the blue-green 

3fs" (1 cm) wide ribbon. Using a straight stitch on your 
sewing machine, run a stitch down the middle of the 
ribbons, securing them in place along the edges of 
the leather. Using a zigzag stitch, sew along the edg
es of the ribbon to prevent the edges from flipping 
up. Repeat with an 81f4" (21 cm) length of crimson 3/4" 
(2 cm) wide ribbon. 

2~ Cut an 8W' (21 cm) length of blue-green ribbon. 
Center the ribbon over the crimson ribbon. Using a 
straight stitch on your sewing machine, run a stitch 
down the middle of the ribbons, securing them in 
place. Using a zigzag stitch, sew along the edges of 
the ribbon to prevent the edges from flipping up. 

:0~ Cut two 21/8" (5.4 cm) lengths of blue-green ribbon, 
the width of the cuff. Trim the edges of the cuff with 
the ribbon, using the same straight-stitchlzigzag 
technique described above. 

4~ If desired, use your sewing machine to embellish the 
cuff with a variety of stitches to add texture. 

~~ Add 3 metal clay stacked centerpieces. Using a 
needle and thread, embellish the cuff with sequins 
and cornerless cubes. Use the random design to 
draw focus to the middle of the cuff. Accent as much 
or as little as desired. 

G~ Attach the metal clay button to one end of the cuff 
with needle and thread. Measure the cuff to your 
wrist and make a mark on the other side. Place the 
cuff on a cutting board and use a craft knife to punc
ture the leather, creating a buttonhole. The hole may 
then be embellished with a button stitch, if desired. 

* VARIAiIOI\! 
After firing, tumbling, and 
finishing the metal clay discs, 
add a splash of color with resin. 
The texture acts as reservoirs to 
hold the resin tinted with dyes 
or pigments. Be sure to allow 
the resin to cure completely 
before creating the flower 
embellishments. 

CUFF MATERIALS 
29" (74 cm ) of blue-green 'Ia" 
(1 cm) wide ribbon 

1 black 8'/4 " wide x 2W' high 
(21 x 5.4 cm) piece of thin leather. 
(This can be adjusted for various 
wrist sizes.) 

8'14" (21 cm ) of crimson '/4" (2 cm ) 
wide ribbon 

3 metal clay discs (see page 114 
for instructions) 

4 metal clay flowers 

7 metallic 6mm round sequins 

9 silver 13x8mm leaf-shaped 
sequins 

12 silver 3mm cornerless cubes 

1 metal clay button with 4mm 
synthetic ruby (see page 31 for 
instructions) 

2 metal clay flowers 

3 silver 10x5mm Thai flowers 

3 blue-green dyed 1'12" (4 cm) 
silk flowers 

1 blue-green dyed 13/4" (4.5 cm ) 
silk flower 

3 silver 5mm daisy spacers 

TOOLS 
Sewing machine 

Needle and thread 

Cutting board 

Craft knife 

FINISHED SIZE 
8'14" W x 21fa" H 
(21 cm x 54 mm) 





June :J 
ORMALLY, MY BEAV.5 ... COMPONENT.5, 
CLAY ... WIRE ALL HAVE THEIR BIN.5 IN.5lpE 
AN ANTIQUE wARpRoBE CABINET. t-JOW, 

BEAp.5 WERE ON EVERY .5UR'::AcE, pRAwIN6.5 
PINNEp TO THE WALL . . . . THE .5TUpIO PRAc
TICALLY HUMMEl' WITH CREATIVITY. WHEN 
TOM ARRIVEI', HE MZEp ARoUNp ... .5MILEp. 

"1 .5EE YOU'RE WORKIN6 HARP," HE REMARKEp, 

WHILE HOLPIN6 UP A NECKLAcE. 

"WHERE ARE WE 6OIN6 TopAY, TOM?" 1 A.5KEp. 

"TopAY WE ARE 6OIN6 TO A VERY OLp '::ORE.5T 
NEAR INVERNE.5.5," HE .5Alp ... I HEARl' HI.5 

ACCENT THICKEN. 

I' 

"WHERE ARE You '::ROM?" "OH, ALL 

ARoUNp. I'VE LIVEI' IN MANY PLAcES 
BUT 5COTLANp 1.5 WHERE 1 wA.5 BORN." 

I 6E E. -mEN 1T'.5 HOME '::oR 
You," 1 .5Alp, '::EELlN6 .5URPRI.5IN6-
LY PLEA.5Ep TO .5EE HI.5 ROOT.5. 

'\'E.5, WELL, LET'.5 60 THEN" ... HE OPENEp 

A pOORWAY. 

-mE -rREE6 WERE LAR6E + PEEP 
6REEI\1, .5HApIN6 THE LEA'::-.5TREWN 
EARTH. WE .5TOOp '::OR A MOMENT, pEClp

IN6 WHAT TO PO. TOM .5EEMEp UNCERTAIN, 
BUT THEN .5Alp, "I THINK "'.5 THI.5 wAY' ... 
WE VENTUREI' IN PEEPER. 

I BECAME AwARE 0':: LAR6E IN.5ECT.5 RY
IN6 ARoUNp ... REALIZEI' THEY WERE WIN6Ep 
PEOPLE THE .5IZE 0,:: MY '::IN6ER. I MARVELEp 
AT THEIR TINY CLOTHE.5 0':: .5PlpER .5ILK, 
LILY PETAL.5 ... AN A.5.5ORTMENT 0':: OTHER 
NATURAL MATERIALS I WANTEp TO CATCH 

, 
ONE ... KEEP IT, BUT I plPI\j T THINK THAT 
WoULp HAPPEN. WE ARRIVEI' AT A CLEAR POOL 
0':: WATER, RIN6Ep WITH .5TONE.5, .5UNLl6HT 
'::ILTERIN6 THRoU6H THE LEAVE.5 ... cA.5T1N6 
PATTERN.5 oVER THE .5UR'::ACE. A HEAp BROKE 
THRoU6H THE WATER ... WE 6REETEp THE 
NIXIE A.5 .5HE .5WAM TowARp US 

"HELLO, THERE,".5HE .5Alp IN A .5IN6.50N6, 
HEAVILY ACCENTEp VOICE. HER HAIR LOOKEp 
6REEI\1-60Lp, Wilt-! LI-r-rLE wA-rER 
LlLIE6 + PEARL6 WOVEN THRoU6H THE 
.5TRANp.5. I KNEW WHEN I .5Aw HOW .5HE 
pECORATEp HER HAIR, WHAT I woULP MAKE 

'::oR HER. WE EX CHAN6Ep POLITE NICETlE.5 
'::oR A WHILE ... I A.5KEp HER WHERE .5HE 
LIVEI'. 

"OH, I LIVE HERE I 5EE, .5TRAI6HT pOWN 
THERE, THAT'.5 MY HOU.5E." 5HE MOTIONEp 
TO THE BOTTOM 0':: THE POOL'" WE PEEREp 
INTO THE WATER. AT THE BOTTOM I COULl' 
.5EE A .5ToNE HOU.5E, ROUNpEp ... .5MOOTH, 
WITH A '::RONT MRpEN, '::ILLEp WITH .5TRAN6E 
BLOOMIN6 PLANT.5. I IMMINEp MY.5EL':: IN 
THE COOL, AQUATIC WORLp, HOW THE Ll6HT 
MU.5T LOOK, III\1-rEP BLUE-6REEI\1 Wilt-! 
61LVERY r:=16t-! .5WIMMIN6 BY, LIKE BIRp.5 IN 
THE .5KY. WE .5TAYEp '::OR A LITTLE LON6ER, 
.5ITTlN6 BY THE WATER'.5 Ep6E, WHILE I 
pREW. I NOTICEI' MY.5HAVow LOOKEp oPP, 
THEN .5Aw THE REA.5oN '::oR THE .5HAPE ON 
MY .5HOULPER. 1-111'11\16 11\1 MY t-!AIR 6A-r 
A LOVELY r:=AIRY Wilt-! LUI\1A MO-rt-! 
WI1\166 + pARK -rEAL t-!AIK -mE NIXIE 

THOU6HT IT wA.5 A VERY 600P OMEN THAT 
THE fAIR fOLK woULP COME THAT CLo.5E. 1 
THOU6HT .5HE MI6HT BE RI6HT. 



VINE LINK 
MATERIALS 
Metal clay 

Slip 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox (page 25) 

Small paintbrush 

the 1\.lXle '~ NECKLACE 
~ -# Sinuous vines shaped from metal clay and 
bound with wire-wrapped crystals and lustrous 
freshwater pearls have the feel of a magical forest. 
The beautiful links can be used as earrings-just add 
hooks to one end and dangle stones or pearls from 
the opposite loop. The links can also be dried over a 
rounded form to give them a nice bend for a brace
let component. Substitute the vintage Lucite seaweed 
leaves with modified resin - coated wire wings from 
the Woodland Wings project on page 78. Instead 
of wing shapes, form leaf shapes and tint the resin 
green with dyes or pigments. ~ ..., 

- -

- -

PMC VINE LINK6 
1~ Divide the pack of metal clay into 

6 round 1/2" (1.3 cm) balls. Working 
one at a time (keeping the others 
covered so they don't dry out). roll 
the balls into thin logs 1/4" (6 mm) 
thick, tapering to blunt points. 

2~ Curl the ends into loops, 
wrapping the ends around. 

~~ Secure the loop by painting with 
slip, making sure there are no 
gaps. 

4~ Place on a heating plate until 
the links are bone dry. Check for 
cracks and fill areas as necessary 
with more slip. 

&~ Allow the links to dry completely, 
and then fire . Tumble and patina. 
Buff with a polishing cloth as 
desired. 



NECKLACE 
MATERIALS 
10 green 5mm faceted 
quartz chunks 

6 metal clay vine links 

23 irregular 7x4mm heishi 
pearls 

1 irregular 16x14mm pearl 

3 vintage Lucite 40x15mm 
seaweed leaves 

5'12' (1 m 67 cm ) of silver 
24-gauge wire 

1 sterling silver 27x14mm toggle 
clasp 

1'12 " (4 cm) of silver 4x6mm 
cable chain 

7 silver 1'12" (3.8 cm) head pins 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
1931.' (50.2 cm) 

f\J~CKLAC~ 1f\J6-rRUC-rlof\J6 
1~ Use 4" (10 cm) of wire to form a fancy-wrapped 

loop. Attach to one half of the clasp. String 1 green 
5mm quartz chunk and form another fancy
wrapped loop. Attach to 1 metal clay vine link. 

2~ Use 4" (10 cm) of wire to form a fancy-wrapped 
loop. Attach to the metal clay vine link. String 
1 green 5mm quartz chunk and form a fancy
wrapped loop. Attach to a metal clay vine link. Re
peat four times, forming a chain of fancy-wrapped 
links and metal clay vine links. 

:J~ Use 11/2 " (4 cm) of wire to form a simple loop. Attach 
to the remaining half of the clasp. String 1 irregular 
7x4mm heishi pearl and form another wrapped 
loop. Use 1112" (4 cm) of wire to form a simple 
loop. Attach to the previous loop. String 1 irregular 
7x4mm heishi pearl and close with a simple loop. 
Repeat eighteen times, connecting to the previous 
links, forming a wire-wrapped link chain. 

4~ Use 2" (5 cm) of wire to form a fancy-wrapped 
loop. Attach the end of the wire-wrapped irregular 
heishi pearl link chain and the metal clay vine and 
green 5mm faceted quartz chunks chain. String 1 
green 5mm faceted quartz chunk and form another 
fancy-wrapped loop. Attach to l1f2" (4 cm) of 4x6 
cable chain. 

~~ Embellish the chain with wire-wrapped head pins 
to form a tassel: Use 1 head pin to form a fancy
wrapped dangle with the irregular pearl. Attach to 

the first link. Use 2" (5 cm) of silver 24-gauge wire 
to form a fancy-wrapped dangle with 1 Lucite leaf 
on the second link. Continue to the third link with a 
wire-wrapped dangle with 1 head pin and 1 irregular 
7x4mm he is hi pearl. For the next link, attach 1 head 
pin made up into a wire-wrapped dangle with 1 green 
5mm faceted quartz chunk. Use 2" (5 cm) of wire to 
form a fancy-wrapped dangle, strung with 1 Lucite 
leaf. Attach to the next link. Add another irregular 
7x4mm he is hi pearl wire-wrapped dangle to the next 
link, using 1 head pin. Use 1 head pin to create a wire
wrapped dangle with 1 green 5mm faceted quartz 
chunk. Attach to the next link. Skip the next link. Use 
2" (5 cm) of wire to create a wire-wrapped dangle 
with 1 vintage Lucite leaf. Attach to the next link. 
Skip the next link. Use 1 head pin to create a fancy
wrapped dangle with 1 irregular 7x4mm heishi pearl. 
Attach to the next-to-last link. For the last link in the 
chain, use 1 head pin to attach 1 green 5mm faceted 
quartz chunk in a fancy-wrapped dangle. 

G~ Prepare a liver of sulfur solution. Dip and wash the 
piece until appropriately darkened. Polish with a 
polishing cloth. This will bring out the details in the 
wirework. 

* VA RIA liON 

A beautiful lUna 
moth pendant 
looks Wonderful 
hanging from the 
metal clay vines 
as well. 





June~ 

W:
~t\J TOM ARRIV~V, I WA5 R~AVY F=oR oUR 

t\J~X-r ADV~t\J-rUR~. I BAK~V 1-10t\J~ CAK~5 
At\JV MAV~ A 5w~~-r -r~A oF= CI-1AMOMIL~ + 

MILK. H~ I-1AV 1-115 6UIIAR At\JV -r1-1~ -rRAV~L BoX. 
H~ oP~t\J~V II ot\J-ro A B~AUIIF=UL WOOVLAt\JV, 
WIII-1 L/L/~5 BLOOMIt\J6 Ut\JV~R -r1-1~ -rR~~5. I 
CoULV 5~~ -rALL, 5KIt\Jt\JY -rR~~5, 50M~ -rI-1A-r , 
LOOK~V L/K~ BIRCI-1, o-rI-1~R5 I VIVt\J -r Kt\JOW. w~ 
WALK~V 1t\J A cOMF=oR-rABL~ 5IL~t\JC~, AVMIRIt\J6 
-r1-1~ 5C~t\J~RY. H~ 5-roPP~v A-r A Do6WOOD 

+ WAII~V. APPAR~t\J-rLY, -r1-115 WA5 oUR 5-roP. 

"50, WI-1~R~ 5 oUR F=RI~t\JV," I 5AIV LOOKIt\J6 
ARoUt\JV. 

"It\J I-1~R~," 1-1~ 5AIV, pOIt\JIlt\J6 A-r -r1-1~ -rR~~. H~ 

PLAc~V 1-115 I-1At\JV ot\J -r1-1~ 5MOO-r1-1 BARK + -r1-1~ 

-rR~~ -rR~MBL~V, A5 IF= 51-100K BY A BR~~Z~. 
-n.1~t\J, A F=Ac~ APP~AR~V 1t\J -r1-1~ -rRUt\JK. 51-1~ 

LOOK~V A-r U5 WIII-1 5L~~PY ~~5 At\JV A VAZ~V 
~XPR~5510t\J. 

"Y~5?"51-1~ A5K~V, 51t\JKIt\J6 A L/-r-rL~ 
1t\J-ro -r1-1~ BARK. 

"H~LLO, WE'R~ -r1-1~ F=RI~t\JV5 -rI-1A-r MIRAB~LL~ 
5~t\J-r:' TOM COt\JIlt\JU~V -r1-1~ 1t\J-rRoVUCII0t\J5 
+ 51-1~ 5At\JK A F=UR-rI-1~R It\JCH 

"WOULV You MIt\JV -r~RRIBLY, IF= You CAM~ oU-r 
-ro -rALK?" A5K~V TOM. 

"1 WoULV MIt\JV ... BU-r I 5UPP05~ I I-1AV~ 
-ro," -r1-1~ HAMAPRYAP 5AIV 5ULKILY. 51-1~ 
~ M~R6~V, F=A5-r~R -rI-1At\J I IMMIt\J~V + I F=oUt\JV 
MY 5~LF= 5-rARIt\J6 A-r A SLE I\jPER, wAIf=UKE 
61RL WI"TH po6wooP BLOOMS + L~AV~5 
5PRoUIlt\J6 F=ROM I-1~R I-1~AV. ~R VU5KY 5KIt\J 
I-1AV A 6R~~t\J151-1 CA5-r, L/K~ WOOV WIII-1 -r1-1~ 

BARK 5-rRIPP~V BACK. H~R 51-11F=-r 5~~M~V -ro 
B~ MAv~ oU-r oF= A BARK f=ABRIC, BU-r L/61-1-r
W~161-1-r + 5ILKY. 

"OKAY, HERE I AM;' 5~ 5AIV 6LoOMILY, 

L~At\JIt\J6 MAIt\J5-r I-1~R -rR~~. 

I A5K~V MY U5UAL QU~5110t\J5, l-1oPIt\J6 I CoULV 
PU-r I-1~R A-r ~A5~. I L~ARt\J~V -rI-1A-r I-1~R -rR~~ 

wA5 "THE MOS"T BE AU"TIf=UL + I\jOBLE 
"TREE At\JYWI-1~R~ + -rI-1A-r 51-1~ COULVN'-r B~ 
I-1APPI~R WIII-1 II. I ALM05-r A5K~V 1-10W MAt\JY 
B~VRoOM5 + IF= II wA5 COLV 1t\J -r1-1~ WIt\J-r~R, , 
BU-r VIVt\J -r -r1-11t\JK -rI-1A-r WoULV I-1~LP. 51-1~ AL-
LOW~V M~ -ro VRAw I-1~R, ~XAMIt\JIt\J6 -r1-1~ 

PIC-rU~ WI-1~t\J I F=1t\J151-1~V II. 

"HMMM, iHI6 16 600P. 1 LIKE:' II. '( oU'vE:' 

PRAwN MY iRE:'E:' veRY RE:'6ALLY," -r1-1~ 
I-1AMAVRYAV 5AIV, 5MIL/t\J6 A-r M~ F=oR -r1-1~ 
F=IR5-r IIM~. w~ L~-r I-1~R 60 BACK -ro I-1~R 
-rR~~ + 51-1~ VIV 50 W1I1-10U-r 1-1~5I1AIIOt\J, BU-r 
-rOLV U5 "11 wA5 t\JIC~" A5 51-1~ 5At\JK 1t\J. L~F=-r 

-ro oUR OWt\J V~VIC~5, W~ WAt\JV~R~V ARoUt\JV 
5~ARCI-1It\J6 F=oR A 600v PLAc~ -ro PICt\JIC. w~ 
F=oUt\JV A LAR6~ OAK ot\J A I-1ILL coV~R~V WIII-1 
CLOV~R, 50 w~ 5A-r B~t\J~A-r1-1 II + -rALK~V 

+ A-r~ -r1-1~ 1-10t\J~ CAK~ 5. 

"HOW OLP AR~ You, TOM" I A5K~V, ARoUt\JV 
A MOU-rI-1F=UL oF= CAK~. 

"OLDER ,HAl\) You;' 1-1~ 5AIV 5LYLY 
+ PICK~V UP 1-115 6UIIAK 

"COM~ ON, You CAt\J'-r B~ OLV~R -rI-1At\J -rW~t\J-rY
F=IV~ t· I 5AIV, 5-rUVYIt\J6 I-1IM CL05~R, 1-115 I-1AIR 
wA5 -rI-1ICK + VARK, 1-115 -rAt\J 5KIt\J Ut\JL/t\J~V 

ARoUt\JV 1-115 vARK BLU~ ~~5. 

"I wA5 BoRt\J 1t\J 1110;' + 1-1~ 5MIL~V 1-115 

LOP5IV~V 6RIt\J &- PLAY~V A MOV~Rt\J 50t\J6 
BY PAV~ MA-r-rI-1~w5 BAt\JV. I 5-rAR~V, MY 
MOU-r1-1 ALM05-r F=OR6~-r1lt\J6 -ro CI-1~W. 

"You AR~ -r~A51t\J6!" I 5AIV + -r1-1~W A 

I-1At\JVF=UL oF= CLOV~R A-r I-1IM. ~ BRU5~v 
II A5IV~ At\JV 5AIV, 'YoU'R~ RI61-11. I'M 

-rW~t\J-rY-F=IV~. At\JY-rI-1It\J6 ~L5~ You'v 
L/K~ -ro Kt\JOW?" I COULVN'-r BRIt\J6 MY5~LF= -ro 
A5K -r1-1~ ON~ QU~5110t\J I wA5 VYIt\J6 -ro Kt\JOW. 
MAYB~ 50M~ o-r~R IIM~. I LAU6~V 
+ poUR~V U5 MoR~ -r~ A. 
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METAL CLAY 
BRANCHES, FLOWERS, 
& LEAVES MATERIALS 
Metal clay 

Slip 

Polymer clay 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox (page 25) 

Polymer clay toolbox (page 20) 

Texture stamp (see page 40 for 
instructions) 

Texture pod (see page 39 for 
instructions) 

Pointed tool 

Craft knife 

Coffee stirrer 

Wooden tool 

NECKLACE 
~& __ -# Silver branches and blossoms are bound to 
crystals and pearls in this lovely necklace. The deli
cate blossoms are the product of polymer templates 
that are used to cut shapes from metal clay. & -# 

ME-rAL CLAY 
BRANCJ.1 LINK6 
l~ To create a r (2.5 cm) branch link, roll out 

a tube of clay, 1f4" (6 mm) thick, on a texture 
stamp using another texture plate to roll it 
out-this provides continuous impres
sions, with no flat spots from fingers. 
Use a pointed tool to poke holes on 
both ends of the branch. Make 8 
branch links. 

2~ Place on a hot plate. While on the 
plate, dot with slip to create tiny 
balls on the surface. These bubbles 
will pop and create little divots, 
resembling knotholes in bark. 

~~ Allow the links to dry completely. 
Fire, tumble, and patina. 

ME-rAL CLAY 
~LOWER6 + LEAVE6 
l~ Make a pattern by rolling out a sheet of poly

mer clay. Trace a flower and leaf designs into 
the clay and cut them out (make 3 flowers and 
8 leaves). Follow the manufacturer's instruc
tions to bake the polymer patterns until hard. 
This pattern is reusable. 

2~ Roll out metal clay into a thin sheet and use 
the polymer clay patterns to trace designs. Fol
lowing the pattern, use a craft knife to cut out 
metal clay flowers and leaves. Poke stringing 
holes with a coffee stirrer and carve detail lines 
with a wooden tool. Allow to dry completely. 

~~ Fire and tumble. Patina as desired. 

1 



NECKLACE IN6-rRUC-rION6 
1- Cut a 2" (5 cm) length of silver 5mm round chain. 

Use 2" (5 cm) silver 22-gauge wire to create a fancy
wrapped loop, attaching to the end of the chain. String 1 
padparadscha 4mm crystal-encrusted rondelle, attach
ing the fancy-wrapped loop to the end of 1 metal clay 
43x4mm link. 

2- Use 2" (5 cm) silver 22-gauge wire to create a fancy
wrapped loop, attaching to the metal clay link from the 
previous step. String 1 padparadscha 4mm crystal
encrusted rondelle, attaching the fancy-wrapped 
loop to the end of another metal clay 43x4mm 
link. Repeat twice, attaching to the previous link, 
creating a fancy wire-wrap and metal clay link 
chain. Set aside. 

~- For the other half of the necklace, use 2" (5 cm) silver 22-gauge 
wire to create a fancy-wrapped loop, attaching to the silver 
12x7mm S clasp. String 1 padparadscha 4mm crystal-encrusted 
ronde lie, attaching the fancy-wrapped loop to the end of 1 
metal clay 43x4mm link. Use 2" (5 cm) of silver 22-gauge wire to 
create a fancy-wrapped loop, attaching to the metal clay link from 
the previous step. String 1 padparadscha 4mm crystal-encrusted 
ronde lie, attaching the fancy-wrapped loop to the end of another 
metal clay 43x4mm link. Repeat twice, attaching to the 
previous link, creating a fancy wire-wrap and metal clay link 
chain. 

4- Cut a 2" (5 cm) length of silver 5mm round chain. Use 
2" (5 cm) of silver 22-gauge wire to create a fancy
wrapped loop, attaching to the end of the chain. 
String 1 padparadscha 4mm crystal-encrusted ron
delle, attaching the fancy-wrapped loop to the end of 
the last metal clay 43x4mm link from the previous 
step. Use another 2" (5 cm) of silver 22-gauge 
wire to create a fancy-wrapped loop, attaching to 
the top link of the chain (already attached to the other 
half of the necklace). String 1 padparadscha 4mm crystal-encrusted 
rondelle, attaching the fancy-wrapped loop to the end of the last metal 
clay 43x4mm link from Step 2. 

J5- Use 1 balled head pin to create a fancy-wrapped dangle. Stack 1 golden 
shadow 4mm Swarovski crystal sequin, 1 bronze 7mm daisy spacer, 1 
metal clay 18mm flower, attaching to the first link in the 5mm round 
chain. Repeat adding 2 metal clay fancy-wrapped flower dangles to the 
fourth and last links of chain. 

G- Using 7 silver 5mm jump rings, add metal clay 12x19mm leaves to the out
side of the middle 2 metal clay 43x4mm branch links. Add 2 more to the 
top link of round chain and 1 to the sixth and seventh link down. 

7- Wire wrap the pearls and crystals between the flowers and links, evenly 
spacing them along the chain. 

B- Use a jump ring to add the fine-gauge silver chain, attaching it to last 
link of round silver chain with one side longer than the other. 

9- Dip the necklace into liver of sulfur to patina it. 

NECKLACE 
MATERIALS 
8 metal clay 43x4mm branches 

4" (10 cm) of 5mm round silver chain 

8 padparadscha 4mm Swarovski 
crystal-encrusted rondelles 

5' (152 cm) silver 22-gauge wire 

1 silver 12x7mm S clasp 

6 silver 12x19mm leaves 

3 silver 18mm flowers 

5 irregular 7x4mm heishi 
freshwater pearls 

8 golden shadow 4mm Swarovski 
crystal sequins 

5 satin rose 6mm Swarovski 
crystal bicones 

3 bronze 7mm flower spacers 

2" (5 cm) of 2x3mm fine silver chain 

3 silver 1112" (38 mm) ball-end 
head pins 

7 silver 5mm jump rings 

10 silver 1112" (38 mm) fine 24-gauge 
head pins 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
18'12" (47 cm) 
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June 7 
~ DAYS '::U:W 13Y. 1 CoULD HARDLY I3E:'LlE:'VE:' 

HOW MANY PLAcE:'S I'D 13E:'E:'N 10. 1 WON

DE:'RE:'D WHAI MY LI'::E:' WoULD 13E:' LIKE:' WHE:'N 

IHIS PRo:rE:'c-r WAS '::1t\JISHE:'D. 1 SHUDDE:'RE:'D + 

WAIIE:'D '::oR TOM. 

1 LOOKE:'D ARoUt\JD AI I~ BRILL/AI\J'T 
6R~~1\J 0':: IHE:' HILLS + AI IHE:' OCE:'AN 

'::AR I3E:'LOW. TOM o'::'::E:'RE:'D HIS ARM AS wE:' 

wALKE:'D DOWN A SIE:'E:'P HILL; oIHE:'RWISE:', 

1 MI6HI HAVE:' '::ALLE:'N-I~ '::AUL I E:'IIHE:'R 

MY '::001lN6 oR MY SKIPPIN6 HE:'ARI. AS wE:' 

MADE:' oUR wAY 10 IHE:' SHoRE:', TOM 10LD 

ME:' A LlIILE:' Al30UI TLlALA. 

"51-1E 1.5 A .5ELKIE, A '::E:'Y cRE:'AIURE:' 

IHAI wE:'ARS A SE:'AL SKIN 10 I3E:'COME:' A 

SE:'AL. I':: HE:'R SKIt\J IS SloLE:'N, S~ I3E:'LoN6S 

10 I~ ONE:' WHO HAS II. 5HE:' WAS HAPPY 

WIIH IHE:' MAN WHO KE:'PI HE:'R SKIt\J '::oR A 

WHILE:', I3UI IHE:' N SHE:' PINE:'D '::oR IHE:' SE:' A. 

5HE:' HAD CHILDRE:'N 10 occuPY HE:'R, I3UI IHE:' 

DE:'SIRE:' WAS 1t\J HE:'R 130NE:'S." 

"50 WHAT HApPE NEI't 
1 ASKE:'D, E:' ME:'R '::oR IHE:' RE:' SI. 

'\~E:'LL, HE:'R MAt\J DIE:'D, WIIHOUI IE:'LLlN6 HE:'R 

WHE:'RE:' HE:'R SKIN WAS + SHE:' WAS '::oRcE:'D 

10 E:'NDURE:' MANY MoRE:' YE:'AR5 13E:''::oRE:' SHE:' 

'::OUt\JD II. 5HE:' WE:'t\J1 10 IHE:' SE:'A + HAS 

COME:' OUI AS A WOMAN ONLY A HAND'::UL 0,:: 

IIME:'S." 

'·"T").jE:'N IHIS IS A 1316 DE:'AL '::OR HE:'R 10 

ME:'E:'I US" 

'YE:'S, II IS. 1 HOPE:' SHE:' COME:'S oUI." 

ANI'IHEN WE ~Aw HER. 
A SE:'AL HE:'AD POPPE:'D OUI 0':: IHE:' wAVE:'S + 

wAIC~D US 13E:''::oRE:' DIVIt\J6 Ut\JDE:'K 

A MOME:'NI LAIE:'R ANOIHE:'R HE:'AD 

E:'ME:'R6E:'D, pARK ~AIR SLlCKE:'D MAIt\JSI 

HE:'R PALE:' '::ACE:', E:'YE:'S LUMINOUS + LAR6E:'. 

5HE:' wALKE:'D SII'::RY 10wARD US, AS I':: 

Ut\JSURE:' HOW 10 USE:' HE:'R LE:'6S. 5~ HAD 

HE:'R 6Po'T'T~p 6KII\J DRAPE:'D oVE:'R ~R 
130DY, CLUIC~D IN ~R WHilE:' HANDS. 5~ 
AIIE:'MPIE:'D 10 SPE:'AK, E:'MIlIlt\J6 SHoRI 

I3ARKS, IHE:'t\J IRIE:'D MAIN, 1t\J AN OLD LAt\J

WA6E:', IHICK SOUNDIN6 + UNKNOWt\J 10 

ME:'. TOM WHISPE:'RE:'D SOME:'IHIN6 10 HE:'R, 

cALMIN6 ~K 5HE:' SMILE:'D IHE:'N, RUE:''::ULLY, 

PE:'RHAPS E:'MI3ARRASSE:'D. 

1 ASKE:'D TOM 10 ASK HE:'R MY cyUE:'S

liONS Al30UI WHAI SHE:"D LIKE:'. AS IHE:'Y 

SPOKE:', S~ SloPPE:'D 10 PICK UP A SlONE:', 

IHE:'N HAt\JDE:'D II 10 ME:', SMILlt\J6 + SAYIt\J6 , 
SOME:'IHIN6 1 COULDN I UNDE:'R5IAND. TOM 

IRANSLA IE:'D: 

"1,'.5 A 6ARI\JE', F=oR You," 

1 SMILE:'D + IHANKE:'D HE:'K 5HE:' COLLE:'CIE:'D 

LOIS 0':: IINY SIONE:'S WHILE:' wE:' IALKE:'D, 

At\JD 1 DRE:'W MANY PICIURE:' S 0':: HE:'R, I~ 
WAIE:'R, oIHE:'R SE:'ALS IHAI PLAYE:'D NE:'ARI3Y, 

+ 0t\JE:' 0':: TOM. BE:''::oRE:' wE:' LE:''::I, SHE:' 

SURPRISE:'D ME:' I3Y IAKIN6 MY HAND IN ~R 
COLD 0t\JE:' + DRoPPIt\J6 MoRE:' PE:'I3I3LE:'S INIO 

II, I~N SHE:' MVE:' ME:' A oNE:'-ARME:'D HU6. 

TOM LOOKE:'D AMUSE:'D AI MY E:'X PRE:'SSION 
0':: SHOCK; 1 wAS RARE:'LY, I':: E:'VE:'R, HU66E:'D 

I3Y ALMOSI-t\JAKE:'D SE:'LKIE:' S , "T").jE:' t\J ~ SAID, 

'You RE:' MIt\JD HE:'R 0':: SOME:' ONE:' SHE:' KNE:'W A 

Lot\J6 liME:' AM." 
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NECKLAC 
~ -# Silver-capped hollow glass beads 
enclose a collection of rare stones and spar
kly gems. Necklaces such as this are perfect 
for encapsulating treasured goods. These 
amulets are also a beautiful way to protect 
a small picture or drawing, preserving the 
tiny image, yet still showcasing it. ~ -# 

BEAD CAP 
MATERIALS 
Metal clay 

Large hollow glass beads 

Slip 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox (page 25) 

Texture plate (optional) 

Straw 

Pointed tool (optional) 

Doming block (optional) 

BE"Ap CAP6 
1- Start with a small ball of metal clay, smaller 

than a pea, to make one cap for a bead 
that is 1" (2.5 cm) or more in diameter 
(this project will require 12 caps). Create 
a round disc by pressing the metal clay 
fiat with your fingers or with something 
textured, if desired. With a straw, poke a 
hole in the center, a little larger than you 
want the finished size hole to be. Remem
ber not to make it too large if you plan to 
cover a large bead hole; otherwise, all the 
inclusions will fall out between the bead 
and the cap. 

2- Press the disc of metal clay onto the 
bead and decorate it with balls of 
metal clay attached with slip or use a 
pointed tool to inscribe a design on 
the surface. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 for 
the other side of the bead. 

:J- When dry, gently remove the caps 
from the beads. Fire and finish. They 
will come out smaller, but still fit 
your bead. If they are too small, use 
a doming block to adjust for the 
shrinkage. 

,---_., 
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NECKLACE 
MATERIALS 
6 hollow beads with 
caps for each end 

Tiny gems and crystals to 
fit inside beads (no larger 
than the opening of the 
hollow beads) 

32" (81 em) of silver 
22-gauge w ire 

Seven 3" (76 em) lengths of 
silver 6mm oval chain 

Scotch tape 

1 silver 8x18mm snake hook 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
32 '12 " (83 em) 

f\J~CKLAC~ 
1f\J6,RUC,IOf\J6 
1- Use 5" (13 cm) of wire to create 

a fancy-wrapped loop, attach
ing one length of chain. Repeat 
five times. 

2- Fill the hollow beads with tiny 
gems. Tape the caps to the 
ends so nothing falls out. 

:0-Add 1 bead to each piece of 
wire. Wrap the other end, plac
ing another length of chain 
through the loop. 

4-Continue wrapping chains to 
loops that are wrapped at the 
ends of each bead until all hol
low beads have been used. 

&-Use 2" (5 cm) of silver 22-gauge 
wire to attach the hook to the 
last link. 

tiny treasures to cherish 
You can encapsulate just about any small item within the 
glass beads. Look for objects with interesting colors and 
textures that are dried and won't shrivel up later (don't use 
anything fresh, such as flowers or leaves) . Try drawing on 
pieces of parchment or painting on wet-media acetate, 
which will make the painting appear to float within the 
bead-the acetate will virtually disappear once inside (just be 
sure to wipe off any fingerprints). You can also include small 
drawings, messages, or snippets of poetry on tiny pieces of 
rice paper or other decorative papers. 

10~ 





June 9 

Wr:: .5--roov I\Jr::AR AI\J r::I\JORMOU.5 WA"Tr::R!==ALL, 
WAIII1\J6 !==oR ONr:: o!== "THr:: F-AIR F-OLK "TO 
ApPRoACI-t TOM + I 6AZr::v A"T II !==oR 

A !==r::w MOMr:: 1\J"T.5, "THr:: I\J Br:: 6A1\J "TO AR6Ur:: 
ABoU"T WHr::"TI-1r::R "TO wAil oR WALK ARoUI\JV. HI: 
"Tl-1oU61-1"T II WoULV Br:: MoRr:: 11\J"Tr::Rr::.5111\J6 "TO 
5ff 11-If ARfA, CLAIMINq 5Hf COULP F-INp U5 E3Y 
.5cr::l\J"T + I .5AIV, wl-f"{ MAKr:: II VI!==!==ICUL"T? wr:: 
VIN'"T 1\J001Cr:: "T1-1r:: Rt:::V ~oX wA"TC1-111\J6 
U.5 !==ROM A ROCK ABoVr:: oUR Hr::Av.5 UI\JIIL wr:: 
Hr::ARV II CI-1UCKLr::. I"T Lr::Apr::v "TO "T1-1r:: 6RoUI\JV 
+ .5I-1IMMr::Rr::V L1Kr:: A MIRA6r:: + "T1-1r:: I\J A wOMAI\J 
.5"TOOV WI-1r::Rr:: "THr:: !==ox I-1AV Br:: r:: I\J. 

'·-n..1A"T wA.5 AMAZI1\J6" I 6A.5pr::v + .5"TUVIr::V 
"THr:: !==ox -woMAI\J CLo.5r::LY. Hr::R I-1AIR wA.5 "THr:: 
.5AMr:: \<.r::v A.5 "THr:: !==oX'.5 !==UR + Hr::R r::Y r::.5, 
A HONE"{ BRoWN, Wr::Rr:: WA"TCI-1I1\J6 U.5 WIlI-1 
AMU.5r:: Mr:: I\JT 

"1 1-10pr:: I'M I\JO"T 11\J"Tr::RRUPII1\J6?"" .51-1r:: .5MILr::V. 
I wA.5 .5URPRI.5r::V "TO Hr::AR .51-1r:: .5oUl\Jvr::v 
AMr::RICAI\J, WIlI-1 1\J0 "TRAcr:: o!== "T1-1r:: r::XOIiC. 

"No, o!== coUR.5r:: I\JOI," I .51-10"T TOM A .5UPr::RIOR 
LOOK. "50, 1-10W 1'0 You L1Kr:: MY 1-10Mr::?"" .51-1r:: 
A.5Kr::V AMIABLY. 

"1 "TI-1II\JK 11'.5 Vr::RY Br::AUII!==UL. HAVr:: You L1vr::v 
I-1r::Rr:: LOI\J6?"" I A.5Kr::V, A.5 wr:: Br::6A1\J "TO wALK 
AL0I\J6 "T1-1r:: BAI\JK, !==OLLOWI1\J6 Hr::R AwAY !==ROM 
"T1-1r:: WA"Tr::R!==ALL. 

"F-IVr:: oR .5IX Yr::AR.5. I U.5r::v "TO L1Vr:: II\J "THr:: 
MIVWr::.5"T, BU"T II .5"TAR"Tr::V 6r::"T1I1\J6 CRoWVr::V. 
+ 11'.5 RA"T," .51-1r:: .5MIRKr::V. 

"~E' ORE'6oN coA:5-r 1.5N'"T .5l-1oR"T o!== 
Br:: AU"TY," TOM "TI-1Rr::w II\J. 

"No, 11'.5 I\JO"T .. .. How ABoU"T wr:: .5"TOP Hr::Rr::," 
.51-1r:: 6r:: .5"TURr::V "TO A :5UNNY :5F'o-r ALOI\J6 
"THr:: BAI\JK, wHfRf 11-If WATIR Movfp 5LowfR. 
5Hf CRfpT"TO "T1-1r:: r::V6r::, I-1r::R MOVr::Mr::I\J"T.5 
L1"TI-1r:: + UI\JI\JA"TURALLY 6RACr::!==UL, A.5 .51-1r:: PICKr::V 
UP RIVE'R :5-rONE':5. 
"1 BROUqHT 50Mf MfxlCAN CHOCOLATI cooiC.lf5 + 

RICr:: "Tr::A. WoULV You L1Kr:: .50Mr::?"" I A.5Kr::V + wA.5 
PLr:: A.5r::v "TO .5r:: r:: I-1r::R r:: xp\<.r:: .5.5ION o!== U"T"Tr::R 
I-1APPII\Jr:: .5.5. 

'Y r::.5, PLr:: A.5r:: l 11'.5 Br:: r:: I\J AI\J A6r:: .5II\JCr:: (vr:: 
"TA.5"Tr::v CHOCOLA-rE' /"' Hr::R .5I-1ARr:: VI.5APPr::ARr::V 
wI11-I 50UNP5 oF- PLfA5URf. 5Hf PRAI5fp w( 
ABILlIlr::.5 II\J "THr:: KIICHr::1\J + .5AIV .51-1r:: I\Jr::Vr::R I-1Av , 
"THr:: .5KILL.5. I Rr:: ALlZr::v "TI-1A"T .5Hr:: wA.5I\J"T :rU.5"T 
A !==oRr:: .5"T-VWr::LLlI\J6 .5I-1APr:: -.5I-1I!=="Tr::R, BU"T I-1AV 
AL.50 L1Vr::v A.5 A I-1UMAI\J. 

"OkAY, pfOPLf, IlMf TO 5kIP 5TONf5" WITH 
THAT, 5Hf T055fp A F-LAT pfBBLf + wf 
WATrHfp IT BOUNCf F-Ivf IlMf5 BfF-oRf 51Nk1Nq. 

"wA"TCI-1 "T1-11.5" .5AIV TOM, !==L1CKI1\J6 A .5"T01\Jr:: 
"TI-1A"T BoUI\JCr::V r::161-1"T IIMr::.5. I "To.5.5r::v "T1-1r:: 
1\Jr:: X"T 01\Jr:: + II PLOPPr::V R161-1"T II\J. fvr::RYOI\Jr:: 
LAU61-1r::v + PROCr::r::Vr::v "TO 61Vr:: Mr:: 11\J.5"TRUC-
1l0N5 ON HOW IlJ HOLP 11-If ROCk + 11-If wRI5T 
ACIIOI\J l\Jr::cr::.5.5ARY !==oR "THr:: MO.5"T .5KIP.5. 
wr:: COI\JIII\JUr::V "T0.5.511\J6 pr::BBLr::.5 + "TALKI1\J6 
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rtverbed RINGS 
~ ~ Stones sparkle from a bed of silver, as leaves '--
and pebbles skip along the surface. These are quick 
to make and look like lost relics. For a variation, try 
hammering the bands or wrapping two widths of 
wire for a rustic effect. The best part is not having 
to account for shrinkage in the bands! ~ ~ 

RING MATERIALS 
2'14" (6 em) of fine silver 
18-gauge wire (for a size 7 ring) 

3/4 " (2 em) ball of metal clay 

Synthetic stones that 
can be fired 

Slip 

Fine silver 22-gauge wire 
jump rings (1 per ring) (page 17) 

6" (15 em) of silver 22-gauge wire 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox (page 25) 

Wire toolbox (page 16) 

Ring mandrel 

Sandpaper (300 grit) 

Toothpick 

FINISHED SIZE 
Size 7 ring 



1 

• 

1- Cut the fine silver 18-gauge wire and bend 
it around a ring mandrel (if a ring mandrel 
is not available, use something with similar 
dimensions, such as a dowel rod or thick 
marker) . The ring doesn't have to close and 
can have a gap-it will be covered with 
metal clay. Don't worry if it is not perfect. 
Use a small amount of (300-grit) sandpaper 
to abrade the joint where the two ends of 
the fine silver wire meet. 

2- Press some of the metal clay around the 
wire, enclosing the joint completely and 
shaping the base for the stones. Blend the 
metal clay into the wire, removing the 
seam. Allow to dry. Brush on some slip after 
drying around the areas where the wire and 
metal clay join. During firing, the slip, metal 
clay, and fine silver wire ring shank will fuse 
together. 

:J- Using stone-setting techniques (see pages 
32-34), set the stones in place, using a wet 
paintbrush to make a slurry so the metal 
clay will stick to the dry metal clay base. 

4- Place a jump ring between the stones, 
wiggling it back and forth to make sure it 
grabs. Add small dry metal clay balls for 
more decoration and allow it to dry. 

J5- Make tiny dangles by pressing metal clay 
into tiny molds or roll out the metal clay 
and cut out little shapes. Use a toothpick to 
make holes. 

G- Fire and polish. Wire wrap stones and dangles 
to the ring, making sure they aren't too long, 
which can be bothersome when wearing. 
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urban faer£ 
EARRINGS 
,. ~ Carved stamps were used to 
provide the detail, which mimics stone 
carvings, in the silver hoops. They are 
the perfect way to showcase faceted 
stones. These pieces can be used as 
gorgeous clasps-just make a stamped 
toggle bar to fit the hole." ~ 

HOOP MATERIALS 
Metal clay 

Olive oil 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox (page 25) 

Circle cutters (3 cm and 1.6 cm) 

Texture stamp 

Cutting surface 

Straw 

Polishing cloth 

M~IAL CLAY 
~ooP6 
1- Carve a stamp (see page 41 for instruc

tions) using two circle cutters, one for the 
perimeter (3 em) and one for the interior 
hole (1.6 em), as guidelines to keep the de
sign within. Using cutters for outlines on 
the stamp will make it easier to cut out the 
holes of the pressing from the stamp. 

2- Roll the metal clay into two balls to create 
a set of earrings. Lightly cover the stamp 
with olive oil so the clay will release. Press 
firmly into the center of the stamp and 
out toward the edge. This method (rather 
than rolling a sheet out and pressing the 
stamp into the sheet) produces much 
finer detail because the clay is forced into 
all of the design's recesses. 

~- Lay the pressed image on a cutting 
surface and use the cutters to refine the 
shape of the outside and to remove the 
middle. With a straw, poke 5 holes at the 
bottom for dangles and 1 hole at the top 
for the ear wire and center dangle. 

4- Allow to dry. Fire and polish. 



EARRING 
MATERIALS 
2 garnet 9x8rnrn 
briolettes 

10 andalucite 6x8rnrn 
briolettes 

2 rnetal clay pendants 

25" (64 ern) of silver 
26-gauge wire 

2 Bali silver 13xllmm 
ball ear wires 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
2" (51 mm)-from the 
top of the ear wire to the 
bottom dangle 

E'ARRIN6 IN6,RUC,ION6 
1~ Use 21f2" (6.4 cm) of silver 26-gauge wire to create 

a fancy-wrapped dangle strung with 1 garnet 9x8 
briolette. Attach at the top hole so that the dangle 
hangs in the center of the interior hole. Carefully 
add an ear wire to the same hole. 

2~ Create a fancy-wrapped dangle strung with 1 
andalucite 6x8 briolette with 2" (5 cm) of silver 
26-gauge wire. Attach the dangle to a bottom 
hole in the metal clay hoop. Repeat four times for 
the remaining holes along the bottom. 

:0~ Repeat both steps for the second earring. 

Make several size stamps that 
align with one another and 
stack for a layered look. For 
additional contrast, patina 

each layer differently. 

III 
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PR~ 66~D-F-LoW~R 
P~NDANI6 
1- Press 6 balls of metal clay into polymer 

clay stamps (see page 41 for instructions 
and be sure to lightly coat stamps with 
olive oil) . Start in the center and continue 
toward the edge. Carefully peel away 
from the stamp. Note: this project was 
created with 11,4 " (3.2 cm) pressed-flower 
pendants. 

2- With a needle tool or toothpick, poke 
holes at the top and bottom of the metal 
clay pressings. They don't have to be 
perfect-a craft blade can be used to 
clean up the holes when they are dry. 

;])- Fire when completely dry and polish. 
Use flat-nose pliers to gently straighten 
the pieces if they come out of the kiln 
misshapen. 

Ja en. 
NECKLACE 

• .. Silver flower specimens of metal clay 
pressed from carved molds and gleaming 
stone drops create a necklace of delicate 
beauty. These can be used as links or pendants, 
so make extras for earrings and bracelets. 
Try setting stones into the surface for extra 
sparkle. especially for earrings.. ... 

PRESSED- FLOWER 
PENDANT MATERIALS 
Metal clay 

Olive oil 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox (page 25) 

Polym er clay stamps 

Needle tool or toothpick 

Craft blade 

Flat -nosed pliers 
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NECKLACE 
MATERIALS 
16 labradorite 6mm 
faceted coins 

6 silver metal clay 20x13mm 
flower pendants 

10 pink 5xlOmm 
chalcedony drops 

20 labradorite 3x7mm drops 

4 white 6x9mm 
chalcedony drops 

6 labradorite 7xllmm drops 

18" (406 cm) of silver 
2x5mm cable chain 

100" (2.54 m) of silver 
26-gauge wire 

2" (5 cm) of silver 5mm 
rollo chain 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
41'12" (105 cm) 

~~CKLAc~ 
1f\J6,RUCTIOf\J6 
1~ Attach a l1f2" (3.8 cm) length of silver 2x5mm 

cable chain, using Ph" (3.8 cm) of silver 26-gauge 
wire. Create a simple loop, attaching to the end 
of the chain. String 1 labradorite 6mm coin and 
connect it with another simple loop to 1 silver 
20x13mm metal clay link. 

2~ Make another wire-wrapped link using Ph" 
(3.8 cm) of wire to connect the metal clay link 
(from the previous step) to a l1fz" (3.8 cm) length 
of 2x5mm cable chain, strung with 1 labrador
ite 6mm coin. Use 2" (5 cm) of wire to create a 
wire-wrapped dangle, attaching to the bottom 
loop of the labradorite coin link, strung with 1 
pink 5xl0mm chalcedony drop. Count down to 
the third-to-last link in the cable chain; use Ph" 
(3.8 cm) of wire to create a wire-wrapped dangle 
strung with 1 labradorite 3x7mm drop. 

;;3~ Use Ph" (3.8 cm) of wire to create a wire
wrapped link strung with 1 labradorite 6mm 
coin, attaching the length of chain from the pre
vious step to 1 metal clay 20x13mm pressed link. 
Attach a Ph" (3.8 cm) length of silver 2x5mm 
cable chain to the pressed metal clay link, using 
l1fz" (3.8 cm) of silver 26-gauge wire, strung with 
1 labradorite 6mm coin. Use 2" (5 cm) of wire to 
create a wire-wrapped dangle, attaching to the 
bottom loop of the labradorite coin link, strung 
with 1 pink 5xl0mm chalcedony drop. Count 
down three links in the cable chain; use Ph" 
(3.8 cm) of wire to create a wire-wrapped dangle 
strung with 1 labradorite 3x7mm drop. Count 
down another three links in the cable chain; use 
l1fz" (3.8 cm) of wire to create a wire-wrapped 
dangle strung with 1 labradorite 3x7mm drop. 11& 
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4- Use another 1112" (3.8 cm) length of wire to 
create a wire-wrapped link strung with 1 
labradorite 6mm coin, attaching the 2x5mm 
cable chain from the previous step to 1 metal 
clay 20x13mm pressed link Attach a 1112" 
(3.8 cm) length of silver 2x5mm cable chain 
to the pressed metal clay link, using l1f2" 
(3 .8 cm) of silver 26-gauge wire, strung with 
1 labradorite 6mm coin. Make another wire
wrapped link using 1112 " (3.8 cm) of wire to 
connect the metal clay link to a 1112 " (3.8 cm) 
length of 2x5 cable chain, strung with 1 lab
radorite 6mm coin. Use 2" (5 cm) of wire to 
create a fancy-wrapped dangle, attaching to 
the bottom loop of the labradorite coin link, 
strung with 1 pink 5xlOmm chalcedony drop. 
Count down three links in the cable chain; 
use 1112" (3.8 cm) of wire to create a wire
wrapped dangle strung with 1 labradorite 
3x7mm drop. Repeat three times, adding 3 
more wire-wrapped labradorite dangles (for 
a total of 4). 

~- Repeat Steps 1 through 4 for the second 
half of the necklace. Connect the top of the 
necklace with 2 wire-wrapped links, attach
ing 3" (76 cm) of silver 2x5mm cable chain 
between the two tops of the halves of the 
necklace, using two l1f2" (3.8 cm) lengths of 
wire, each strung with 1 labradorite 6mm 
faceted coin. 

G- Connect the bottom of the necklace with 
2 wire-wrapped links, attaching 2" (5 cm) 
of silver 5mm rolla chain between the two 
bottoms, using two l1f2" (3 .8 cm) lengths of 
wire, each strung with 1 labradorite 6mm 
faceted coin. 

7- Embellish the 2" (5 cm) of rolla chain with 
fancy-wrapped dangles. Use 2" (5 cm) of 

wire to create a wire-wrapped dangle, 
attaching to the bottom loop of the labra
dorite coin link, strung with 1 pink 5xl0mm 
chalcedony drop. For the same loop, use 1112 " 
(3.8 cm) of wire to create a wire-wrapped 
dangle strung with 1 labradorite 3x7mm 
drop. For the first link of chain, use 1112" 
(3 .8 cm) of wire to create a wire-wrapped 
dangle strung with 1 labradorite 3x7mm 
drop. For the next link, use 2" (5 cm) of wire 
to create a wire-wrapped dangle, strung 
with 1 pink 5xl0mm chalcedony drop. The 
third link will have 2 dangles; use 2" (5 cm) 
of wire to create a wire-wrapped dangle, 
strung with 1 white 6x9mm chalcedony 
drop, and use 2" (5 cm) of wire to create a 
wire-wrapped dangle, strung with 1labra
do rite 7xllmm drop. The next link will have 
only 1 drop; use l1f2" (3 .8 cm) of wire to cre
ate a wire-wrapped dangle strung with 1 lab
radorite 3x7mm drop. For the next link, use 
2" (5 cm) of wire to create a wire-wrapped 
dangle, strung with 1 labradorite 7xllmm 
drop. The sixth link will only have 1 dangle; 
use 2" (5 cm) of wire to create a wire
wrapped dangle, strung with 1 white 6x9mm 
chalcedony drop. For the next link, use 2" 
(5 cm) of wire to create a wire-wrapped 
dangle, strung with 1 labradorite 7xllmm 
drop. Continue down the chain, using l1f2" 
(3 .8 cm) of wire to create a wire-wrapped 
dangle strung with 1 labradorite 3x7mm 
drop. Repeat this sequence in reverse for the 
remainder of the chain. End on the bottom 
loop of the labradorite coin link, using 2 
dangles, strung with 1 pink 5xl0 chalcedony 
drop and 1 labradorite 3x7mm drop. 
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These earrings are 
lightweight, easy to 

make, and fun to alter 
in countless variations. 

Try using jump rings 
to connect a series of 
metal clay charms or 
bits of chain to wire 

wrap stones and dangle 
from the charms. 

Make this simple 
necklace with a 
metal clay button, 
a seed-bead loop, 
and a hand full of 
crystals. A metal clay 
button is the perfect 
toggle clasp. This 
style of necklace 
looks great layered 
with longer pieces. 
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NECKLACE 
MATERIALS 

6 .. Rings and pendants created from 
tumbled sea glass are forever captured in 
silver. This technique won't provide exact 
results every time because variations in 
glass, microscopic debris on the surface, and 
other pieces in the kiln can greatly affect 
the outcome. Plus, the metal may shrink 
and the glass may bulge out of its bezel. Sea 
glass has a tendency to change color: greens 
tend to stay the same, clear turns opaque, 
and browns get lighter. Find pieces of sea 
glass with no air bubbles that look smooth 
and clean ... 6 __ .... 

NECKLACE 
IN 6-rRUC-rION 6 

10 silver 2mm cornerless 
cubes 

1~ String 1 silver 2mm crimp tube onto the 
wire and attach to half of the toggle. String 
1 silver 6x2mm spacer and 3 silver 2mm 
cornerless cubes. 

92 gradated watermelon 
tourmaline 5mm rondelles 

90 silver l'i2mm seed beads 

1 embedded sea glass 
pendant 

2 silver 2mm crimp tubes 

18" (46 cm) of bronze 
.0014-gauge flexible beading 
wire 

1 metal clay toggle (see 
page 29 for component 
instructions) 

2 silver 6x2mm Thai spacers 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 
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2~ String 1 tourmaline 5mm rondelle and one 
P/2mm seed bead. Repeat forty-four times 
and string 1 tourmaline 5mm rondelle. Be 
sure to arrange the watermelon tourmaline 
in a gradated pattern, moving from black to 
crimson, highlighting greens and oranges 
in between. String 2 silver 2mm cornerless 
cubes. 

;;3~ String the sea glass pendant and follow 
Steps 1 and 2 in reverse to complete the 
other half of the necklace. 



EMBEDDED SEA 
GLASS MATERIALS 
Metal clay 

Sea glass (varying sizes 
according to project) 

Fine silver wire 

Slip 

Stones (optional) 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox (page 25) 

FINISHED SIZE 
16" (41 cm) 

fMB~DD~D 5~A 
qLA66 IN 5ILV~R 
1~ Roll out a sheet of metal clay. It can 

be quite thin because the sea glass 
will also give the finished pendant 
support. Place the glass in 
the center of the sheet. 
with a 1f2" (1.3 cm) border 
on all sides. Press the 
metal clay up and around 
the glass, smoothing it 
down and pushing out 
any air bubbles. Lock the 
piece in by enclosing the 
glass with a metal clay 
lip, so it won't pop out 
after firing. Smooth the 
metal clay and let it dry. 

2~ Either make a bailor use a 
jump ring made out of fine silver 
wire and attach it to the pendant 
with slip, making sure it grabs. Place 
on a hot plate to dry. 

;J~ Decorate around the glass with set 
stones or balls of metal clay attached 
with slip, if desired (see pages 32-35 
for stone-setting instructions). 

* VARIA,ION 

4~ Let the piece dry. Examine for cracks 
and patch with slip, if necessary. 
Check the surface of the glass for 
metal clay and remove, if present. 
Metal clay will fume the glass during 
firing. Fuming is when particles of 
metal attach in a thin coating to a 
surface. In this case, the silver par
ticles in the metal clay will cloud the 
surface of the glass with a metallic 
sheen after firing. Use a wet paint
brush to remove any metal clay on 
the exposed glass. 

~~ If firing multiple pieces at once, 
make sure they are not touching and 
that they are right side up. If they are 
too close to one another, the glass 
will fume. This isn't necessarily a bad 
thing, because the haze can look 
interesting. The pieces tumble nicely. 
Remember that because the melting 
point of glass is far lower than that 
of metal clay, the glass will reach a 
viscous state and expand, creating 
a domed effect. If the pieces are not 
right side up, the glass will melt all 
over the bottom of the kiln. Keep in 
mind that some glass will turn dif
ferent colors when exposed to high 
temperatures. 

Instead of sea glass, 
substitute tektite. 
This olive-green 
tektite, a natural 
glass rock found 
only at the impact 
sites of meteorites, 
will retain its shape 
and color. 
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m.elu~1n.e'-?..91ti 
BRACELET 

• .. Open - backed silver bezels embrace little paintings 
of butterflies and bits of poems. preserved forever 
under a drop of resin. This project can be created with 
a few different bezel techniques. including bezel wire 
and bezels made from clay. The ones pictured used 
fine silver bezel wire. Also. it can be worn as either a 
bracelet or a necklace. The open wire-wrapped loops on 
either end of the bracelet make it ideal for turning into 
a necklace with the simple addition of two lengths of 
ribbon fed through the loops. • .. 

BUTTERFLY BEZEL 
MATERIALS 
Bezel wire 

Metal clay 

Slip 

Illustration 

Gel medium 

Resin 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox 
(page 25) 

Resin toolbox (page 45) 

Ring mandrel 

Texture stamp 

Paintbrushes 

Needle tool or toothpick 

Craft knife 

BU,,~Rr:1Y B~Z~L6 
10 create the 5 bezels, wrap bezel 
wire (or a thin strip of metal clay) 
around a ring mandrel to achieve the 
desired size (18x24mm). Press both 
sides to make an oval. Use a texture 
stamp (see page 41 for instructions) to 
press out an oval from metal clay 
slightly larger than the bezel-a 
little more than l / S" (3 mm). Press 
the bezel into the clay oval and 
remove the center piece. 

J3rn.sh slip over 
the entire area, 
ensuring that there 
are no cracks and 
that the bezel fuses 
with the border. Use a needle tool or 
toothpick to poke a hole on both sides 
of the bezel in the pressed metal clay 
frame. Add small balls of metal clay 
around the bezel, attached with slip, 
for decoration. 

plilce the piece on a hot plate to 
dry. Check the holes and bore out 
with a craft knife to tidy the edges, if 
necessary. Also look for cracks around 
the bezel wire and repair with slip, if 
needed. 

lire and polish. 

U.se the finished bezel as a template 
to gauge how big to make your il
lustration. Trace and cut out with a 
craft knife. Trim the edges so that the 
illustration easily fits inside the bezel. 
Coat one side with gel medium and 
allow it to dry. When it is dry, repeat 
for the other side. This will protect the 
paper that your illustration is on from 
becoming permeated with resin. 

ponr the resin (see pages 43-47 for 
full instructions on pouring resin 

and embedding inclusions, such 
as your illustration) and allow to 
set up completely. 
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BRACELET 
MATERIALS 
5 silver 18x24mm butterfly 
bezel links 

4 rose satin 4mm Swarovski 
crystal bicones 

4 indicolite 4mm Swarovski 
crystal bicones 

4 sapphire 4mm Swarovski 
crystal bicones 

4 black diamond AB 4mm 
Swarovski crystal bicones 

4 satin peach 4mm 
Swarovski crystal bicones 

4 Indian pink 4mm 
Swarovski crystal bicones 

30" (76 cm) of fine silver 
24-gauge wire for homemade 
balled head pins (or 24 silver 
1" [25 cm] balled head pins) 

12" (30 cm) of sterling silver 
24-gauge wire 

1 silver 24xlOmm S-clasp 
for a brace let 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
8'/2" (22 cm) 

1- To make your own balled head pins, measure out 
and cut 24 lengths of 11f4" (3.2 cm) of fine silver 
24-gauge wire. On a heatproof surface, use pliers 
to hold one end of the wire. Dip the other end into 
a butane torch flame. The tip of the wire should be 
at the very point of the inner blue flame. This is the 
hottest part of the flame . Hold the wire in the flame 
until the silver begins to melt and ball up. Adjust the 
wire, so that the ball does not fall off. When about 
1f4" (6 mm) has balled up, drop the balled wire into 
a quench bowl. Do not get your pliers wet because 
the box joint will rust. After a few seconds, retrieve 
your head pins from the quench pot (they should 
be completely cooled when they are immersed in 
the water). Dry the head pins off. Using two pliers, 
hold the head pin and do a half-twist of the ball. This 
work hardens the balled head pin and prevents the 
tip from popping off while working with it. 

2- Using 2" (5 cm) of sterling silver 24-gauge wire, wire 
wrap the 2 silver 18x24mm bezel links together, 
forming the wrap a 1/2" (1.3 cm) long between the 
links. Repeat to connect the remaining 3 bezel 
links. Use two 2" (3.8 cm) lengths of sterling silver 
24-gauge wire to create wire-wrapped links for the 
ends of the wire-wrapped bezel bracelet. Leave the 
loops open on each end. 

~- To form dangles, using the 1" (2.5 cm) 
head pins, wire wrap 1 of each color crys
tal between the bezels on the 1f2" (1.3 cm) 
wire-wrapped link attaching the bezel 
links. Attach the S-clasp to each end. 

These butterfly images 
can be copied to use 

inside your own bezels. 
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June 17 
E:"-r-rIN6 ARoUNV AM:5-rERDAM HAV 
11.5 b.5UE:".5, .5UCK A.5 NO-r ~-rIlN6 

RUN oVE:"R 6'( -rHE:" I3IKE:".5 -rHA-r RU.5HE:"V 
6'(. TOM LE:"V ME:" -rHRoU6H -rHE:" 1<1:rK.5-
MU.5E:"UM, .50 , CoULV .5E:"E:" -rHE:" PU-rCH 
MA.5-rE:"RPIE:" cE:" S wE:" .5-rOPPE:"v 13E:"F=oRE:" 
-rHE:" 'JE:"RME:"E:"R PAINIIN6 -n.i£" q/RL WITH 

A P~ARL fARRIr-Jil + HE:" .5AIV .50F=-rLY, ", 
-rHINK YOU'RE:" F=AR MoRE:" 13E:" AUIIF=UL;' -rHE:" N 
CONIINUE:"V ON -ro -rHE:" NE:"X -r PAIN-rIN6. , 
F=E:"L -r MY F=AcE:" RAME:" .5cARLE:"-r. 

WHE:" N -rHE:" liME:" oF= oUR APPOIN-r ME:" N-r 
CAME:", wE:" HURRIE:"V -rHRoU6H -rHE:" E:"N
-rRANCE:" oF= -rHE:" 130-rANICAL MRVE:"N, , 
HOPIN6 wE:" WE:"RE:"N -r -roo LA-rE:" -ro ~-r IN. 
wE:" F=OUNV oUR cyUARRY IN -rHE:" VE:".5E:"R-r 
.5E:"CIION, IN A :5MALL DRA60N -rREE 
po-r-rE:"v IN A PLA.5I1C -rUI3. -n.1E:" WOOD 
NYMPH -rHA-r L1VE:"v IN -rHI.5 L1-r-rLE:" 
-rRE:"E:" wA.5 .5MALL + VU.5KY .5KINNE:"V, WIIH 
WHIIE:"-60LV HAIR + -rHE:" DEEPE:5-r BLUE 

EYE:5 (v E:"VE:"R .5E:" E:" N. 5HE:" 60-r UP + 

.5MILE:"V A-r U.5, A -rOUCH F=oRLORN. 
wE:" IN-rROVUCE:"V oUR.5E:"LVE:".5 + .5HE:" 

-rOLV U.5 HE:"R NAME:", ADA. 

"HOW VIV You 6E:"-r HE:"RE:", AVA?" , 
A.5KE:"V, WA-rCHIN6 HE:"R F=IV~-r 
WIIH A -rWI6. 

"ONE:" VAY ME:"N CAME:" + VU6 UP 
MY -rRE:"E:" t I'M -roo .5MALL -ro 

MAKE:" -rHE:"M 60 AWAY, .50 -rHE:"Y 
PO-r-rE:"v MY -rRE:"E:" IN -rHA-r POI." 5HE:" 

POIN-rE:"V A-r -rHE:" PLA.5I1C, MAKIN6 A F=AcE:". 
", 1"'11.5.5 MY .51.5-rE:"R.5 + -rHE:" I3IRV.5 .. . ANV 
MY -rRE:"E:" 1.5 NO-r WE:"LL. , -rHINK I WILL VIE:", 
-roo." 

5HE:" .5POKE:" WIIH -rHE:" CONVICIION oF= ONE:" 
.5E:"N-rE:"NCE:"V -ro VIE:" + HE:"R .5I1UAIION 
RANKLE:"V MY .5E:"N.5E:" oF= RI6H-r. , HAV AN 
IVE:"A + wHI.5PE:"RE:"V II -ro TOM. HE:" NOVVE:"V. 
wE:" F=OUNV A PLAcE:" HIVVE:"N 6'( oVE:"R6ROWN 
-rAN6LE:".5 oF= LE:"AVE:".5 + wAIIE:"V UNIIL E:"V
E:"RYONE:" LE:"F=-r. wE:" .5NUCK I3AcK IN-rO -rHE:" 
VE:".5E:"R-r ROOM + F=OUNV II LOCKE:"V. TOM 
.516HE:"V, -rHE:" N KICKE:"V -rHE:" VooR VOWN. 
WOW. wE:" RU.5HE:"V oVE:"R -ro AVA, + TOM 
.5E:"-r UP -rHE:" -rRAVE:"L 130X. I CoULV HE:"AR 
F=OO-r.5-rE:"P.5 HURRYIN6 IN oUR VIRE:"ClION. A 
VOORWAY F=L1CKE:"RE:"V OPE:"N + wE:" VRM6E:"v 
-rHE:" HE:"AvY PO-r -rowARV -rHE:" VooK -n.1E:" 
.5E:"CURIIY 6UARV wA.5 :rU.5-r OU-r.5IVE:" 
+ YE:"LLE:"V .50ME:"-rHIN6 IN PU-rCH -rHA-r I 
6UE:" .5.5E:"v wA.5 "5-rOP" HE:" RAN -roWARV 
US UN.5URE:" A.5 HE:" RE:"ALlZE:"V WHA-r HE:" 
wA.5 .5E:"E:"IN6, HE:" .5-rOPPE:"v A.5 wE:" RUN6 
oUR.5E:"LVE:".5 -rHRoU6H, .5HU-rIlN6 -rHE:" 130X 
I3E:"HINV US 

wE:" WHOOPE:"V + VANCE:"V IN VIC-rORY, TOM 
L1F=IIN6 ME:" IN A 1316 HU6. 5HE:" I3E:"MN -ro 
cRY + LAU6H, A.5 .5HE:" .5po-r-rE:"v A NYMPH 
130UNVIN6 -rowARV HE:"K wE:" wA-rcHE:"v 
A.5 .5HE:" wA.5 :rOINE:"V 6'( MoRE:" + MoRE:" 
RE:"LAIIVE:".5, ALL RE:":r0ICIN6 IN -rHE:"IR 600V 
F=oR -rUNE:". BE:"F=oRE:" wE:" LE:"F=-r, , A.5KE:"V AvA 
WHA-r .5HE:" WAN-rE:"V ME:" -ro MAKE:" F=oR 
HE:"R + .5HE:" RE:"PLlE:"V, "50ME:"-rHIN6 -rHA-r 
RE:" MINV.5 ME:" oF= RAIN + -rHE N 16H-r 
:5\('{. , NE:"VE:"R -rHoU6H-r (v F=E:"E:"L RAIN ON 
MY F=AcE:" E:"VE:"R MAIN." 

"-n.1ANK You." 
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sky painting 

• .. A scattering of labradorite drops and 
faceted gems provide the backdrop to the deep blue 
pendant of polymer clay, resin, and silver. The 
pendant is a collection of techniques, sculptural 
scrimshaw, metal clay decoration. and buffed resin 
over a miniature sky painting. The bezel can also 
house other minute objects or photographs under 
the hazy surface. This is a beautiful way to add 
decoration to an otherwise simple pendant. • .. 

To paint the sky within the bezel. 
use acrylic paint and a size 2 
paintbrush. First, start with two 
small dabs of white and cerulean 
blue and mix thoroughly to get 
your background color. Next, 
apply the color by scumbling the 
paint into the bezel. to coat the 
interior. Then, while the paint 
is still wet, apply white dabs for 
clouds, slightly blending into the 
background along the bottom of 
the cloud. Touch up the clouds 
after the paint has dried using 
white paint. 



RAINFALL PENDANT 
MATERIALS 
Metal clay 

Slip 

Polymer clay 

Two-part epoxy adhesive 

Acrylic paint in white and blue 

Resin 

CLAY COLOR 
FORMULAS 
Deep blue: 1 part tea\' 1 part navy, 1 
pinch foil 

Deep brown: '14 part bronze, 
'14 part brown, 1 pinch foil 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox (page 25) 

Polymer clay toolbox (page 20) 

Resin toolbox (page 45) 

Texture tools 

1 1 

RAIN~ALL P~NVANI 
1- Make a bail to set into the clay. Make 

a small ring from metal clay. Allow 
it to dry. Press a small disc from the 
metal clay. Allow this to dry. Roll out 
a small 1f4" (6 mm) log of metal clay, 
cut it in half, and attach it to the clay 
disc. Flare away from each other. 
These will prevent the bail from 
coming loose from the polymer clay 
pendant. Allow it to dry. 

2- Trim the metal clay ring with a craft 
knife to create a flat spot that will 
allow it to sit flush against the disc. 
Use slip to attach the ring to the 
disc. Allow the pieces to dry. Make 
the center by texturing a sheet of 
metal clay and cutting out a square. 
Then, use a round cutter to remove 
the middle from the square. Use a 
template from polymer clay to cut 
out 4 marquis shapes from a thin 
sheet of metal clay. Allow these to 
dry before attaching them to the 
square with slip. Add small balls of 
metal clay to decorate the edges. 
Fire and polish. 

;0- Condition the polymer clay and 
form it into a thick disc, about P/Z" 
(3.8 cm) across. Press the pol-
ished pieces in place-the bail at 
the top, the decorative face in the 
center-and use a wooden tool to 
scoop out the clay from the middle, 
forming a small, deep bezel. Gently 
press the polymer pendant onto 
a tile. Using a wooden tool with a 
square tip, push the tool into the 

BAcK 

surface, at least 1 mm deep, to cre
ate a design. Dry with a heat gun, 
then flip the pendant and make a 
design on the other side, which 
should still be soft. Bake. 

4- Use a wooden tool to pop off the 
decorative metal clay centerpiece 
on the inside of the centerpiece. 
This way if the tool leaves a mark, 
it's inconspicuous. Then fill in 
the scraped-away design on the 
polymer clay pendant with another 
color of polymer clay. Blend the 
fresh (uncured) polymer clay into 
the baked pendant, scraping away 
the excess. Bake again. 

&- Sand with graduating grits of sand
paper (400 to 2000) to reveal and 
polish the design. Attach the finished 
metal clay centerpiece to the pen
dant with a two-part epoxy adhesive. 
Paint the inside of the bezel with 
acrylic paints, and once dry, fill with 
resin. Be careful not to overfill! 
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NECKLACE MATERIALS 
17 labradorite 4mm faceted rondelles 

2 labradorite 6mm faceted coins 

24 labradorite 3mm rounds 

2 labradorite 7mm faceted rondelles 

78 sterling silver size 
2mm cornerless cubes 

1 labradorite 6mm round 

1 crystal silver shade 8mm 
Swarovski crystal rondelle 

1 labradorite 11x14mm bead 

1 kyanite 10mm faceted coin 

1 kyanite 19x9mm faceted 
simple-cut bead 

23 cerulean 2mm seed beads 

11 labradorite 7x4mm teardrops 

4 light blue 6mm Swarovski 
faceted crystals 

2 sky blue 10x9mm faceted cubic 
zirconia teardrops 

4 indicolite 4mm Swarovski
encrusted ronde lles 

2 kyanite 20x13mm ovals 

1 metal clay embellished 
polymer clay pendant 

1 crystal silver shade 6mm 
Swarovski crystal rondelle 

1 labradorite 8x14mm 
irregular oval 

1 labradorite 10x8mm 
corrugated rondelle 

1 clear 13xl0mm faceted 
quartz chunk 

1 smoky quartz 13x20mm 
simple-cut bead 

23" (51 em) of black 0.019 
flexible beading wire 

8 silver 2mm crimp tube beads 

1 sterling silver 30mm toggle 

2 sterling silver 2x5mm Thai daisy tubes 

23 silver 4mm irregular 
Thai spacers 

21fi' (6.4 em) of metal clay 
simple chain (see page 30 
for instructions) 

6' (183 em) of silver 
28-gauge wire 

4 metal clay bead caps (see 
page 102 for instructions) 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
19" (48 em) 

1;)0 

N~CKLAC~ IN6-rRUC-rION6 
l~ Cut 8112" (22 cm) of beading wire. String 1 crimp tube and 

attach to half of the toggle. String 1 Thai tube, 1 irregular 
spacer, 10 labradorite faceted ronde lies, 1 irregular spacer, 
1 labradorite faceted coin, 1 irregular spacer, 5 labradorite 
3mm rounds, 1 irregular spacer, 1 labradorite 7mm faceted 
ronde lie, 1 irregular spacer, 6 cornerless cubes, 1 irregu
lar spacer, 1 labradorite 6mm round, 1 irregular spacer, 
1 crystal silver shade 8mm Swarovski crystal ronde lie, 1 
irregular spacer, 1 labradorite llx14mm bead, 1 irregular 
spacer, 1 kyanite 10mm faceted coin, 1 irregular spacer, 1 
kyanite 19x9mm simple-cut bead, 1 irregular spacer, and 1 
crimp tube. String 19 seed beads, passing through the end 
of a 3-link handmade chain, back into the crimp tube, and 
through the irregular spacer and kyanite. Close the tube. 

2~ Using 1112 " (4 cm) of silver 28-gauge wire, form a wire
wrapped dangle with 1 labradorite teardrop. Attach to the 
beaded loop. Using 1112" (4 cm) of 28-gauge wire, form a 
wrapped dangle with 1 labradorite teardrop. Attach to the 
first link. On the same link, use another 1112 " (4 cm) length 
of 28-gauge wire to create a wire-wrapped dangle with 1 
seed bead and 1 light blue 6mm Swarovski crystal. Using 
1112" (4 cm) of wire, form a wire-wrapped dangle with 1 
labradorite teardrop. Attach to the middle link. Repeat 
twice. Using 11f2" (4 cm) of wire, form a wire-wrapped 
dangle with 1 labradorite teardrop. Attach to the last link. 
Using 1112 " (4 cm) of wire, form a wire-wrapped dangle 
with 1 faceted CZ teardrop. Add to the last link. 

;}- Cut 31f4" (8.3 cm) of beading wire. String 1 indicolite 
Swarovski-encrusted rondelle, 1 crimp tube, and 16 corner
less cubes. Pass this through the last link of chain from 
the previous step and back through the crimp tube and 
ronde lie, creating a beaded loop. Close the tube. String 1 
metal clay cap, 1 kyanite oval, 1 metal clay cap, 1 indicolite 
Swarovski encrusted ronde lie, 1 crimp tube, and 16 corner
less cube. Pass the end of the wire through the polymer 
clay pendant's bail and back through the crimp tube and 
the ronde lie. Close the tube, forming a beaded loop. 

4~ Cut 8" (20 cm) of beading wire. String 1 crimp tube and 
attach to the remaining half of the toggle. String 1 Thai 
daisy tube, 1 irregular spacer, 3 labradorite 3mm rounds, 
1 irregular spacer, 7 labradorite 4mm faceted ronde lies, 



1 irregular spacer, 1 faceted labradorite coin, 1 ir
regular spacer, S cornerless cubes, 1 irregular spacer, 
1 labradorite 7mm faceted rondelle, 1 irregular spacer, 
6 labradorite 3mm rounds, 1 irregular spacer, 1 crystal 
silver shade 6mm Swarovski ronde lie, 1 irregular 
spacer, 1 labradorite Sx14mm irregular oval. 1 irregu
lar spacer, 1 labradorite 10xSmm corrugated ronde lie, 
1 irregular spacer, 1 clear 13x10mm faceted quartz 
chunk. 1 irregular spacer, 1 kyanite oval. 1 irregular 
spacer, 1 crimp tube, and 10 labradorite 3mm rounds. 
Pass the end through the end of a 3-link metal clay 
chain and then back through the crimp tube and 
spacer. Close the tube, forming a beaded loop. 

~~ Use 1112" (4 cm) of silver 2S-gauge wire to form a wire
wrapped dangle with 1 seed bead and 1 light blue 
6mm Swarovski crystal. Attach to the beaded loop. 
Using 1112" (4 cm) of 2S-gauge wire, form a wrapped 
dangle with 1 labradorite teardrop. Attach to the first 
link. On the same link. use 11f2" (4 cm) of wire to cre
ate a wire-wrapped dangle with 1 seed bead and 1 
light blue 6mm Swarovski crystal. Using 1112" (4 cm) 
of wire, form a wire-wrapped dangle with 1 labrador
ite teardrop. Attach to the middle link. Repeat twice. 
On the same middle link. use 1112 " (4 cm) of wire to 
form a wire-wrapped dangle with 1 seed bead and 1 
light blue 6mm Swarovski crystal. Using 1112" (4 cm) 
of wire, form a wire-wrapped dangle with 1 faceted 
CZ teardrop. Add to the last link. Using 1112" (4 cm) of 
wire, form a wire-wrapped dangle with 1 labradorite 
teardrop. Attach to the last link. 

G~ Cut 31f4" (S.3 cm) of beading wire. String 1 indicolite 
Swarovski-encrusted rondelle, 1 crimp tube, and 16 
cornerless cubes. Pass this through the last link of 
the chain from the previous step and back through 
the crimp tube and ronde lie, forming a beaded loop. 
Close the tube. String 1 metal clay cap, 1 smoky quartz 
13x20mm simple-cut bead, 1 metal clay cap, 1 indico
lite Swarovski-encrusted ronde lie, 1 crimp tube, and 
16 cornerless cubes. Pass the end of the wire through 
the polymer clay pendant's bail and back through the 
crimp tube and the rondelle . Close the tube, forming a 
beaded loop. 

1;)1 
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PENDANT 

.. ... A silver egg collects wishes and dreams 
and the occasional bit of wonder. This piece 
also features fU5ed silver chain that has been 
hammered for a glittery effect. For each 
pendant, you will need cork clay to create the 
hollow form, which will burn away during 
firing. Do not use Styrofoam to create hollow 
forms-it will produce extremely toxic fumes 
when it burns away in the kiln and give you 
a migraine. .. .. 

NECKLACE 
MATERIALS 
1 sunstone 10x13mm 
faceted bead 

1 magpie pendant 

2 Herkimer diamond 
9xSmm beads 

1 garnet 8mm faceted bead 

1 cherry 8x12mm 
quartz bead 

12" (30 em ) of silver 
22-gauge w ire 

2 m etal clay links, 1 set 
with stones 

12" (30 em ) of fine silver 
20-gauge wire formed 
into a chain with '12" 
(1.3 em ) ovals 

1 shibuichi 20x6mm key 
toggle 

3" (76 em ) of fine silver 
22-gauge w ire formed into a 
chain with '/4" (6 mm) ovals 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
19" (48 em ) 

1~4 

• 

NECKLACE IN.5-r\<.UC-rION.5 
l~ Using 2" (5 cm) of silver 22-gauge wire, wire wrap the 

sunstone faceted bead to the bottom bail of the pendant. 

2~ Using 2" (5 cm) of silver 22-gauge wire, wire wrap 1 
Herkimer diamond to 1 metal clay link Use another 2" 
(5 cm) length of silver 22-gauge wire to create a wire
wrapped link, strung with 1 garnet faceted bead, attaching 
to the end of the 12" (30 cm) fine silver chain. 

:J~ Use 1112 " (3 .8 cm) of silver 22-gauge wire to create a wire
wrapped link, strung with 1 Herkimer diamond, attaching 
the end of the fine silver chain to the key toggle bar. 

4~ On the right side of the top ring of the egg pendant use 
2" (5 cm) of silver 22-gauge wire to create a wire-wrapped 
link, strung with 1 cherry 8x12mm quartz bead and the 
last metal clay link, to form the other part of the toggle. 



MAGPIE PENDANT 
MATERIALS 
Cork clay 

White glue or jeweler's wax 

Fresh metal clay 
(1" [2.5 cm] ball) 

Slip 

2 fine silver jump rings 

4 cubic zirconias 

Tiny objects to fill egg 

Watch crystal 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox (page 25) 

Round cutters 

Craft knife 

Sculpting tool (optional) 

Vermiculite or casting 
powder 

Pliers (tape the tips) 

1 

MA6PIE PEt\JVAt\JI 
1- Make a 1112" (3.8 cm) egg out of cork 

clay, smooth the surface, and allow it 
to dry thoroughly (about a day). This 
process can be expedited with the use 
of a dehydrator. Do not use a warming 
plate because it will cook the cork clay 
and cause it to become misshapen and 
cracked. 

2- Use a paintbrush to coat the surface 
of the egg with white glue or jeweler's 
wax to seal the surface and make the 
metal clay stick. 

:0- Roll out a thin sheet of metal clay and 
wrap it around the cork to form a wide 
belt. Trim the excess and press it into 
the cork. Cut two circles of metal clay 
to fit over the top and bottom of the 
egg. Press the edges of the circles and 
the belt around the egg together, seal
ing it so that the entire surface of the 
egg is covered and smooth. 

4- Use a cutter slightly larger than your 
watch crystal to cut a window into the 
front of the egg. Make a window frame 
by using a larger cutter and the cutter 
used to make the window hole from a 
sheet of metal clay. The frame should 
be a little wider than l/S" (3 mm). This 
will allow depth for the prongs to sit. 

~- With a craft knife, cut 4 long triangles 
from metal clay about 114" (6 mm) long. 
Allow to dry. Press them into each 

side of the frame so that they are evenly 
spaced. Apply slip around the base of 
each to seal the joint between the tri
angles of metal clay and the frame. Press 
out 2 small discs of metal clay and attach 
to the top and bottom of the egg. Into 
each disc, press a fine silver jump ring 
into the center, forming a bail. Allow to 
dry. Set 4 cubic zirconias in small balls of 
clay, allow to dry, and then attach around 
the frame with slip (for more detailed 
stone-setting techniques, see pages 
32-35). 

G- Scrape a design into the dry clay with 
a sculpting tool or leave it plain. Fire in 
a pile of vermiculite or casting powder 
(called investment) and position the egg 
pendant so that if it slumps, it can easily 
be bent to shape with a mallet without 
hitting the prongs. 

7- Tumble and fill with objects. Set a watch 
crystal across the opening and care
fully bend prongs over the crystal to 
keep it in place. Use pliers that have the 
tips wrapped in tape. This will not only 
prevent the tips from marring the sur
face, but will also provide traction so the 
prongs don't slip. 

5 
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m.imhelle'~ 
LOCKET 

• .. A dazzling keyhole locket contain-
ing another world is protected under 
resin and flanked by precious stone 
artisan beads. This locket also features 
a rolled metal clay hinge, an extremely 
useful technique that can be used for 
books or box tops. The locket can also 
hold a tiny book or an accordion - folded 
paper with photographs on it. • .. 

LOCKET 
MATERIALS 
Fresh metal clay 
(1112" [38 cm] ball) 

1 scrap polymer clay 
(2" [5 cm] ball) 

Slurry 

2" (5 cm) of 20-gauge 
wire (any kind is fine) 

Thick slip 

4 synthetic ruby 4mm 
cabochons 

4 clear synthetic stone 
3mm faceted rounds 

Image or sculpture to 
encapsulate 

Resin 

Paint (for interior of 
the locket) 

TOOLS 
Metal clay toolbox 
(page 25) 

Resin toolbox (page 45) 

Oval cutter 

Texture stamp 

Square cutter 

Wire cutters 

Locket template (trace onto 
paper with a pencil) 

LOCK~I 
1- To create the bezel, begin by rolling out a 

thin sheet of metal clay. Cut out an oval 
about P/s" (4.1 cm). Place on a hot plate 
to dry. Roll another sheet onto a texture 
stamp and cut a thin strip of metal clay 
43/4" wide x 1f4" high (12 cm x 6 mm) . Wrap 
the metal clay strip around a form, such as 
a square cutter or even a block made from 
polymer clay, to support the metal clay 
strip upright as it dries . This will form the 
walls of the bezel. 

2- Place the upright metal clay strip on the 
oval of metal clay and use a brush with 
water to make a slurry with which to attach 
the bezel in the center. Make 2 rings for bails 
and allow them to dry. Also roll out 18 small 
balls and 12 tapered rice shapes from metal 
clay to decorate the bezel edge. Dry on a 
hot plate. Roll out a thin sheet of metal clay 
and wrap it around the piece of 20-gauge 



wire. Trim the excess to make a tube. Set 
on a hot plate. Trim the rings to fit the top 
and bottom of the oval and use slip to at
tach them both. Using the dry rice and ball 
shapes, make a pattern on the oval. wetting 
it down with a brush first. 

:0- To make the hinge, cut the dry tube of metal 
clay into 3 pieces, attaching 2 along the top 
edge of the bezel with a thick slip. Reserve the 
third piece of tube for the top of the locket. 

4- To make the top of the locket, trace the 
form used to make the bezel onto paper, 
only make it slightly larger. Trace around the 
template onto a thin sheet of metal clay. Set 
aside and cut a small square from a textured 
sheet of metal clay. Lay the square on the 
front of the top locket piece, centering it 
and using slip to secure it. Cut a keyhole 
with a craft knife through the middle. Set on 
a hot plate to dry. 

~- Next, set 4 cabochons around the edge of 
the keyhole (see pages 32-35 for stone
setting instructions). Set 4 small stones 
at each corner. Then, dab slip between 
each stone and place a dry clay ball for 
decoration. Allow to dry. 

G- Brush thick slip onto the top middle edge of 
the locket face and push the clay tube into 
place. Make sure it lines up with the tubes 
on the bezel. Let it dry in place, then check 
the fit by sliding a wire through; adjust it so 
it opens easily and smoothly. Take the time 
to perfect it-making repairs during this 
stage is far easier than after the piece has 
been fired . 

7- Fire. Stick wire through the tubes on the 
bezel and tuck the ends. Fix any cracks or 
imperfections with slip. Once dry, polish. En
capsulate an image or sculpture in the bezel. 
filling it with resin. 

1 

1 

1;J9 



NECKLACE 
MATERIALS 
1 labradorite 14x7mm drop 

1 metal clay and resin locket 

3 Siam 4mm Swarovski 
crystal-encrusted rondelles 

18 labradorite 4mm round 
beads 

2 silver 18x13mm key barrel 
beads 

8 indicolite 4mm Swarovski 
crystal bicones 

8 black diamond 4mm 
Swarovski crystal bicones 

4 sapphire 4mm Swarovski 
crystal bicones 

2 green 8x15mm faceted 
quartz beads 

2 green lOx21mm faceted 
quartz beads 

10' (305 em ) of silver 
22-gauge wire 

1 silver metal clay 5mm 
toggle clasp (see page 29 
for instructions) 

20 silver 1'12" (3.8 em) balled 
head pins 

TOOLS 
Wire toolbox (page 16) 

FINISHED SIZE 
17" (43 em) 

NECKLACE 
IN6,RUC,ION6 
1- Wire wrap the 14x7mm labradorite drop 

to the bottom ring on the locket using 4" 
(10 cm) of silver 22-gauge wire and 1 siam 
4mm rondelle . Set aside. 

2- Use 2" (5 cm) of silver 22-gauge wire to 
create a wire-wrapped link, strung with 1 
labradorite 4mm round, attached to half of 
the toggle. Use another 2" (5 cm) length of 
wire to make another wire-wrapped link, 
attaching it to the loop in the previous 
link to create a wire-wrapped link chain. 
Repeat seven times. 

~- Make another wrapped link, stringing 1 silver 
18x13mm key bead onto 6" (15.2 cm) of wire, 
attaching to the last link in the previous step. 
Create a wire-wrapped dangle tassel. added 
to the bottom loop of the key-bead link. 
Use 1112" (3.8 cm) head pins to make wire
wrapped dangles . Create a total of 5, using 
2 indicolite 4mm bicones, 2 black diamond 
4mm bicones, and 1 sapphire 4mm bicone. 

4- Using 6" (15 cm) of silver 22-gauge wire, 
create a wire-wrapped link. strung with 
1 green 8x15mm faceted quartz bead 
attached to the key-bead link. Use 4" 
(10 cm) of silver 22-gauge wire to create 
another wire-wrapped link. strung with 1 
siam 4mm rondelle . Create another wire
wrapped dangle tassel. attaching to the 
bottom loop of the rondelle link. Use 1112" 
(3.8 cm) head pins to create 5 wire-wrapped 
dangles, using 2 indicolite 4mm bicones, 
2 black diamond 4mm bicones, and 1 
sapphire 4mm bicone. 

~- Using 6" (15 cm) of silver 22-gauge wire, 
create a wire-wrapped link. strung with 1 
green 10x21mm faceted quartz, attaching 
to the previous link and to the top ring on 
the locket. 

G- Repeat Steps 2 through 5 for the other side. 
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The painting inside the locket 
was created with gouche and 
watercolors. The technique is 
simple, start with a layer of water
color, then overlay with gouche. 
Creating the miniature paintings 
requires time and patience, but 
for the detail-oriented, it can be 
quite meditative. If you would 
like to include your own tiny 
paintings inside your jewelry, you 
can also paint on a larger scale 
and then scan and reduce it to fit 
inside your piece. 
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iretion 
GALLERY 

W
e all have a source of magic. For example, I find magic in 
botanicals. But magic is not only found in the exquisiteness 
of nature. It exists all around us. If you look for it. This 

part of the book features additional interpretations on the theme 
of Enehanted Ad.ornmenb. 

The fourteen artists featured here are forerunners in the field 
of mixed - media jewelry. and their styles range from classic to 
elegant and quirky to whimsical. The materials they use are both 
common and uncommon, but the way they have been combined 
and interpreted can only be described as curiously artisan. 

When creating their pieces. many artists were moved by the 
sea. Others sought inspiration from fairy tales and folklore. 
flora and fauna. biology. the jungle. a forgotten garden, and the 
wondrous energy patterns inside us and surrounding us. Take 
a moment to feel gratitude for all of the magic that surrounds 
you and think about how you can invite more of it into your 
life. With this information. you will create your own magical 

mixed-media jewelry. 



fLYING HOME 
necklace 
{KATE MCKINNON} 
Kate loved the look of the soft blue silk ribbon to 
complement the boa feathers at the tips. Techniques 
for making the fine silver metal clay chain can be 
found in Kate's own book. Structural Metal Clay. 

FINISHED SIZE T (18 em) 

MEDIA Sterling silver tubing, fine silver wire, sterling silver 

chain, fine silver metal clay, feathers from a blue boa, silk 

ribbon, brass findings, fine pewter charms 

RETAINING 
THE S\vELL 
necklace 

{JANE WYNN} 

Jane used soldering and wirework to capture the 
feeling of reliquaries, the ocean, and beachcombing 
on lazy early mornings in September after a storm. 

FINISHED SIZE 20" (51 em) 

MEDIA Brass, copper, Plexiglas, brass wire, seashells, salvaged 

estate jewelry, starfish, pearls, chandelier crystals, beads 

14& 
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MAHALO, 
PENNY M necklace 
{CANDICE WAKUMOTO} 

Inspired by the dramatic beauty of the 
scenery of her island home and tradi
tional folklore, Candice created this piece 
using advanced metal clay techniques 
and basic stringing techniques. 

FINISHED SIZE 18" (46 em) 

MEDIA Metal clay, 22K gold, synthetic rubies, 

image transfer, black Tahitian pearl, sterling, 

rhodalite, garnet, vermeil, ametrine, and 

heishi pearls 

SEA WAVES lariat 
{LAURA ANN BELKIN} 

Laura used wire wrapping and the 
polymer nail-studded technique to 
capture the mystery of the sea and the 
movement of the waves. 

FINISHED SIZE 26" (66 em) 

MEDIA Faceted pearls, plated pewter bead 

caps, gold-filled chain, gold-filled wire, brass 

nail heads, gold-leaf foil, polymer clay 



QUEENMAB'S 
FAERY PARADE 
necklace 
{MELANIE BROOKS} 

Using basic plier work. stringing, knotting, and 
wire wrapping, Melanie made this piece as a 
costume accessory for a faery-themed convention 
she attended. While making it she dreamed of an 
autumnal faery procession led by Queen Mab. 

FINISHED SIZE 221/2 " (57 cm) 

MEDIA Porcelain components, brass findings, 

glass leaves, pearls, amber, wire 

VICTORIAN 
GARDEN necklace 

{JEAN YATES} 

In her yard as a child, Jean had an 
abandoned garden. She enjoyed 
imagining the ladies who used to sit 
and have iced tea there after playing 
games on the lawn. Using wire 
wrapping, she created a necklace that 
reminds her of her childhood, her 
family, and that garden. 

FINISHED SIZE 15" (38 cm) 

MEDIA Pearls, crystals, chain, polymer, 

metal clay, porcelain 
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MERMAID'S 
BOUNTY necklace 
{MARGOT POTTER} 

The ancient tales of mermaids inspired this 
melange of color and sparkle. Imagined as a 
trove of treasures gathered from the bottom 
of the sea, Margot used wire wrapping and 
stringing techniques to fashion this assort
ment of sea-inspired components into a 
talismanic necklace. 

FINISHED SIZE 171/2" (44.5 em) 

MEDIA Bronze coins, Netsuke mermaid, 

Swarovski elements, gold-plated Thai hill tribe 

drops, glass via\' glitter, wire mesh, poly chain and 

finding, gold-plated hammered chain, antique 

Chinese coin 

OCEAN ABYSS 
necklace and bracelet 

{LORELEI EURTO} 

Creating the piece around the compo
nents that mimic the flowing plant life 
that grows in watery depths of the ocean, 
Lorelei used simple stringing techniques. 
She was inspired by the magic that re
sides in these hidden fathoms. 

FINISHED SIZES Necklace: 41" (104 em); 

Bracelet: 8" (20 em) 

MEDIA Polymer clay beads, pewter links, lamp

work glass, and various beads and findings 



POD LETS lariat 
{GAIL CROSMAN MOORE} 

Using seed-bead weaving, wet felting, 
borosilicate lampworking, and felt em
bellishing (with Swarovski and vintage 
sequins and Japanese seed beads). Gail 
created this jewelry inspired by botany 
and biology. 

FINISHED SIZE 31112" (80 cm) 

MEDIA Beads, wire, lampworked beads, 

borosilicate glass, wool. felt, Swarovski crys

tal sequins, Japanese seed beads, vintage 

sequins, wet felting 

KY ANOS necklace 
{CARTER SEIBELS} 

This piece was inspired by the dynamic of objects 
and beings in the world. Carter was intrigued by 
the relationship of energy transferred by humans 
to the objects that they make and the energy 
humans absorb from the world. Using lampwork, 
stringing, wire wrapping, and resin techniques, she 
created this piece as a talisman, to attract positive 
energy to its wearer and her creations. 

FINISHED SIZE 22" (56 cm) 

MEDIA Silver clasp, seed beads, wire, handmade lamp

worked glass beads, fine pewter beads, nailhead 
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PLAYING 
AMONGST 
SEAFOAM 
cuffs 
{KELLY RUSSELL} 

Constructing a metal lace 
armature and covering it 
with fabrics and antique 
lace, Kelly embellished this 
mermaid-theme cuff with 
molded metal clay, applique, 
and bead embroidery. She 
was inspired by sea foam 
and the surface of the water 
as well as the mysteries that 
lie beneath. 

FINISHED SIZE 8112" (22 cm) 

MEDIA Metal clay pendant, 

metal lace, silver Charlottes, 

pearls, crystals, antique lace. 

fibers 

l~O 

A\vAKENING necklace 
{BETH HEMMILA} 

With this necklace, Beth wanted to explore the idea 
of awakening the psychic mind and instinctual 
knowing. Hand stamping metal clay, she created 
three life-affirming charms that symbolize the desire 
for wilderness (tree), freedom (horse), and creativity 
(rabbit) . She incorporated the charms, gemstone, and 
findings with wire wrapping. 

FINISHED SIZE 24" (61 cm) 

MEDIA Gems (peridot, garnet. carnelian, and plum freshwa

ter pearl), silver wire, chain, findings, metal clay charms 



CABINET OF 
CURIOSITIES necklace 
{MELISSA J. LEE} 

Melissa found inspiration in Renaissance-era 
cabinets of curiosities when designing and 
assembling this piece. She created the box and 
other fine silver components from metal clay 
and completed the piece by simply stringing 
the amber and garnet beads. 

FINISHED SIZE 19" (48 cm) 

MEDIA Fine silver divided box, bone and snake and 

bone clasp, ceramic beastie bead, taxidermist eye, 

polished half ammonite, polished half geode, rough

cut garnet, amber beads, leather cord, amethyst 

cabochon, findings, epoxy 

JUNGLE 
FEVER necklace 
{JAMIE HOGSETT} 

The animal print polymer beads and vivid 
green inks inspired Jamie to explore the 
primal magic of the jungle. She used shrink 
plastic, wire wrapping, jump rings, and 
stringing to create this exotic necklace. 

FINISHED SIZE 17" (43 cm) 

MEDIA Polymer beads, sterling silver flower 

connectors, sterling silver clasp, beading wire, 

jump rings, eye pins and other natural brass 

findings, shrink plastic 
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• ..Working with the materials in this book is 
a matter of trial and error. With a little practice, 
you will easily master the techniques. The fol-
lowing guide will help you during periods of 
experimentation.. .. 

polYl11er 
This clay is very forgiving and easy to work 
with, but occasionally there are strange mis
haps that occur. Here are the most common 
problems, the reasons, and how to either fix 
them right away or prevent the same problems 
in the future . 

Surface Cracks After Baking 
POSSIBLE REASON This can happen when a 
core of polymer (or some other material) leaches 
the moisture from the topmost layer of clay. This 
can also happen if the clay isn't conditioned prop
erly before using. 

REMEDY Prevent cracking by baking pieces 
that include cores within a week or less of 
applying the top layer and always conditioning 
clay until soft and pliable before each use. The 
cracks can be patched by packing clay into them 
or applying liquid polymer to them and then 
baking again. 

Still Soft After Baking 
POSSIBLE REASON Soft spots can occur if poly
mer clay pieces are cured in an oven with uneven 
heat or inaccurate temperatures. 

REMEDY Use an oven thermometer to make 
sure the heat is at the right temperature and turn 
the piece a couple of times if the oven doesn't 
heat evenly. 

Muddy Colors After Mixing 

REMEDY Prevent this annoyance by using baby 
wipes to clean hands frequently and wearing 
light-colored clothes while working with clay. 
Muddy clay can be used as cores or if the piece 
will be painted. 

Crumbly. Hardened Clay 
Right Out of the Package 
POSSIBLE REASON This usually occurs with old 
clay or if the clay was left in the sun, which will 
slowly dry it out. 

REMEDY Prevent this from happening by storing 
clay in an airtight box, out of the sun. To soften 
clay, use a coffee grinder to chop clay into bits 
(once you use a coffee grinder for clay, dedicate it 
to this purpose), then run through a pasta ma
chine until softened. This could take a while; to 
speed things along, use a drop of liquid polymer 
to help rehydrate it. 

l11etal clay 
Although metal clay is easy and fun to use, 
sometimes things can go wrong. Here are the 
most common aggravations and how to fix or 
prevent them. 

Strange Spots £:; Discoloring 
on the Surface After Firing 
POSSIBLE REASON Aluminum foil or an alumi
num pan was used to set wet clay on. 

REMEDY The pieces can be polished, but will still 
POSSIBLE REASON Grayish clay happens when have marks, so remember not to use aluminum 
either dirt from your hands or fiber from dark foil or pans in your workstation. Glass, plastic, and 
clothing, such as blue jeans, gets on the surface. ceramic are best. 



Brittle Metal After 
the Clay Is Fired 
POSSIBLE REASON Weak pieces occur when 
clay isn't fired long enough and at a high enough 
temperature for the metal to fully sinter. 

REMEDY Always fire pieces starting in a cool kiln 
set for 1,650°F (899°C) for two hours. There are 
a few exceptions for very thin and small pieces 
or repairs, but anything that needs to be strong 
should be fired as stated above. 

Cracks After the Piece Is Fired 
POSSIBLE REASON This usually occurs when 
making hollow forms-thin sheets of clay stretched 
over cork can split in the kiln as it shrinks. 

REMEDY To prevent cracking in future pieces, 
make sure the sheets are even, with no thin spots. 
To repair cracks, use clay to patch the area and 
fire again or fire with a butane torch (see page 28 
for instructions). 

Chalky Areas in Fired Pieces 
POSSIBLE REASON This can happen if pieces 
are thrown into a hot kiln and are still moist or if 
they aren't fired hot enough or long enough. 

REMEDY The chalky areas are where the clay 
didn't fully sinter, which means the piece is weak 
and will break. To prevent this, dry and fire pieces 
properly. Try firing the pieces again for the full 
time and at the correct temperature; this should 
eliminate the problem. 

Air Pockets in Fired Pieces 
POSSIBLE REASON The clay was folded with air 
trapped in the clay. 

REMEDY The bubbles are permanent, but 
prevent this in the future by wedging clay in the 
palms of your hands in a sort of rolling motion, 
rather than flattening and folding the clay. 

Dried Out Unfired Clay 
POSSIBLE REASON The clay was improperly 
stored, causing moisture to be released. 

REMEDY Depending on how dried out the clay 
is, you can rehydrate it by grinding the clay down 
and adding water (as described on page 152). 

1I101d lI1aking 
Molds are useful, but they require patience and 
time to perfect. Below are common problems 
and how to solve them. 

Mold Is Still Tacky After 
It Has Set Overnight 
POSSIBLE REASON The mold compound 
could be old, or it was improperly mixed. Some
times the rubber can separate if stored on a cold 
cement floor, so always place cardboard under 
chemical containers. 

REMEDY Let the mold set under a light for an
other day. If still tacky, try and remove the master 
for cleaning. To clean out the mold, dig out as 
much of the rubber as possible, then use dena
tured alcohol to break down the residue. 

Mold Has Lots of Air 
Bubbles Near the Master 
POSSIBLE REASON The rubber was whipped, 
rather than gently folded when mixed, causing air 
bubbles, or the rubber was poured in one big dol
lop over the master, also trapping air. 

REMEDY The bubbly mold can be used, if you 
don't mind scraping off imperfections in the resin. 
To prevent bubbles in the future , mix the rubber 
carefully and pour the rubber slowly into one cor
ner of the mold, allowing gravity to move rubber 
into crevices. 

Mold Sticks to the Master 
When De - Molding 
POSSIBLE REASON No mold release was used 
before pouring rubber, or the mold release wasn't 
compatible with the rubber. 

REMEDY Starting from the pour hole, peel the 
rubber away using a wooden tool to scrape 
rubber from the master. To prevent molds from 
sticking, check labels to make sure the release is 
compatible with the rubber. 
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• reSIn 
This material is beautiful and simple to work 
with, but it requires great care and attention for 
finished pieces to come out perfectly. Remember 
to keep all work surfaces covered with paper 
(for easy cleanup) and materials ready at hand 
before you begin, to prevent racing around with 
resin setting up in cups. 

Foamy Looking After 
Resin Has Set Up 
POSSIBLE REASON Foam occurs when mois
ture or porous items come in contact with resin. 

REMEDY The resin can't be fixed, so start over 
or remove from the bezel with a product called 
Attack! by placing it in a jar with a lid and adding 
enough product to cover the bezel. 

Allow the bezel to sit overnight and repeat the 
process until all of the resin is removed. To pre
vent future foaming, make sure all items are dry 
and porous papers are coated with gel medium to 
seal the surface. 

Still Tacky After 
Curing All Night 
POSSIBLE REASON Due to humidity, the piece 
may need extra time to set up. 

REMEDY Position the mold under a light for heat. 

which will help the resin set up. 

Inks Lift Off Paper & Into 
Resin, Distorting Image 
POSSIBLE REASON When encapsulating draw
ings, paintings, or small scrolls with writing, inks can 
lift off of the paper, if the resin reacts with the ink. 

REMEDY The lifted ink cannot be reversed, so the 
resin must be removed. To prevent this, seal items 
with gel medium. 

Embedded Items Sink 
to the Bottom of Bezel 
or Mold 
POSSIBLE REASON It is common for heavy 
items to sink and also common for lightweight 
items to rise because density is a factor to con
sider when embedding objects. 

REMEDY This is tricky-the object can be re
moved, and some of the resin poured out. leaving 

only a layer that you want the object to rest on, so 
it has a floating appearance. The downside to this 
fix is that the object might set up in a weird shape 
before you get a chance to place it back into the 
mold or bezel. so really consider density when 
trying to float an object. 

Doesn't Set Up 
After Days of Curing 
POSSIBLE REASON This means the resin was 
either very old or it was mixed wrong. Some res
ins are measured by weight. others by volume, so 
it's important to read the ratios before beginning. 

REMEDY There is no way to save resin, so it 
must be removed with a wooden tool to scoop 
out the sticky mess, using denatured alcohol to 
clean the rest. 

stones for firing 
Stones are a natural element to use with metal 
clay, but not all can withstand the heat of the 
kiln. Follow the guidelines below to make sure 
your stones are compatible with the high kiln 
temperatures necessary for metal clay. 

Synthetic stones are best for firing in place due to 
their uniformity and lack of inclusions. They are 
designed to cast in place with molten gold and sil
ver, so the temperatures necessary for firing metal 
clay should not damage them. The most common 
synthetic stones to use are ruby, sapphire, cubic 
zirconia, alexandrite, and emerald. Any synthetic 
stone should work. 

Some natural stones can withstand the kiln, but 
due to inclusions (which may have trapped air 
and cause the stone to explode). it's best to test a 
stone first. Lay a fiber blanket (available at ceramic 
supply shops) over the stone so it traps any pieces 
that may stick in the kiln walls if it does explode. 
Do not use expensive or precious stones to test! 
Prong or bezel set them after firing so the stone 
isn't ruined. Some stones that have been fired in 
place are hematite, garnet. peridot. white moon
stone, topaz, labradorite, and obsidian. DO NOT 
FIRE: opal. pearl. bone, wood, or shells. 



resources 
SAKI SILVER PUDGY BEADS Findings Stones 
625 Eveningstar Ln. 1150 E. Wardlow Rd. 

ORNAMENTEA & Pearls 
Cincinnati, OH 45220 Long Beach, CA 90807 

509 N. West st. BEAD TRUST LLC p: (513) 221-5480 p : (562) 427-0018 
Raleigh, NC 27603 650 University Ave. sakisilver.com pudgybeads.com 
p: (919) 834-6260 Berkeley, CA 94710 

Gorgeous clasps and pen- This is a good source for ornamentea.com/ p: (510) 540-5815 
dants are available from vintage German glass. TheShop/ beadtrust.com friendly folks. 

This is a wonderful sup-I love the variety of BEADS AND ROCKS 
plier of unique goods; a stones, crystals, and glass, STAR'S CLASPS 335 Virginia Beach Blvd. 
mixed-media superstore. all at great prices on this 139A Church St., NW Virginia Beach, VA 23451 

site. Vienna, VA 22180 p: (757) 428-9824 LIMA BEADS 
p: (800) 207-2805 beadsandrocks.com p: (888) 211-7919 TALISMAN f: (703) 938-0541 These are purveyors team@limabeads.com ASSOCIATES 
starsclasps.com of hard-to-find vintage limabeads.com 200l-A Veirs Mill Rd. 
Here you will find a deli- crystals. 

This amazing supplier Rockville, MD 20851 
cate and lovely variety of 

boasts a huge selection of p: (800) 229-7890 
clasps and findings. 

Precious beads and findings. f: (301) 762-2421 
talismanbeads.com 

NABOROW Metal Clay 
SOFT FLEX COMPANY An amazing array of (252) 634-3436 RIO GRANDE PO Box 80 pearls as well as semipre- sales@naborow.com p: (800) 545-6566 Sonoma, CA 95476 cious and vintage beads 

naborow.com riogrande.com p: (866) 925-3539 you will find here. 
My favorite place to get A great source for all of f: (707) 938-3097 
silver spacers and beads your silversmith needs. softflexcompany.com 

Silver Clasps in every imaginable 
This is a manufacturer of 

& Beads shape. METAL CLAY SUPPLY strong, flexible beading 
GREEN GIRL 225 Cash St. wire and purveyor of find-

Jacksonville, TX 75766 ings, beads, and tools. STUDIOS Crystals 
p: (800) 388-2001 PO Box 19389 

FUSION BEADS f: (888) 331-6953 
Seed Beads 

Asheville, NC 28815 
13024 Stone Ave. N. metalclaysupply.com p: (828) 298-2263 
Seattle, WA 98133 

A nice place to find useful JANE'S FIBER greengirlstudios.com 
p: (888) 781-3559 AND BEADS tools and equipment. Find lovely pewter and fusionbeads .com 

5415 E. Andrew Johnson silver beads as well as 
All-encompassing Hwy. clasps at my shopl 
supersite and store, Afton, TN 37616 
Fusion specializes in p: (888) 497-2665 
crystals and everything f: (423) 638-5676 
else bead related. 

janesftberandbeads.com 

Every kind of seed bead 
can be found at this site. 
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LAURA ANN BELKIN is a multi
media artist from the Washington, D.C., area. 
She is best known in the "bead universe" for 
co-owning Talisman Associates Inc., with 
her mother, Naomi Belkin. Her paintings and 
drawings have been shown in Maryland-area 
galleries as well as published in studio annu
als and magazines. Please visit her website at 
lauraannbelkinwordpress.com. 

MELANIE BROOKS is a ceramic artist 
specializing in porcelain beads and jewelry. 
She lives and works from her studio home in 
the Detroit Michigan, area and sells her work 
under the name Earthenwood Studio. She 
enjoys making jewelry components inspired 
by science fiction, fantasy, pop culture, mythol
ogy, and art history. Her own articles, projects, 
and works made with her beads have appeared 
in many beading publications. Please visit her 
website at earthenwoodstudio.com. 

GAIL CROSMAN MOORE is a 
teacher, mother, small business owner, and 
award-winning artist. She divides her time 
between creating and showing her work and 
encouraging others to create their own. Rec
ognition of her abilities appears in print both 
in trade publications and in books in several 
different fields. Her work can be viewed on her 
website at gailcrosmanmoore.com. 

LORELEI EURTO works full time in an 
art museum in upstate New York and cre-
ates beaded jewelry as a form of art therapy. 
She enjoys concocting beautiful multimedia 
designs. Her designs have appeared in maga
zine publications such as Stringing, BeadStyle, 

and Step by Step Beads. You can see more of 
her work at her Etsy shop, Loreleil141.etsy.com, 
and on her blog, Lorelei1141.blogspot.com. 

BETH HEMMILA, owner of HINT in 
Portland, Oregon, creates jewelry that tells a 
universal story. She has a background in art 
history and a degree in sculpture and print
making. Her passion for sensual textures and 
memories aid the creation of her narrative 
jewelry. Each piece incorporates hand-sculpted 
silver charms that draw on ancient symbols 
from the natural world. Please visit her blog at 
hintjewelry.blogspot.com to discover the inspi
ration and stories behind her work. 

JAMIE HOGSETT is a jewelry designer 
and the education coordinator for Soft Flex 
Company. She is the author of Stringing Style 

(Interweave, 2005) and coauthor of the Create 
Jewelry series: Pearls, Crystals, Stones, and 

Glass. Contact Jamie through her blog, 
jamiehogsett.blogspot.com. 

MELISSA J. LEE makes beads from fine 
silver and designs jewelry. She is an intellectual 
property lawyer by training and enjoys read
ing mystery and science fiction books, knitting, 
and spending time with her young son (not 
necessarily in that order). Please visit her blog 
at strandsofbeads.blogspot.com. 



KATE MCKINNON is an author, a 
metalsmith, and a seed-bead enthusiast who 
lives in her hometown of Tucson, Arizona. She 
teaches, travels, and shows her work interna
tionally. Her recent book on metal clay has 
been a runaway best seller, with its focus on 
safe handling, unusual structural techniques, 
and easy ways to make rings to size. You can 
find her online shop, photo galleries, and popu
lar blog on her website at katemckinnon.com. 

MARGOT POTTER is the author and 
designer of five published jewelry-making 
books, a member of the Beadalon design team, 
an ambassador for Create Your Style with 
CRYSTALLIZED Swarovski Elements, an on-air 
jewelry expert at ave, and a Ranger Ink
certified instructor. Margot writes two blogs, 
creates award-winning humorous how-to 
videos, and appears often as a host and a guest 
on podcasts, television, and Web videos. Please 
visit her website at margotpotter.com. 

KELL Y RUSSELL is an artist who works 
in a variety of media to bring her ideas to 
life. She loves to experiment and incorporate 
different techniques into her work. Kelly shares 
her experience, teaching what she knows 
about metal clay and polymer clays. Kelly has 
had her worked widely published in books 
and magazines. Please visit her website at 
beadfuddled.blogspot.com. 

CARTER SEIBELS is a glass jewelry 
artist and bead lover based in Berkeley, 
California. Carter's love of color and fascination 
with all things sparkly and shiny has led her 
down a path full of creative endeavors. Her 
glasswork has appeared in galleries, exhibitions, 
and publications nationwide, and her jewelry 
designs are regularly published in beading 
magazines. Please visit her website and blog at 
divaliglassjewelry.com. 

CANDICE WAKUMOTOuses 
silver clay with fabrication and gemstones to 
create one-of-a-kind art jewelry. Her pieces 
have also been featured in several books and 
publications. This award-winning artist is a 
lifelong resident of Hawaii, residing on the 
island of Oahu with her husband, Paul, and poi 
dog, Cassie. 

JANE WYNN is a mixed-media artist 
whose work spans a broad spectrum of media. 
Her work is characterized by the curious 
juxtaposition of found objects, utilizing vintage 
imagery and distressed treatments. After 
receiving her masters in fine art from Towson 
University in Maryland, she now works full time 
in her studio and teaches workshops around the 
world. She is the author of Altered Curiosities: 
Assemblage Techniques and Projects. Please 
visit her website at wynnstudio.com. 

JEAN YATES is the author of the jewelry 
design book Links. Presently she is writing a 
column for Australian Beading magazine and 
planning her next book. Proud mother of five 
sons and grandmother of two, Jean lives in 
New York with her husband, Jim. Please visit 
her website at prettykittydogmoonjewelry 
.blogspot.com. 



ABOUT 
theAUTHOR 

C
nthia Thornton grew up in Orlando, 

Florida. As a child, she spent most of 
her time creating fantasy worlds for her 

dolls. She remembers her first box of Sculpey and 
the army of faeries she created with it foreshad
owing the career she would pursue as an adult. 
Not all time was spent frolicking and making 
clay creatures, however. She was no stranger to 
hard work. To help out the family, every day after 
school she and her siblings mowed lawns and 
pulled weeds for their father's landscaping busi
ness in the hot Florida sun. 

Cynthia graduated from high school and got 
a scholarship to Columbus College of Art and 
Design. 

After college, Cynthia spent the next several 
years as a freelance artist a haunted house mask 
maker, and a garden art sculptor, to fund her 
dream business, Green Girl Studios. This busi
ness consists of carving and casting her designs 
in fine pewter and silver and selling them at 
shows around the country. In 2002, she moved 
the operation to California, where she met up 
with Greg Ogden, college friend, musician, and 
artist. They relocated to Asheville, North Caro
lina, and got married in a garden, dressed as fa
eries, wings and all. Their daughter, Azalea, was 

born in 2004 and insists on "helping" the family 
business by sculpting her own designs. Green 
Girl Studios attends thirty-five shows a year and 
their work can be found in shops across the 
country and all over Europe and Japan. 

GREEN GIRL STUDIOS 
Green Girl Studios was founded by Cynthia 
Thornton in 1997, with a minute collection of 
beads and pendants cast in resin. The early de
signs were inspired by Japanese ojime (sculptur
al beads used as a toggle to close boxes worn on 
kimonos). Today, the beads are no longer cast 
in resin but in fine pewter, silver, and shibuichi; 
they are still handmade and of the best-quality 
materials. The company, which started with 
one artist, is now a family operation, run by her 
husband, Greg, a fellow artist, cartoonist, and 
everyday philosopher. Cynthia's brother Andrew 
assists at trade shows and is a Brooklyn-based 
jewelry maker, artist and writer. The company 
depends on close friends to distribute and 
manufacture the jewelry components. Over the 
years, loyal customers have become a circle of 
friends that has grown to include people in Aus
tralia, Japan, Europe, and South America. 

MEG REILLEY 
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create more enchanting designs 
with these inspiring resources 
from Interweave 

« ANCIENT MODERN 
Polymer Clay + Wire Jewelry 
Ronna Sarvas Weltman 
$22.95 
ISBN 978-1-59668-097-5 

Join BeadingDaily.com, an online community that 
shares your passion for beading. You'll get a free 
e-newsletter, free projects, a daily blog, a pattern 
store, galleries, artist interviews, contests, tips and 
techniques, event updates, and more. 

Sign up for Beading Daily at beadingdaily.com 

« CUSTOM COOL 
JEWELRY 

Create 200+ Personalized 
Pendants, Charms, and Clasps 
Melinda Barta 
$22.95 
ISBN 978-1-59668-074-6 

« FABULOUS 
FABRIC BEADS 

Create Custom Beads 
and Art Jewelry 
Kristal Wick 
$22.95 
ISBN 978-1-59668-077-7 

INSI'IRED DESIGNS fOR 
ltit 'ASSIDN"Tl 8l"DlR 

Beadwork magazine presents captivating projects with 
smart designs and user-friendly patterns. Beginning and 
advanced beaders alike will find projects that teach and 
test them. 

beadworkmagazine.com 

fIifi.> INTERWEAVE. 
110 i nterweavesto r e . com 



transform 
your ideas into 
art je",,"elry 
Learn to infuse meaning in your jewelry 
with this innovative mixed-media book 
from Cynthia Thornton, the creative 
mastermind of Green Girl Studios. 

Harness your inspiration, create magical 
elements from metal clay, wire, resin, and 
found objects and then turn your ideas 
into wearable art. 

Expand your creativity with instructions 
for 20 unique projects and components, 
from bracelets and necklaces strung 
with rhinestone-studded polymer clay 
beads, embellished plastic shrink charms 
reminiscent of butterfly wings, or beautiful 
resinlike bobbles filled with ephemeral 
objects. Projects are accompanied by 
stunning artwork and fantastical journal 
entries that elaborate on the inspiration 
behind Cynthia's designs. 

~ .... 
~H!) INTERWEAVE 110 l nterweavestore . com 

$24.95 I 09BD 1 0 

ISBN 978-1-59668-157-6 
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